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FOR ALL OF TODAY'S REPLACEMENT CONTROL NEEDS

t

IRC Volume Control Plant, Asheville,
.North Carolina.

Name your requirement; it's in full produc-
tion now at IRC's new volume control
manufacturing plant. From no other single
source can you get such wide replacement
coverage. And no other replacement control
gives you the IRC combination of easy
installation and trouble -free performance.

Compare IRC's Replacement Control Line with any other:
ireirtt

IM?`

For Widest
Replacement Coverage

Type Q Volume Control
82 values -7 tapers-give greatest TV, AM, FM
coverage with least stock. Flatted, knurled and
slotted Knobmaster Fixed Shaft fits moat knobs
without alteration. 13 Interchangeable Fixed Shafts
give fast conversion to "specials" with fixed shaft
security. Small " long bushing and compact
is,fif, design ideal for small sets-yet handle large
set needs as well. Cushioned -turn rotation. Quiet
element. Handsome appearance.

For Fast Assembly
of Ganged Controls

IRC MULTISECTIONS
In just a few minutes you can assemble standard
duals, triples, even quadruples-with IRC Multi -
sections and Q Controls. Simply remove control
cover and attach Multisection. Over 15,000,000
combinations. 20 resistance values. Switches can
be added. Use to provide low-cost L Pads and
T Pads.

Factory -Assembled

IRC EXACT DUPLICATES
IRC's complete line includes 492 Factory -Assem-
bled Exact Duplicate Concentric Duals. Mechan-
ical fit and electrical operation double -money -back
guaranteed-specifications are based on set manu-
facturers' procurement prints. Resistance values
are matched; tapers are closely followed; shaft
lengths are never less than manufacturers' nom-
inal-never more than 342" longer. Cover more
than 5,000 TV sets. Carbon and wire wound.

For Concentric Duals
in Less Than A Minute

IRC CONCENTRIKITS

Here's coverage of more than 5,000 TV models.
Revolutionary 4 -piece Universal Concentrikits
assemble with shafts and elements in less than a
minute to give you the exact duplicate replace-
ment control you want. Mechanical fit and elec-
trical operation double -money -back guaranteed.
Assemble both carbons and wire wounds. Fewer
inventory problems.

For Special Purpose Controls
IRC's Complete Line

2 -Watt Wire Wounds -2 styles, full rounded shaft
and Knobmaster shaft. High Voltage Controls -
2 -watt carbon -element control with Knobmaster
shaft. 4 -Watt Wire Wounds -2 styles, short,
knurled and slotted shaft or Knobmaster shaft.
TV Attenuators-Carbon-element control for ad-
justment of signal input. TV Centering Controls -
2 -Watt Wire Wound Control with centering tap.
Loudness Controls-Continuously variable, bring
higher fidelity to ordinary audio.
No other brand of replacement controls offers you
wider variety-greater efficiency. Send for New IRC
Control Catalog DC1D.

all your control
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"OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US
THAT THE PICTURES ARE

BETTER THAN WHEN THEIR
SETS WERE BRAND-NEW."

Says W. T. Gerlach
Roselle Radio and TV Service

1027 Chestnut St., Roselle, N. J.

"Since the first TV sets were delivered
in this area, we've installed almost
every type and brand of picture tube,
but we've yet to find any that gives a
picture like the G -E Aluminized Tube.

"Our tube customers are not only
satisfied-they are downright pleased !
As a result, more than two out of
every three tubes we are installing
are G -E Aluminized Picture Tubes."

"2 OUT OF EVERY 3 TUBES
ARE G -E ALUMINIZED

Give your customers TV's finest picture and make more money!

"65% OF OUR PICTURE TUBES SOLD ARE G -E
ALUMINIZED. ONE OWNER TELLS ANOTHER."

Says Kenneth L. Middleton . HILLENS
740 N. Garey Ave., Pomona, Cal.

"GENERAL ELECTRIC ALUMINIZED PICTURE TUBES
ARE ONE OF MY REAL BIG MONEY-MAKERSI"

Says Norman Foster ... Foster Television
2922 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Ill.



BRAND-NEW

MIRROR DISPLAY

Eye -evidence why a G -E
Aluminized Tube is up
to 100% brighter. The
mirror does it! . . . This
3 -color display with
polished, gleaming
mirror sticks front
or back to any flat
surface-your store -
window, door, or wall.
A real attention -getter!

iirt44,, err,

/dr.
ALUMINIZED PICTURE

TUBE

Io°,u4,BRIGHnTER

WE INSTALL

PICTURE TUBES!"
for new 6 -piece promotion kit!

All these helps are waiting for you

at your G -E tube distributor!

GET the full kit of G -E Aluminized Tube sales aids! Use them to sell
better -than -new TV! It's a sure-fire way to lick competition from inferior

picture tubes offered to your customers.
This mirror, booklet, and other helps will work hard for you, developing

profitable tube sales. General Electric further supports your efforts by a
strong coast -to -coast advertising campaign to TV owners. Ads in LIFE,
COLLIER'S, and TV GUIDE, reaching some 40,000,000 readers, tell why the
G -E Aluminized Tube is brighter, better, the finest tube any set can have!

Today many leading TV builders are featuring new -model receivers with
General Electric Aluminized Tubes. Demand for replacement tubes will sky-
rocket as the finer performance of the aluminized tube is made known by
enthusiastic set owners.

Take a tip from successful service dealers everywhere! Sell TV's 7,finest picture profitably! Tube Department General Electric Co -77Schenectady 5, New York..-,YEARS OF ELECTRICAL ,L.-
- PROGRESS
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Aluminizing means the efficient use of light -
light is energy-energy is the pay-off.
Aluminizing means a brighte7 TV picture,
greater contrast, lower beam current, smaller
spot size, sharper locus, reduced screen
scorch-all from the efficient use of light.
On the inside of any TV tube face is a coating
of phosphor crystals-the picture screen. As
the electron beam-tracing the picture-strikes
these crystals, they glow, giving off light in
all directions. And there's the problem!
Half the light thus generated is inside the tube,
either lost to usefu_ness or lighting areas that
should be dark. Both brightness and
contrast suffer.
But-put a mirror behind the phosphor and
"wandering" light is reflectea back through the
tube face. Aluminizing creates this
desired mirror!
To aluminize a picture tube, deposit a
nitrocellulose film evenly over the phosphor.
Over that, deposit a film of aluminum oily
millionths of an inch thick -
1,1 .14/11:. 1441a apui. Juzi. LI,

4 Under heat,
evaporate the nitrocellulose 'Um to leave a thin
smooth coating of aluminum. Result-an
efficient light reflecting mirror to
specifications.

Simple as it sounds, Rauland research
engineers worked for three years to sole the
problem and were among the, first to do so.

alul =xi
Perfection through Research

Subsidiary
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Your BEST antenna buy
for channels 2 to 83!

(

* UNIFORMLY HIGH GAIN
* EXCELLENT DIRECTIVITY
* AUTOMATIC TRANSITION

FROM UHF TO VHF
* HIGH SIGNAL-TO-

NOISE RATIO
* ALL ALUMINUM

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION

oy

*REGISTERED
TRADEMARK

INSTALL ONE ANTENNA, ONE TRANSMISSION LINE-Full UHF and VHF reception. The Telrex
Dio-Band extends the famous "CONICAL -V -BEAM" principle The addition of two supplemen-
tary V splines compacts and adds in -phase the higher frequency signals.

AUTOMATIC, PERFECT TRANSITION FROM VHF TO UHF-No "lossy" filters or isolation networks
are employed in tl e Telrex d3sign. Both UHF and VHF signals are picked up at the same cone apex.

po10 t i"°.

*et
s otoc

No,.
Ij

ONLY A SINGLE TRANSMISSION LINE IS REQUIRED - Duo -Band provides uniformly high gain
wish one maj 3r lobe, channels 2 to 83 and actually improves reception on channel:: 7 to 13.

ASSURES HIGH S GNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO ... FREE FROM GHOSTS - Excellent directivity on
VHF and UHF. A clear, un directional pattern makes Duo -Band the perfect array for reception
near or far. "C"

polt tvitt.
(01°'

DUO -BAND features include all aluminum rugged design, light weight.
Practical design can be used single bay or stacked for increased sensitivity.

60 Models Available to meet
every Antenna Requirement.
Write for Illustrated Catalog on
the Complete TELREX Line.

"CONICAL -V -BEAMS" are pro-
duced under Re -issue Patent
No. 23,346. Canadian and
foreign Patents Pending.

Originators and Manufacturers of "CONICAL -V -BEAMS" - insist

SERVICE MEN! Modify exist-
ing "CONICAL-VBEAMS" with
DUO -BAND I Existing antennas
can be modified to operate
efficiently on channels 2 to 83
by means of the new Telrex
Modification Kit.

ASBURY PARK 2, N. J.

on the Original! Look for the Telrex Trademark.

TECHNICIAN October, 1953 5



Admiral BOW TIE

Each antenna furnished with stacking
bar. Mast mounting bracket included.

UHF Antenna, No. AN65A

Mast not included. Suggested List Price

Admiral
all -channel

Now you can make an extra profit on installations using
these high gain UHF antennas. In good signal areas, the
Admiral Bow -Tie No. AN65Agets excellent reception on any
of the 70 UHF channels...and lists for only $4.75! For
troublesome locations, where ghosts, reflections and
interference are encountered, install the Admiral Corner
Reflector Antenna No. AN56A. It lists for only $9.95.

Both these antennas are made with aircraft aluminum antenna
elements and vibration -proof reflectors. Both come completely
assembled, ready to mount. "A -frame" insulators provide
plenty of free air space around elements. The units have high
mechanical strength, low wind resistance, and are treated to
resist weathering. Thsy can be easily fastened to existing
masts and towers.
Where an indoor UHF antenna is needed, give your customer
the Admiral Target No. 94A10-7. Smartly styled in rose -gold
colored anodized aluminum with mahogany phenolic base,
it stands only 10 inches high. The base is weighted and felt
padded...can be placed on top of receiver...picks up all UHF
channels. Order by part number from your Admiral distributor.

Admiral Corporation
Accessories and Equipment Division  Chicago 47, Illinois

Admiral CORNER REFLECTOR
UHF Antenna No. AN56A

High gain, 14 db. Front to back ratio 15
to 1. Mast mounting bracket included.

Mast not included. Suggested List Price

antennas

Admiral TARGET
Indoor Antenna No. 94A10-7 $49 5

Complete with lead-in
Suggested List Price

A COMPLETE LINE OF ADMIRAL TV ANTENNAS . . . NOW AVAILABLE FROM YOUR ADMIRAL DISTRIBUTOR

Trombone

Quad-Vee
Duo-Vee

Hi -Lo Inline

Conical
erf

Yogi
5-8-10 elements

djustable
Dipole Indoor

Helix Indoor

Zig-Zag

6 TECHNICIAN October, 1953
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SPEEDS SERVICE-MAKES MONEY-PLEASES CUSTOMERS
How'd you like to know what's wrong with a cus-

tomer's TV receiver before you make your service call?
You do with the new RAYTHEON TV SERVICE
SAVER plan.

Here's how this wonderful new Raytheon servicing
method works:

Both you and your customer have booklets in which
are photographs showing 40 different picture condi-
tions that may occur on the screen of a defective TV
receiver. From 90 to 95% of all the troubles that may
develop in a TV receiver are covered by these pictures.
Illustrations are numbered and when a set falters, the

customer simply finds the pic-
ture in the booklet that
matches the condition on the
screen and then calls you and
tells you what number it is, and
which of 5 sound conditions
exist.

Your booklet and a wall chart which you can place
near your phone show the same set of numbered pic-
ture patterns, and in addition the booklet explains ex-
actly what tubes, components or circuits may be caus-
ing the trouble and suggests what and where to
test.

This pre -call knowledge of what ails a receiver helps
you to greater profit in three ways: (1) You can go on
a job with complete technical information about the
required repair; (2) You can go on the job with all
necessary parts and tubes; (3) You can clean up nui-
sance calls and avoid many needless call-backs by tele-
phone. Then, too, it means satisfied customers - cus-
tomers who see you go right to the root of the trouble
and make repairs quickly and expertly.

Be sure to ask your Raytheon Tube Distributor how
you can get in on this exclusive servicing asset - the
RAYTHEON TV SERVICE SAVER plan. Act now,
and be the first in your locality.

RAYTHEON
RAYTHEON MANU ACTUR

n
OMPA,

III., ngeles,
-mow-

_RECEIVING AND PICTURE MIS  REAM! SUBMINIATURE AND MINIATURE TIRES  DERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS  NUCLEONIC TUBES MICROWAVE TIRES

TECHNICIAN October, 1953
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CHANNEL MASTER
ce3 a

basically new type

of VHF antenna

HAMPION*
the highest gain

all -channel VHF antenna

ever developed !

)
jtallfrinl lite unique new

TRIPLE -POWERED DIPOLE

The "Tri-Pole" is a new antenna system in
which the Low Band folded dipole also

functions as three folded dipoles tied
together in phase on the High Band. This
is the heart of the Champion, the secret of
its phenomenal performance on all 12 VHF
channels.

The CHAMPION is another great deeelopment of tie world farrous Chattel Poster la-soralbries.

 



the CHAMPION is
the most sensitive all

VHF antenna ever designed!

Stacked CHAMPION provides:
11-13 D B High Band gain
61/2-71/2 D B Low Band gain

Here is a totally NEW kind of antenna, com-
pletely different - in principal and performance
- from any VHF antenna you've ever seen! Since
the lifting of the TV freeze means a gradual dis-
appearance of the songle-channel VHF area, the
VHF antenna of the future will be a multi -channel
antenna. P-epare now for outstanding reception
on all VHF channels - present and future - with
Channel Master's super -sensitive CHAMPION! Out-
performs every all -channel VHF antenna made
today - and many Yogis, too!

COMPARE these features with
the antenna you are now using:

Folded dipoles throughout - give close to
300 ohms impedance across the entire
band.
Screen -type reflector provides high uni-
form gain on every channel, 2 through 13.
Not frequency sensitive - this reflector
provides more than twice as much extra
gain as straight bar reflectors.

o Phase -correcting harness is built-in and
fully assembled; the only wiring you do
is to attach the lead-in.
All -aluminum construction ... lightweight,
durable, non -corrosive.

S ng le

Say

MARVEL OF
PRE -ASSEMBLY

assembles faster than a
5 -element yogi!

Collapsed "Pop -Up" screen
opens instantly - no loose rods,
elements or hardware. "Tri-Pole"
assembly features automatic
Spring Lock Action - all dipoles
snap permanently into place
without wing nuts or any other
hardware.

It's a CHAMPION in any area!
1-bay-local areas
2-bay-seccndary and fringe areas
4-bay-super-fringe areas

OUT -PERFORMS:
this ... this .. this .. or this ...

The 2 -Bay CHAMPION actually
gives you the performance of:

 Seperata 5 -element
Yagis for averyLow
Band charnel!

M sdel No.

 Separate 10-elemeny
Yayis for every High
Bald channal!

list Price
325 Single Bay $20.83
325-2 2 -Bay $42.36
225-4 4 -Bay $88.89

Seises -ate StacEing Harass
325-3 2 -Bay Harness $ 2.08
325-5 e. -Bay Harness i $ 4.15

Send complete technical lite ture.

CHANNEL MASTER CORP.
11111N51111 N. V.



The TARZIAN UTP1(Sing) e Channel) Translator for

Self -powered.

 Two units may be attached to
receiver to receive two UHF
channels.

Input alignable to any UHF
station (470-890 mc)

Output into balanced 300 ohms,
channels 2-6 inclusive

Requires NO internal wiring
changes.

Easily attached.

COMPLETE RANGE OF FREQUENCIES AND ANTENNA
SWITCHING POSSIBILITIES MAKE THE RECEPTOR

Completely Univer
 -he UTP1 is the answer to set owners
anywhere within the range of one or two
UHF stations.

Adaptable to any type receiver, the
UTP1 brings in the UHF station through one

of the unused low channels, 2 to 6. None
of the 12 VHF channels is sacrificed.

The same high standards of engineering
quality . . . design . . . and development
which have made the TARZIAN Tuners fa-
mous-are embodied in the UTP1 Receptor.

Moderately -priced to appeal to millions
of present-day set owners. See your set
dealer or service man or write for detailed
information.

sal in Application

Lever
Switch

Translator
Power Cord

Plug Set Into
Translator

Ground Screw.

UHF Ant.
if Needed

VHF Ant.

Set Power Cord

SARKES TARZIAN, INC., TUNER DIVISION
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

10 TECHNICIAN October, 1953



over 99%*
hit the bull's-eye

for quality!

that's why we call

Federal
PICTURE TUBES

"BEST -IN -SIGHT"

Thousands of famous -name picture tubes were quality-

tested by a famous -name TV set manufacturer.'
When the scoring was over, Federal led all the brands
tested ... with an "OK' on over 99% of its tubes!
Here's proof, Mr. Serviceman, that it pays to replace
with Federal ... here's assurance of top performance ...
of less time wasted on call-backs . . . of more profit per
tube replaced!
Federal quality brings to servicemen a tremendous
opportunity to create customer -goodwill ... to build
steady replacement business.
Federal quality stands by servicemen, because it stands up in
service .. . backs up their years of experience and know-how
... their trained judgment. That's one of many big reasons why
more and more servicemen are specifying Federal
"Best -in -Sight" picture tubes.
Join the trend today ... ask your Federal Distributor about
the popular -size line that takes care of over 90% of all TV
replacements .. . ! For information, write to Dept. N-354.

"Federal always has made better tubes"

Federal 'ONE i
Telephone and Radio Company

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, N. J.
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.

r
Get Your Copy of

Federal's
TV Picture Tube

DATA BOOK
12 -page booklet with infor-
mation on interchangeability,
basing diagrams, bulb outlines,
dimensions, characteristics.
Address your inquiry to Dept.
listed above.

TECHNICIAN October, 1953 11



* There's real MAGIC to the CDR ROTOR!

The way it IMPROVES any TV picture is magic

... the way it sells ... is magic! BUT ... the real

answer is quality manufacture of a proven design!

That adds up to continued dependable

performance ... CDR ROTORS ARE BUILT TO

LAST... built to perform under any conditions!

NOW ... MORE IN DEMAND THAN EVER

BEFORE with the BIG consumer advertising

campaign in full swing ... if you don't

have your BIG CDR PROMOTION KIT with

selling and advertising aids ...write us

for your kit ... to help you sell EVEN MORE!

THE RADIART CORPORATION
® CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

roof top magic
from your TV set

and it's magic
in sales too

%OPP
oftmb

TR-12 ... a special com-

bination value consisting of
complete rotor including thrust

bearing ...handsome modern
design cabinet with meter
control dial $47.95

TR-11... same as TR-12

without thrust bearing$4495

TR-2 ... the HEAVY DUTY

rotor especially suited for spe-

cial TV antenna installations.

Complete rotor with "Compass

Control" cabinet having illumi-

nated "perfect pattern" dial.

$49.95

THE CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.

12 TECHNICIAN October, 1953



We set our sights on developing a new ele,tron gun ... one whose finer beam
would establish an all-time high in resolution for electrostatic -focus picture tubes.

We shot for z. gun that would prothice a mailer, sharper spot ... a spot free
from the effects of excessive "starring" which causes an outline blur similar

to the haze around the moon on a cloudy nigu-

SmEller spot size, and cleaner. more uniform spot shape are the secrets
of the Du Mon: Hi -R Teletron. These are the features which have made

possible a more vivid presentation of the television picture.

They are the reasons why, in just a few months, the Hi -R Teletron has become
the performance standard of the television industry.

DUMONT°
Hi -R- A new high

in resolution - now being
incorporated in all DuMont

Electrostatic Focus Teletrons

*TRADE MARK

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DIVISION  ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES INC., CLIFTON, N. J.

TECHNICIAN October, 1953 13
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WHAT USERS SAY:

"Hickok Model 650 Generator is the most practical
single piece of television test equipment offered to
the TV serviceman. I like every feature about it,
and have seen it used in every possible way."

Jack P. Moore, Service Mgr.
Commonwealth Television Installation

& Service Company

"The Hickok Model 650 is, without a doubt, one of
the most useful instruments yet developed for the
Television Servicing Technician."

Ray S. Guichard, Mgr. Svr. Trg.
Capehart-Farnsworth Corporation

If"My Hickok Model 650 Television Video Generator
is the most time saving instrument I have ever
used. Television Service companies who don't have
this instrument should get one, and they could turn
out three times as much work."

F. W. Gibbons, Oxford, Mississippi

TV TROUBLE SHOOTER
Does in Minutes...Many Jobs that
Normally Take Hours by Usual TV

Service Methods

Crystal controlled all-purpose TV service
instrument.
Provides TV Pulses of 60; 900; 15,750 cycles
and 315 KC.
The only instrument to provide Horizontal
and Vertical framing frequencies for fast
servicing of deflection circuits. As well as pro-
vide drive for a monoscope or camera.
RF output covers all channels and is cali-
brated in microvolts for sensitivity measure-
ment.
Can be used as a wire -connected TV trans-
mitter to simultaneously transfer program to
any number of TV receivers on any channel.
Permits approximate field intensity measure-
ment.
Substitute video amplifier.
Vertical, Horizontal sawtooth can be substi.
tuted for vert., horiz. oscillator in TV set.
In addition to all these features the 650 also
generates a bar and dot pattern.

MODEL
650

"In my opinion, no self-respecting TV service or.
ganization should be without a 650. Hickok ias
again pioneered a quality piece of equipment ct a
price anyone can afford."

Donald T. Birch, Radio -TV Instr.
The Lively Technical School

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Dupont Avenue  Cleveland 8, Ohio
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You can build a reputation on Tung -Sol Quality

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. I. Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus, Culver City (Los Angeles), Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newark, Seattle

TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes and
Semiconductor Products.

TECHNICIAN  October, 1953 15



NEWI....at a glance

Identify TV Interference

Diathermy interference

9. ti5j,4(1.
FM interference

ANg01-67Ek_

k

Ignition interference

VLE ATI

stUITILTE
010,11111

10 0/

ter, :

,

4

TVI Analyzer Model WT 606
Works like magic! Enables you to put your

finger on trouble easily, quickly, accurately . . .

every time.
No more guesswork! No more time-consuming

testing! Thls full -range interference analyzer in-
dicates clearly where the trouble lies.
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

 Calibrated wave trap section
 Hi -pass and ignition filters
 Variable air condenser tuning
 Cross-indexed scale for spotting frequency

causing interference
 Wave traps and filters operate singly or in

combinations
The Analyzer's calibrated condenser tuning

makes it possible to identify interfering frequencies
immediately, so that the service man can apply
the filter or wave trap needed without delay.

Write for complete catalog.

15 Joralemon Street
Brooklyn 1, New York

Available Through Parts Distributors From Coast To Coast.

LETTERS
To the Editors

Customer Appreciation
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

TV service customers do not realize
how much time and energy a good
serviceman puts into a job; they have
no idea of all the work he does when he
is out of their sight. Ways should be
found to call attention to these matters
in order to improve customer relations.
Barclay Hill Rd.
Beaver, Pa. WM. WALLACE MILLIGAN

Favors Licensing
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

I'm in favor of licensing service tech-
nicians to push the screwdriver maniacs
out of the business. If those fellows
were out, we'd all be able to make a
good living in a respected occupation.
5 Perkins Ave. M. E. BLAISDELL
Brockton, Mass.

Serviceman Is Goat
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Most TV manufacturers are forgetting
the serviceman when they design and
build sets. I've been in the service game
since the beginning and I can see now
that receiver builders are making the
serviceman the goat of poor design and
low-grade components.
126 York Ave. T. R. MORRIS
Weatherford, Texas

Poor Cooperation
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Why are radio -TV manufacturers so
uncooperative when it comes to fur-
nishing service data on their products?
They should realize that it is in their
interest, as well as ours, to supply com-
plete technical dope promptly.
148 N. 85th BILL CARON
Seattle 3, Wash.

Better Tubes And Components
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

It seems to me that TV manufacturers
would do themselves, their customers,
and servicemen a great big favor if they
would take some steps to obtain better
tube and component reliability in their
products. Such a progrom is long over-
due.
167 Frank Ave. SAM MESSIN
Oxnard, Calif.

Standard Service Rates
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

I hope that technicians and service
organizations will get together and
establish standard service -call rates. It
seems to me that this is the only method
by which we can put a stop to those
bait ads in newspapers, offering two and
three dollar service calls.
5925 Cooper Ave. R. N. MANSFIELD
Detroit 13, Mich.
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Collection Difficu!ties

EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:
We have trouble collecting bills for

service on sets which incompetent
butchers have messed up; customers
protest that they are being forced to
pay twice for the same repair. We
would like to know how other service
shops solve this problem.
274 Eastern Ave. SAMUEL BRIJNO
Springfield, Mass.

Poor Quality Parts
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Parts jobbers who sell poor -quality
"cheap" parts and tubes to servicers
should realize that they are thereby
causing customer dissatisfaction and
giving the entire trade a bad name.
They ought to stop doing it.
871 N.E. 128 St. A. E. PELOQUIN
No. Miami, Fla.

Indiscriminate Wholesaling
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

I think something should be done
about the indiscriminate wholesaling of
radios, TV sets, parts and antennas. The
suppliers of the "wholesalers" advertise
in national magazines offering their
products at my wholesale prices; then
they expect legitimate shops like mine
to display, sell and service their wares.
I'd like to have the comments of others
on this subject.
Ontonagon, Mich. JACK WATT

Fix -It Books

EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:
I hate TV announcers who condemn

servicemen on the air in order to sell
their fix -it -yourself books to gullible
TV owners. Let's figure out some way
to slap back at those oily -tongued
characters.
1303 8th St. HENRY PERKOWSKI
No. Bergen, N. J.

Mail Order Merchants
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

The main evil that plagues me is the
selling to my customers, at or below my
wholesale cost, by the big mail-order
outfits. Apparently we need much
stronger servicemen's associations to
stop this practice.
140 Main St. A. L. ABELL
Shelby, Mont.

An Old Story
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

The TV service business is going
through the same stages that radio
servicing did in the late twenties and
early thirties. The dollar service call, the
promise to perform repairs in the cus-
tomer's home-it's an old story to any-
one who remembers. The big difference
is that TV is more complicated and
service must necessarily cost more.
4927 E. 20th St. R. V. HILL
Kansas City, Mo.

JONTZ
MFG. CO.

JONTZ
TV INSTALLATION

ACCESSORIES

CUT INSTALLATION COSTS
....INCREASE PROFITS

Jontz TV Installation Acces'sories
give you extra quality, greater econ-
omy. All Jontz masts have an addi-
tional chromate coating ... six times
more weather protection than ordi-
nary zinc -plating, as proved in salt
spray tests!

JONTZ
Pioneers in the field

of TV Reception

MODELS 120, 130, 140, 150, 150A
KWICK-UP TELESCOPIC MAST

Sturdy, well built, good-looking TV
masts to suit any location ...Model
120-20 feet, Model 130 -30 feet,
Model 140-40 feet, Model 150-50
feet, Model 150A -50 feet (extra
heavy duty). Constructed of highest
quality rust -resistant steel tubing.
Available in complete package of
welded nuts with set bolts, six -way
guy rings, and cotter keys ...with or
without roof mounts. All masts
shipped four to a set in special pro-
tective cartons.

Your inquiries will receive prompt
attention.

Write us for details today!

QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION
Jontz masts ore
made of highest
quality electric
weld steel tubing.
with heavy zinc
galvanized coat-
ing ... your
assurance of
tubular strength
and durability.

APEX MOUNT,
MODEL A -S

4 -way swivel mount
for any type of instal-
lation. Fully adapt-
able to flat surface,
peak roof, or corner
mounting.

ROTARY MOUNT,
MODEL S

4 -way rotary base
mount. Fits along roof
peak for safe, easy in-
stallation.

GUY RINGS
BY JONTZ

The answer to your
guy ring needs. Handy
Jontz guy rings may
be used with either 3
or 4 guy wires...your
choice of 5 I. D.'s.

JONTZ MANUFACTURING CO.
1101 East McKinley, Mishawaka, Indiana, Mishawaka 5-5178
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'.\\\\Versatile!

NEIVT

PH I LCQ
Cross Dot

TV Linearity Pattern

Generator

P i-t I LCO
CROSS -DOT LINEARITY GENERATOR

Armestc onboou

CHANNELS

brresuxoCIA

Model G-8004

Specifications: -Self stabilized oscil-
lator  Variable output frequencies 
Power consumption approximately 10
watts  Power supply -105-125 Volts,
60 cycles large easy -to -tune dial 
high level output controllable with
variable attenuator.

PHI LCO
Test Equipment

Specifically Designed for the Serviceman

Axclusive!

More Stable Operation at

1/3 the Cost
of Comparable Generators

Again . . . Philco leads the field ! For the finest possible
linearity adjustments without station pattern, here is the
all new cross dot linearity pattern generator. This unit not
only lets you make TV linearity adjustments more quickly
and accurately but also permits precise routine adjustments
and trouble shooting with amazing economy of operation
. . . Light, rugged, portable, heavy gauge steel case . . .

finished in durable gray hammertone . See your Philco
distributor now or write Philco, Accessory Division,
"A" & Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pa.

Now Yours on New
Special Payment Plan

Model M-8104-TV Field Strength Meter 
Offers more features than any unit at this
popular price . . . Super Colorado Tuner
for low noise and high gain . . . May
be used to check TV boosters, antenna
combinations, interfering signals and pic-
ture signal strength.

Model 7008-Visual alignment Generator
 Combines in one economical unit func-
tions ordinarily found only in a cumber-
some collection of costly devices ... In-
cludes extra sensitive built-in oscilloscope
... AM, FM, and audio generators. Sweep
output flat to within .2 DB/MC.
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easy...split second installation!

corner reflector

uhf antenna
Identified by its golden screen

vibration -proof
 reacy to install

 reduces installation cost
 sturdily constructed

 only 1 mast bracket to attach
anti -corrosion plating meets

government specifications

Exc&dive
UHF "WISHBONE" INSULATOR.
Only Telco gives you this remark-
able "plus" feature

1-2-3 'e44 .70
1 OPEN CARTON . . REMOVE

FACTORY -ASSEMBLED UNIT

2 OPEN LIKE A BOOK . . FASTEN
STRUT WIRES

961

3 MOUNT ON MAST . . . JOB COMPLETE. .

WRITE FOR FREE TELCO CATALOG

No. 8642 Universal
Lightning Arres.lor
U. L. Approved
List $1.25

No. 8984
List $11.75
less mast

No. 8965 Butterfly
Wishbone Antenna
List $5.50
With Stocking Bar

No. 9000 "Golden H&c."
Indoor UHF Antenna
Pure Gold Plated
List $4.95

television hardware mfg. co.
DIViISION OF GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
904 TAYLOR STREET., ROCKFORD, ILL
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for only $5.00
and 30 Sylvania

Premium Tokens .

Servicemen! Here's Your Sylvania

TIFT CH
(TUBE AND TOOL)

ST
"Tie POSeV-2/06k S' mee 4a We gvetS6

LOOK WHAT IT HOLDS!

Tubes, Tools, Test Equip-
ment and all the small parts
needed on any home radio
or TV service job.

itobcik IMO
400""*...Itip 411110

v SYLVAN'
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

LIGHTING  RADIO  ELECTRONICS  TELEVISION
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.

University Tower Building, St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Talk about a useful servicing aid . . . this
Sylvania T -N -T (Tube and Tool) Chest
is really it! Carries more tubes, tools and
parts than any chest on the market!

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES:

 Bass and fir plywood case

 Waterproof Du Pont Fabrikoid cover

 Holds 187 receiving tubes

 Lightweight folding aluminum tool and
parts tray

 Unbreakable plastic handle
 Brass -plated hardware

 Room for mirror and ohmmeter
 It's a complete, portable service shop!

ACT NOW ... Offer Limited!

This chest is now yours for only $5.00
31!-- and 30 Sylvania Premium Tokens. Offer

good only between August 1st and No-
vember 15th. See your Sylvania Distrib-
utor who has these kits now.

Remember, you get 1 Sylvania Pre-
mium Token with every 25 receiving
tubes or with every picture tube you buy.
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Installation is
MST and MSY

. . . and it can be done right in your
customers' homes in a matter of
minutes. Simply connect the antenna
leads and power lines from the Con-
verter to the set. That's all there is to it.

Depend on Mallo
for

Appro ed Precisio n ality

The
MALLORY UHF Converter

can mean

EXTRA PROFITS
when UHF television comes

to your area
Where UHF television has already gone on
the air, the Mallory Converter has proven to
be one of the fastest moving items in the new
UHF market. And for good reason too.

 The Mallory Converter will equip any TV
set to receive all channels-old and new.

 Picture definition is excellent . . . tun-
ing is easy.

Another outstanding feature of the Mallory
Converter is that it tunes in all channels in any
area. The customer who has one has nothing
more to buy, no adjustments to make . . . even
if he moves to another broadcast area.

YOUR MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR will be
glad to show you the Mallory Converter . .

tell you how successful it has been for dealers
in other areas. Get complete information today,
so you can make the most of the new UHT
market tomorrow.

LORY &CO..Inc.

MALLORY -11111
CAPAC TORS  CONTROLS VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS
RECTIFIERS  POWER SUPPLIES  FILTERS  MERCURY BATTERIES

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA



a

SN-12

Replacement
Banding Kit

c

PFM-30

PFM-1
Improved with

drop lock feature

In addition to its exten-
sive regular line, here
are illustrated

great new products, from
the one company that
gives you the most com-
plete quality line of
antenna mounting ac-
cessories:
 GR-1-Guy Ring
 PFM-30-Peak &

Flat Roof Mount

 PFM-60-Peak &
Flat Roof Mount
(Rotating Type)

 PFM-1-Peak &
Flat Rcof Mount

 SN-50-"Snap-
in" Type Chim-
ney Mount *

 SN-12-"Snap-

in" Wall Bracket.
Also available in
6", 15", 18",
24".

 GND-Ground
Rod - 4' - 6' - 8'

 EM-1-Eave
Mount

 Replacement
Banding Kits (3
standcrd kits to
fit all chimney
mounts)

South River Also Makes:

Chimney Mounts
Wall Brackets

Universal Roof Mounts
Swivel Flat Roof Mounts

Chimney Mount Exten-

sions (for extra large
crown ciimneys)

lave Mounts

Large Mast Adapters

Screw Eyes

Mast Stand-offs, Snap-
ons

Guy Clamps-Guy Rings

Banding

Electronic Hardware

All South River Chimney Mounts are Available in
Stainless Steel Banding

u. S. Pot. 2482575

Write immediately for your copy of South
River's new 1953 catalog, just off the press.
Illustrated is the most complete line of the
most ingenious and the easiest to install
antenna mounts in the industry.

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
South River, New Jersey

Pioneer manufacturer and outstanding producer
of the finest line of antenna mounting acces-
sories in the television industry.

IN CANADA A. T. R. ARMSTRONG CO., TORONTO

GND

PFM-60
drop lock feature
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109

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

TO RECEIVE i4ei UHF and

Afee11HF STATIONS IN,dia
DIRECTIONS FOR 60 MILES
WITHOUT A ROTORMOTOR OF ANY KIND!!
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL UHF -VHF

TELEVISION ANTENNA
While antenna reception is guaranteed

for 60 miles, perfect pictures have been con-
sistently received as far as 160 miles from
stations.

NEW DESIGN FOR '54
 LOW -LOSS SWITCH
 LOW -LOSS PHENOLIC INSULATORS

 USES NEW 4-CONDLCTOR
MATCHED IMPEDANCE LINE

 ONLY 10
BETWEEN AINNCTHENSNPAACBIANYGS

ONE

INSTALLATION

ONE TRANSMISSION

ONE ANTENNA
LINE

ttili).4)240)64;)24).4)44141PVIOvlogp
eavilog1

nth 6>tiartottr

IN ALL LOCATIONS

IS ENIErf
AREA

NOVA
STATIONS

IN ALL DIRECTIONS

The new All Channel
Model

Super
60 is guaran

teed to bring in, immediate4y
on instllation,

every

WA? and every Vt-if station
within 60 miles

in any

direction,
giving

clearer
and sharper

pictures
than

r:recLpo,iionany ontenna
or combina'ion

of antennas
with or

electroni'cwaillyh

If, immediately
on insto lotion,

it fails to do this,

we agree
to refund

to the jobber
to whom

we

"unary PoiMion.

without
rotor rrotors.

rotates th can

sold and shipped
it, 11's full

Dpirricige.OW

tiWk****C*30-0346-b\o-60*(i\i

4014,N4k,(
.";

- FOR THE

l.nne in a 'to.

SO NE

IT'S PATENTED!

SUPER

60

#2,609,503
#2,625,655
#2,644,091

LIST PRICE

$3615
SEE YOUR LOCAL

JOBBER.

PRICE INCLUDES
Complete stocked array  4 stack-
ing bars 9 position switch
Switch -to -set coupler 3 - 71/2"
stand offs  Individually boxed in

mailable carton

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNA CORP.,
QUEENS

NEW
BLVD.

WOODSIDE 77, YORK
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Engineered To Give
HIGHEST GAIN and

NARROWEST PATTERNS

to solve difficult "GHOST"
problems the FRINGE

AREA AND IN CLOSE
TO THE STATION

1) illl Advertising

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS
LIFE

RADIO

FARM MAGAZINES

TELEVISION

FINCO IS A NAME
YOUR CUSTOMERS
KNOW BECAUSE OF
THIS POWERFUL
NATIONAL ADVERTISING
PROGRAM!

THE
FINNEY COMPANY
Dept. 1310-4611 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

This great series once again reaffirms Finco leadership! Model
502 is a 2 -bay unit of the colateral* type with a "snap -out"
screen for nstantaneous installation. Model 504 is the 4 -boy
version, highly effective in super fringe areas where ultra high
gain is conaistantly required. Both models feature high front
to back rat o and excellent impedance match to 300 OHM line
for low siglal fringe areas. Completely preassembled - cor-
rosion proof aluminum throughout (including screen) - one
antenna, ore transmission line!

Both Units available in 3 models which
peak on channel ranges shown below
and maintain high gain on balance of
frequencies:

# 502A channels 14-321
# 502B channels 29-55
# 502C - channels 53-83

# 504A - channels 14-32
# 504B - channels 29-55
# 504C - channels 53-83

Patent No- 2,566,287
Reg. U.S. Pot. OR.
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cYlka-
"speaks" for itself in any company

6000
1200

V

TRIPLETT 630 Volt - Ohm - Mil - Am-
meter has many significant advantages
and features that make it stand dis-
tinctly apart from similar instruments

in its price class. Actually in components, in
engineering, in minutely accurate perform-
ance, Triplett 630 closely approaches lab-
oratory standards.

Since the scales of any VOM comprise the
means by which it makes its multiple serv-
ices most valuable, the legibility and easy -
read -ability are of prime importance. Triplett
engineers have created in Triplett 630 the
longest scales available in this size tester.
(The upper arc by actual measurement is
four and three -eighth inches.)

630 Volt -Ohm -Mil -Ammeter

CAUTION ON HIGH VOLTS

OFF

This long -scale factor accounts for the
ease with which precise readings are easily
made. Further legibility is gained by use of
black and red scale markings. D.C. and D.B.
are black and white. A.C. and Ohm mark-
ings are red on white. Ohms from one
hundred million to one -tenth ohm mark the
range of this amazing scale. On low ohms,
center scale reading is 4.5 ohms.

The Single Switch
Futher indication of the practical skill and

engineering "know-how" behind Triplett
630 is the Single Switch. Its simplicity of
operation assures no burn -outs thru momen-
tary memory lapses. There is instant switch-

ing to desired circuit thru a single 2 W knob
flush with the face panel. The molded switch
itself embodies the most advanced engineer-
ing practices. Fully enclosed, the silvered
contacts are kept permanently clean. Its
rugged construction means stronger per-
formance and longer life.

These two factors are but samples of the
many ways in which on-the-job needs have
been anticipated and provided for in a
beautiful streamlined tester. It provides
A.C.-D.C. Volts, D.C. Micro -amperes, Milli-
amperes, Amperes, Ohms, Megohms, Deci-
bel and Out Put readings in a no -short
design embodying interior construction with
all direct connections; no harness cabling.
Its fool -proof unit switch construction
houses precision resistors in insulated re-
cesses in direct connection with switch
contacts.

Study the following Ranges and descrip-
tions and compare them point by point
with any similar instrument for conclusive
proof that Triplett 630 "speaks" for itself
in any company.

Ranges
D.C. volts: 0-3-12-60-300-1200-at 20,000 Ohms/Volt
(For Greater Accuracy on TV and other High Re-
sistance Circuits.)
A.C. Volts: 0-3-12-60-300-1200-6000-at 5,000
Ohms/Volt
(For Greater Accuracy in Audio and other High
Impedance A.C. Circuits.)
Decibels: -30, +4, +16, +30, +44, +56, +70.
(For Direct Reading of Output Levels.)
D.C. Microamperes: 0-60-at 250 Millivolts.
D.C. Milliamperes: 0-1.2-12-120-at 250 Millivolts.
D.C. Amperes: 0 -12 --at 250 Millivolts.
*Ohms: 0-1,000-10,000-(4,4-44 at center scale).
*Hegohms: 0.1-100--(4,400-440,000 center scale).
Output: Condenser in series with A.C. Volt ranges.

*Resistance ranges are compensated for
greatest accuracy over wide battery voltage varia-
tions. Series Ohmmeter circuits for all ranges
to eliminate possibility of battery drain when
leaving switch in Ohms position.

Get a Triplett 630 into your
own hands at your distributor.

U.S.A. Dealer Net $3950

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BLUFFTON, OHIO
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FREE-gout Choice of I

Handy All -Metal
Carry -Kit Holds
6 E -V Cartridges

Complete E -V
Interchangeability
Chart on both sides
makes servicing
positive and easy

NEW PHONO-CARTRIDGE
CARRY -KIT en DISPLAY -DISPENSER

PLUS
WINDOW or

DOOR DECAL

PLUS

0
PROFESSIONAL

FMNIUMNLAIN
SERVICE

REVISED SET -MODEL

REPLACEMENT GUIDE

10,000,000
PHONOGRAPHS ARE

WAITING TO BE SERVICED
et reet dune cola eitede E -V aida to dated(

Again E -V gives you a positive profit-maker-and helps make you the
authority on Phono-Service in your community!

Free of extra cost, from your E -V Distributor, you can get your choice
of new Cartridge Carry -Kit or Display Dispenser plus professional Decal
and up-to-date set -model Replacement Guide, with every purchase of
any 6 E -V Phono Cartridges.

Furthermore, the new E -V high output, high compliance, permanent
Ceramic Cartridges revolutionize servicing. They are not affected by
moisture or heat-can be carried in your service kit or kept on display
without fear of deterioration. And they are directly interchangeable with
silent -needle type crystal cartridges that do not use a thumb screw-yet
cost no more than crystal. They are part of the famous E -V Basic 6
Preferred Types that make over 92% of all cartridge replacements.

Take advantage of this offer now! Make money selling cartridge
replacements. Cash in on the $70,000,000 phono-cartridge moderni-
zation replacement market.

gleatrokz
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

Export. 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A Coble. Arlab

For a limited
time only.

SEE YOUR E -V

DISTRIBUTOR TODAY

6 -Cartridge
Metal
Display
Dispenser
for Wall
or Shelf

Each cartridge in
-1,vo TO le Jewel-like

Golden Ye lour Plastic Box



TECHNICIAN
CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, INC., 480 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

A Code for TV Service
Here are the fifteen basic planks in a platform for sound service business. A New England group

of technicians has outlined this "code of ethics" for use in its letters to customers, in newspaper
ads, and in cards for its windows and trucks. And as reminders of the firm's aims, copies of these
"fifteen commandments" are kept before every member of its staff-outside men, bench technicians,
office girls, and management.

To All It May Concern,

WE PLEDGE OURSELVES TO -

 Maintain sufficient personnel to render quick service.

 Employ only thoroughly competent television technicians.

1110 Render service at a reasonable charge.

Conduct an honest business.

 Advertise our business truthfully and honestly.

 Give the customer an accurate estimate of his job in advance, and then
adhere to the estimate quoted.

,Itemize and identify any and all charges on our bills.

Keep an adequate file of circuit diagrams and technical data on every
make of set, to enable us to do a better job.

Co-operate with all manufacturers, and bring to their attention any
errors we discover, in set design, construction and manufacture.

Repair sets in the customer's home when possible.

Make no charges for home calls if we fail to fix the set in the house.

See that our men are pleasant in demeanor, clean in appearance, and
respect the customer's personal property.

Make no charge for call-backs, if they occur within two days of the
initial visit.

Warrant for one year all parts replaced in accomplishing the repair.

Co-operate with all chambers of commerce, Better Business Bureaus,
city officials, and organizations, private, city and state, on any matter pertaining
to the television business.
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timing In the
GOOD BUSINESS GENERALLY is assured through-

out the last quarter of 1953, despite the dark forebodings
we heard earlier in the year. Purchases are running
$11 billions ahead of '52. Employment is at an all-time
high of 63.2 million jobs. Corporate profits have been
healthy during the first half of '53 and are expected to
continue good. TV and appliance sales are expected to
come back strong with the approaching Christmas sea-
son. And many new TV stations will go on the air
before January 1 (both VHF and UHF). Compared
with the 115 stations in operation last year when FCC
lifted the "freeze," 255 TV stations are now on the air,
with more than 300 others under construction and ex-
pected to be ready before '53 closes.

AT NILES, MICH., TV interference became a major
issue in the last local mayoralty election. Mayor Russ
Thomas, who finally won the majority of votes, early
in his campaign equipped a truck with a rotating an-
tenna and sent this outfit all over town hunting out
interference sources, such as faulty neon signs, indus-
trial machinery and household troublemakers. Unex-
pected culprits turned out to be old-fashioned loop -
filament incandescent lamps (83 of them in Niles homes)
which were promptly replaced free as a new municipal
service. Now TV reception is good from Chicago, 90
miles away, and a thousand new TV sets have been
sold in Niles since election.

BAD YOKES-A number of technicians tell us of
troubles with deflection yoke coils becoming so tightly
stuck to pic tube necks that when either tube or yoke
requires removal, there is danger of cracking the tube
neck. Some shops have printed forms explaining this
hazard and they ask customers to sign a release which
absolves the servicer in case of kinescope breakage in-
cident to yoke coil replacement. If the set owner re-
fuses a signature, the job is rejected and he is told
to take it somewhere else. Shop operators say the risk
involved is too great to chance the and wrangling
which might result if the matter isn't handled this way.,.

I

"Success in business," said Confucius, 2,000 years ago,
"requireth 3 things: 1. Patience; 2. Patience; and 3. PA-
TIENCE!"

COLOR -TV WILL BRING BIGGER WOES to the
average serviceman, many dealers and distributors be-
lieve. "If the present-day black-axd-white receivers
are such headaches to today's servicemen, what will
the oolor receiver present in new service problems?"
Training for color TV servicing should begin now, not
when the sets are on the market, they insist. But too
few are preparing for the advent of color. (See page 42.)

PROSPECTS BRIGHT NEXT 9 MONTHS-"The
economic climate in which you and your customers will
do business during the next two or three quarters will
be essentially favorable," Dr. Howard T. Hovde told
members of the National Electronic Distributors Asso-
ciation September 13. "Personal income will continue
high through the first three months of 1954. This will
serve to offset some of the less favorable factors that
will influence the demand for radios and television sets
through the first half of next year. Distributors' de-
mands from business and from the military for elec-
tronic equipment will continue strong, though not at
the current high rates."

CRT IMPLOSIONS are now worrying a number of
manufacturers' service managers. They have had enough
reports of troubles from collapsing picture tubes, to feel
that this trouble may grow into a real hazard. For our
part we have asked a number of servicemen we know,
and we can't find a single instance in which any of our
technician friends has experienced an implosion without
cause. Plenty of cases where somebody dropped a tube
or let fall a heavy object on it, with complete destruc-
tion resulting. But tube just go bang all by itself-no
reports!

"Look here, Wilson-during this UHF campaign we ex-
pect all our men to wear ties appropriate to the occa-
sion!"

WELL-KNOWN TV MANUFACTURER claims that
he is not making any big -screen (24 to 30 in.) sets be-
cause there are still too many bugs in those CR tubes.
Says he will wait until pic tube makers have licked the
problem of leaks in big tube envelopes.

BONDED TV SERVICE-Since 1945, Raytheon's re-
ceiving -tube division has been bonding the repair work
of radio -TV servicers through several large surety
companies. Out of millions of service jobs performed
by 30,000 servicers thus bonded, less than 50 complaints
are reported. In connection with its bonded electronic
technicians, Raytheon has drafted the following service-
men's code designed to reassure the public:

CODE OF ETHICS FOR TECHNICIANS
I. Guarantee all radio and television repair work for

90 days.
2. Use only parts of recognized quality.
3. Charge not more than list price for parts installed.
4. Test customers' tubes as accurately as possible.
5. Keep labor charges at a reasonable level.
6. Perform only such work as is necessary.
7. Maintain proper equipment for good repair work.
8. Maintain the highest quality service.
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LIFE -IS -GETTING -BETTER DEPT.-A few big
parts distributors in the NY area are now putting on
their bills and packages notices that they sell to bona-
fide servicemen only. They really mean it, too. Looks
like those beefs about distributor -to -consumer sales are
finally producing some good results.

AUTO COSTS ARE UP 5 to 6% over 1951, according
to AAA records. A serviceman who runs his car 10,000
miles in 1953 will fork out $908, as compared with $861
in '51. Insurance, license fees and depreciation are up
from $533 to $560. And tires, oil, gasoline and main-
tenance have risen from $328 in '51, to $348 this year.
Are you figuring in this increased factor in your costs
of making service calls and pick-ups?

Mrs. Gotrox: "Really, I can't understand why it should
suddenly go bad. It's been playing fine for 20 years!"

DEBUNKING THE FAMILIAR CRY "All servicemen
are gyps," a recent nation-wide, house -to -house survey
indicates that 70% of the TV -owners interviewed
actually had no gripes at all! Compared to a similar
survey taken in 1952, the serviceman had even slightly
increased his prestige in some cases. Below are the
comparative answers (percentage -wise) to a survey
question asked in 1952 and 1953: "Would you say your
service company (the one used last) does a really good
job of repairing TV sets, a fairly good job, or a rather
poor job?" The answers:

1952 1953
Really Good 70% 70%
Fairly Good 18% 19%
Rather Poor 6% 6%
Don't Know 6% 5%

Several other informative questions served to further
bear out the survey findings that TV servicemen are
not the "gyps" they're pictured. As is usually the case,
a few isolated ma/practices are blown -up out of propor-
tion. Unfortunately, these cases tend to smear the whole
industry.

PART OF THE SCENERY-Television servicemen
are becoming so much a part of the scenery these days
that New York City police are making use of the fact.
Two cops went through the motions of repairing an-
tennas on an apartment house roof while dressed as
TV servicemen, but in reality they were observing the
movements of a fugitive murderer through an opposite
window. When they were sure he was their man, they
worked their way down his fire escape, stringing twin -
lead as they went, and then pounced on him. Caught
him in his shorts watching TV before he could reach
for his gun.

Serviceman Joe starts out for a day's fishing!

BRAND-NEW CONTROLS AND DIAL SET-UPS on
some of the newly -introduced TV receivers and phono-
graphs require careful study on the part of the servicer
in order that he may become thoroughly familiar with
them. Consumers are being sold heavily on the gim-
micks on the front of the new receivers, and the tech-
nician must be ready to answer questions, make efficient
repairs.

HI-FI LOOT-It looks like the hi-fi idea has caught
on among all kinds of people. A burglar invaded the
home of a prominent symphonic conductor and took
an expensive AM -FM tuner and three classical record
albums. Passed up valuable jewelry, furs and silver
which were nearby and worth much more than the
records.

TEST PATTERNS-In Japan, TV stations interrupt
the programs every half hour to transmit a test pattern
for five minutes. They do it as a service to permit tech-
nicians to adjust sets on which they are working. Idea
here for new UHF stations?

TV RECEIVERS $10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110
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TRADE-IN VALUES FOR TV SETS
Allowances for trade-ins must depend largely on individual judg-
ment, condition of set, and current market conditions. Minimum val-
ues are shown by solid -color bars; maximum allowances by tinted
extensions-with actual allowances to be granted ranging some-
where in between. In general, trade-in allowances will be smaller
as Christmas season nears.
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Servicing Intermittent Receivers
A Logical System, Using Oscilloscopes and Voltmeters,

BY EDWARD W. KESGEN

 The problem of servicing inter-
mittent radio and television receiv-
ers, although difficult, can become
far less time-consuming when ap-
proached in a logical and systematic
manner. Time-honored methods of
attacking the problem, such as heat-
ing or refrigerating the chassis, wig-
gling and tapping components at
random and raising or lowering the
line voltage, while occasionally effec-
tive, cannot produce consistent re-
sults. A more effective technique
consists of monitoring suspected
stages or the entire receiver, if nec-
essary. This is another version of the
familiar technique of dynamic signal
tracing.

With respect to instrumentation re-
quirements: a scope, signal genera-
tor, vacuum -tube voltmeter and two
other voltmeters will take care of
practically any intermittent; in many
cases, one voltmeter alone may prove
adequate. When grid circuits in sync,
RF or video IF stages are being mon-
itored for DC voltage changes, a
VTVM will be needed.

Discontinuous Signal Paths

Before developing the technique
of dynamic signal monitoring, let us
consider what actually happens when
a receiver becomes intermittent. A
receiver consists of a number of sig-
nal paths, each of which channels in-

telligence to its ultimate destination.
These paths may be common to more
than one type of intelligence, or sig-
nal, as in the case of television re-
ceivers.

When the receiver is operating
normally, the signal paths are con-
tinuous. Defects in tubes and other
components, or cold -soldered con-
nections, however, may cause a sig-
nal path to become intermittently
discontinuous. Dynamic signal moni-
toring may be defined as the tech-
nique of monitoring a signal, or
intelligence, at strategic points
throughout its path, to locate such
discontinuities, as well as intermit-
tent short-circuits or high imped-
ances that may develop in signal
routes.

Minimizing Time Waste

It has been stated that the ability
to measure marks the beginning of
understanding. It will be seen that
it is this ability to measure the
changed conditions in a signal path
that minimizes the drudgery and
waste of time generally associated
with the servicing of intermittent re-
ceivers. It should be noted that while
a change in a signal path may or may
not manifest itself as a DC voltage
change, as measured at appropriate
tube sockets, it will ALWAYS mani-
fest itself as a signal voltage change
in the defective stage.

An illustration may make this

Fig. 1-Signal distribution in audio output stage when voice coil is open. Note that signal
voltage will be measured at all the proper points, and will even appear across the voice coil.
Sound, however, will be absent, pointing to the voice coil as the source of the fault.
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point somewhat clearer. A complete-
ly inoperative receiver is checked in
a conventional manner by measuring
DC electrode potentials at the tube
sockets. These potentials appear to
be normal. The trouble is actually
an open speaker voice coil. A dy-
namic check would have immedi-
ately indicated a discontinuous sig-
nal path between the plate of the
final audio amplifier and the speaker
voice coil (see Fig. 1).

Let us now develop the technique
of dynamic signal monitoring by ap-
plying it to a typical intermittent ra-
dio and then to a television receiver.
We shall begin with the amplitude -
modulated radio receiver. In this in-
stance we are concerned with only
one form of intelligence, i.e., that
contained in the amplitude -modu-
lated RF carrier.

We cannot monitor this kind of a
transmitted signal, since its ampli-
tude is subject to continuous varia-
tion. We are, however, able to mon-
itor the path taken by such a signal
by substituting an amplitude -modu-
lated signal generator as the signal
source.

Test Equipment Set -Up

The receiver to be monitored is set
up on the service bench. The signal
generator is connected or coupled to
its input, as appropriate. The gener-
ator output is modulated. The scope
input is connected between the sec-
ond detector load resistor and B -mi-
nus (point A and ground, respec-
tively, in Fig. 2) ; the AC input of the
first voltmeter is connected be-
tween the first audio amplifier plate
and B -minus, and the AC input of
the second voltmeter is connected
across the speaker voice coil. (A
blocking condenser (.1 MFD) may be
used in series with one lead of each
voltmeter, to keep DC out of the me-
ter.) The volume control is now ad-
justed until the audio output of the
receiver is at a normal level. A china
pencil marking should be made
around the scope wave -form, to make
future changes in its amplitude more
noticeable.

The range switch of the voltmeter
at the plate of the first audio ampli-
fier is set at the highest possible volt -
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by Dynamic Signal Monitoring
for Dealing with the Most Difficult of Repair Problems.

age range, to minimize the meter's
loading effect on the circuit. The
same precaution is recommended
whenever a meter with a relatively
low input impedance (1,000 ohms-
per -volt) is connected across a high -
impedance circuit.

Once monitoring has been started,
the receiver requires no further at-

these signal -tracing tests have been
concluded, as so often happens, mon-
itoring is resumed, but at different
points.

Taking the last case as an example,
we know that there is no signal dis-
continuity up to the first amplifier
plate. Following the basic procedure
previously outlined, we might now

Fig. 2-Initial monitoring setup for intermittent AC -DC broadcast
monitor points are: A and ground; B and ground; C and ground.

tention until a change of audio level
is noted. It is suggested that the
technician attend to other duties,
keeping within earshot of the re-
ceiver, however, as monitoring pro-
gresses.

When a change of audio level is
noted, a check of the instruments
will indicate the vicinity of the
trouble. If, for example, al readings
show a substantial reduction, we
may conclude that the trouble lies
either ahead of the second detector
load resistor, or possibly in the
power supply. If, on the other hand,
me voltages across the demodulator
load resistor, and between the first
audio plate to ground, remain sub-
stantially unchanged, but a pro-
nounced decrease is noted across the
voice coil, we know that a source of
signal discontinuity exists between
the first audio plate and the voice
coil.

In either case, the area to be in-
vestigated has been narrowed down
considerably. Dynamic signal tracing
(not monitoring) may now be advan-
tageously employed to pin -point the
source of the trouble. If the receiver
begins to function normally before

radio receiver. Suggested

connect our scope between grid and
ground of the audio output tube, a
voltmeter between plate and ground
of the audio output tube, and another
voltmeter across the voice coil.

It should be noted that monitoring
is merely a watch -and -wait proce-
dure. When the monitor instruments
indicate that the intermittent is in its

active phase, monitoring is aban-
doned, and signal tracing via a signal
generator and scope or voltmeter is
resorted to. When the set operation
becomes normal, signal tracing is
abandoned, and monitoring is re-
sumed.

While the time consumed during
monitoring may be considerable, this
does not represent wasted manpower,
as other work is being done while the
receiver is being monitored. The time
actually spent on trouble shooting is
negligible when compared to other
less systematic methods. Results are
also positive-i.e., definite-when
dynamic signal monitoring tech-
niques are employed.

Monitoring CRT Socket

Let's now consider a common tele-
vision receiver complaint. An inter-
mittent TV receiver may operate
normally for a long period of time,
then the screen will suddenly go
dark. Audio output remains unaf-
fected; this would indicate that the
low -voltage power supply is prob-
ably functioning normally.

The CRT socket would appear to
be a likely place to begin monitoring.
The common leads from all the volt-
meters are connected to the cathode
of the CRT; the positive DC voltage
leads are connected to points A, B
and C respectively (see Fig. 3). A

Fig. 3-Initial monitoring setup for TV receiver with intermittent raster. Part of an RCA 630TS
circuit is shown. Suggested monitor points are: A and ground; B and ground; C and ground.
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Intermittent Receivers (Continued)

meter with a suitable high -voltage
probe should be used to measure the
voltage between C and ground.

In this case we shall use the trans-
mitted composite video signal instead
of a signal generator. Connect the
receiver input to an antenna, then ad-
just the controls until a normal pic-
ture is displayed on the screen. Ad-
just the voltmeters for one-third or
half -scale deflection.

If the monitored electrode voltages
remain substantially unchanged
when the screen becomes dark, the
CRT is probably at fault. If the high
voltage should fail, a good point at
which to start checking is the con-
trol grid of the horizontal output
tube. (This point can be considered
a line of demarcation between hori-
zontal oscillator and horizontal out-
put tube malfunctioning.) A scope
should be used for the check. If the
amplitude and waveform of the ob-
served sweep signal are normal, the
trouble probably lies in the horizon-
tal output stage; if abnormal, the
horizontal oscillator stage becomes
suspect.

Further Tests

If the receiver should begin to
function normally before further lo-
calization tests have been concluded
(but after a monitoring test has
shown the signal at the input to the
horizontal output stage to be nor-
mal) it is suggested that the second
anode be monitored as before, and
that the control grid and plate of the
horizontal output tube be monitored
as well. A capacitative voltage di-
vider will be required at the plate,
as this voltage is beyond the range

of the average VTVM. (A VTVM, in-
cidentally, is needed for this last
check.) If still another voltmeter is
available, the DC voltage at the
screen grid of the horizontal output
tube may be monitored as well.

Our exposition of dynamic signal
monitoring thus far has been con-
fined to basic techniques. It is ex-
pected that the technician will elab-
orate on these basic techniques to
suit his needs. The remainder of this
article will concern itself with gen-
eral information which, it is hoped,
will be helpful in diagnosing inter-
mittent troubles.

Choosing Monitor Equipment

The nature of the signal to be
monitored will dictate the choice of
monitoring equipment to be used.
DC voltages may be monitored with
a voltmeter. AC signals up to about
half a volt or so may be monitored
with a scope; higher AC voltages
may be monitored with a scope or
voltmeter; if the circuit's impedance
is much higher than the input re-
sistance of the meter (on the voltage
range at which it is to be used) the
scope should be used instead of the
voltmeter. The use of a demodulator
probe is indicated if the frequencies
to be monitored are beyond the
range of the monitoring instrument.

The stage of the receiver being
monitored will determine whether
the output of a signal generator or
the composite video signal should be
used as a signal source. It should be
noted that if the RF or IF stages of
an FM receiver are being monitored,
an AM signal should be injected into
the receiver. The use of a demodu-

-Oh, yes, I did take a tube out. Our finals are tomorrow

4e4orocttw

and I had to get some work done...

lator probe is indicated at these
frequencies. Such probes will not
demodulate an FM signal. If the
audio stages of the same receiver
are to be monitored, a frequency -
modulated signal should be injected
at the receiver's antenna input.

Monitoring intermittent sync
stages suggests the use of the com-
mercially - transmitted composite
video signal. It is a convenient signal
source, and is far more stable, in our
opinion, than most test equipment
found outside the laboratory.

It has been assumed that three
voltmeters are available in the tech-
nician's shop. If this is not the case,
two voltmeters, or a scope and a volt
meter, may be used, at the expense
of the amount of intelligence that
may be simultaneously obtained.
When a scope is used, the outline of
the intelligence being displayed
should be indicated with a china pen-
cil, for future comparison purposes.

The home servicing of intermittent
receivers is not recommended, as it
is not practical, economically, to wait
for a receiver to become intermittent
in the customer's house.

Clues from Set Owner

Information obtained from the
owner of the intermittent receiver is
often of material value in diagnosing
trouble. If, for example, a receiver
of the intercarrier sound type has
intermittent sound, information as
to whether the picture is simulta-
neously affected would be helpful. If
the picture is not affected, we may
conclude that the source of trouble
is between the sound take -off point
and the speaker. We now have two
definite points between which to
monitor the sound signal.

Thus far, we have considered cases
where only the amplitude of the sig-
nal has changed. Signal monitoring
need not be confined to this type of
intermittent. Waveform distortion,
frequency changes, etc. may also be
monitored. Such monitoring involves
only a minor extension of the tech-
niques previously discussed. A min-
imum of two scopes and two volt-
meters are required for this type of
monitoring. A VTVM with a prop-
erly isolated DC probe should, of
course, be used when a tuned cir-
cuit-the RF oscillator tuned grid
circuit, for instance-is monitored.
The scopes are connected between
the points where it is suspected that
the signal modification is taking
place. The signal waveform originally
displayed should be outlined with a
china pencil. Appropriate electrode
voltages should be simultaneously

(Continued on page 75)
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Transmission Lines For UHF
Choosing Dawn -Lead; Matching and Lightning Arrestor Problems

 Use of a suitable transmission line
is very important in assuring satis-
factory UHF reception. VHF twin -
lead is not recommended for UHF.
Experiences of service people in
Portland, Oregon, reveal that during
bad weather (when it rained or
snowed) as much as 90(:( of the in-
coming signal was dissipated in such
a line.

A number of transmission lines are
on the market that have been ex-
pressly designed for UHF. Among
them are tubular (see Fig. 1), rect-
angular and open -wire lines. When a
tubular line is used, the open end of
the line at the antenna should be
sealed. A drain hole should also be
cut through the insulation at the

Fig. 1-(Top) Tubular line. (Center) Rectan-
gular line. (Bottom) Open -wire line.

point where the line enters the house,
to permit the water that has con-
densed in the line to leak out. The
drain hole in the line should, of
course, be cut in a section lying out-
side the house (see Fig. 2).

In Portland installations where
these precautions were not taken,
not only was the efficiency of the
line reduced during bad weather,
causing reception to deteriorate-ap-
preciable amounts of water also
leaked onto the living room floor of
the house involved, filling the heart
of the housewife with emotions other
than pure joy.

The very low signal losses of open -
wire line, even in bad weather, is
a strong point in its favor when lines
are being considered for UHF use,
particularly in fringe locations. No
insulating material that collects dust

Fig. 2-A) Downward loop is made at an-
tenna when tubular line is employed. al
"Drip loop" is also provided at a point near
the one where the tubular line enters the
house. A small hole is cut at the point in-
dicated, for drainage.

or moisture is present, as in conven-
tional flat twin -lead. On the other
hand, the line requires very careful
installation, since a slight bend or
kink can have serious results at ul-
tra -high frequencies. A wind blow-
ing a kink in the line can create
standing waves in it, impairing re-
ception; or the line may be bent by
careless handling during the installa-
tion. The moral is, install open -wire
line with great care; and check the
line closely when trouble in the an-
tenna is indicated.

The rectangular line's losses per
hundred feet are slightly higher than
conventional 300 -ohm twin lead. In
wet weather, however, the rectangu-
lar line's losses do not increase ap-
preciably, whereas the losses of the
twin -lead do. Another advantage
claimed for rectangular line over
twin lead is its greater stiffness,
which makes it less apt to oscillate,
bend or break under wind stresses.

Matching Open -Wire
Housewives generally don't like

open -wire line in the house, for
esthetic reasons. The problem may
be solved by running a short section
of 300 -ohm twin lead from the TV
receiver to the window where the
open -wire line is being brought in.
The small piece of twin -lead will not
attenuate the signal significantly;

since it is inside the house, it will be
unaffected by bad weather. When the
open -wire line has an impedance of
450 ohms, it may be matched to the
300 -ohm twin -lead section by use of
a matching transformer. Other meth-
ods of matching the two sections of
line are shown in Fig. 3.

Lightning Arrestor Problem
The loading effect of arrestors de-

signed for VHF make the latter un-
suitable for use on UHF. The ca-
pacitance present in such a type of
arrestor tends to bypass excessive
signal from the line, impairing recep-
tion.

Capehart engineers suggest that
the arrestor may be dispensed with,

Fig. 3-Methods of matching 450 -ohm open -
wire line to 300 -ohm twin lead. Top sketch:
the open wire is tapered down to the twin
lead over a distance of 30 inches from the
first "spreader," as shown. Bottom sketch:
300 -ohm line is split over one wave length,
and fanned out to the connecting points on
the open -wire line.

without violating fire regulations, by
bringing the transmission line down
into the ground, where it is earthed
or embedded into the soil. The con-
ductors of the line are short-cir-
cuited at the ground end. At a dis-
tance of one -quarter wavelength-or
any wavelength that is a multiple of
one -quarter wavelength-above the
earthed point, the lead-in from the
receiver is tapped into the line, as
shown in Fig. 4. The wavelength re-
ferred to is that of the UHF channel
being received (single -channel re-
ception is assumed). It may be de-
termined by using the formula wave-
length (in feet) = 984/frequency
(in MC), where the frequency re -

(Continued on page 49)
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BY M. G. GOLDBERG

 Every TV serviceman has no
doubt been greeted at a customer's
door with the complaint "The screen
doesn't even light-I hope it isn't the
picture tube!" or something very
similar. Statements such as these
point up the importance of correct
diagnosis when checking on a custo-
mer's complaint of no picture or no
raster, as the CRT replacement cost
is a big item in most people's budget,
and in some homes may amount to
a minor financial calamity.

The writer has found from per-
sonal experience that fully 25% of
picture tube troubles do not neces-
sitate replacement of the CRT with
a new tube, even though the heater
may not light, or some other so-
called conclusive bit of evidence ex-
ists that the tube has breathed its
last. Certain CRT defects may be

nosing Cathode -Ray
o Determine Quickly Whether the CRT or Its

readily repaired. To live in peace
with one's conscience, a minimum
number of checks must be made on
the CRT to determine not only
whether it is really bad, but whether
the trouble is beyond repair.

A fairly common trouble-inter-
mittent CRT filament lighting-is
often due to oxidized contacts in the
CRT socket. A number of such cases
turned up in RCA receivers manu-
factured during 1950. A slight move-
ment on the socket or wiring during
receiver tests would cause the tube
to light and stay that way for hours,
sometimes days. Then the trouble
would start all over again. Pinching
the socket contacts to increase the
pressure on the pins had only a tem-
porary effect, as did scraping the fine
white oxide from the contact sur-
faces. Only a new socket solved the
trouble permanently. To minimize
callbacks on these jobs, use only the
best socket that can be bought; a
difference of a few cents will make
for a more satisfied customer, one
who is more than happy to pay the
extra trifle requested, instead of a
$50 to $80 bill for a new picture tube.

Another intermittent filament case

Fig. 1A-"Cold" resistance check of CRT filament. B-Voltage test for intermittent in CRT
socket. C-Resistance check for "hot" short between grid and cathode of the cathode-ray
tube. Care should be taken not to let the ohm meter leads touch the "live" pins.
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which the author encountered re-
cently occurred in a 1606 Philco table
model which worked fine for over
two years and then suddenly lost
picture and raster. A visual check
showed that the CRT filament was

Fig. 2-A cathode -to -grid short in this CRT
circuit would reduce the picture tube bias,
and also attenuate or eliminate the video
signal

unlit; testing disclosed that
no AC voltage was present either at
the heater pins or the CRT socket
connections.

Pulling on one of the heater leads
(the one usually connected to the
chassis) caused the tube heater to
light intermittently. The trouble was
finally traced to a poorly -soldered
joint at the chassis kick -out where
three other wires were fastened and
soldered. The heater wire from the
CRT was the first inner lead around
the kickout, and the solder had never
penetrated down that far, contact
being made only through pressure of
metal against metal. The resistance
of the contact caused slight heating
at this point, and the resultant oxi-
dation finally caused an open to de-
velop.

Test Procedure

It is good practice to follow a cer-
tain procedure in checking for a bad
picture tube. The first test should be
for open heater connections. A vis-
ual check will indicate in most cases
whether or not the tube is lit. Feel-
ing the neck of the CRT to see if it is
becoming warm is another way to
test for CRT filament lighting, when
a visual check cannot readily be
made. Note that in a number of
CRT's the heater is so well covered
that it takes several minutes for heat
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Tube Troubles CORRECTLY
Circuit Is Defective. Remedies for Some Picture Tube Defects.

to be felt on the neck of the glass.
Note also that the presence of heat
here only tells you that the CRT fila-
ment is not open; it may, however,
be partially shorted, or in imperfect
contact with the base pins-a resist-
ance check will reveal the trouble in
such cases.

The writer has no pre:udice against
CRT tube checkers but uses the tests
and remedies described in this ar-
ticle because many times the cause
of the tube burning out will show up

Fig. 3-An increase in the 92K resistor con-
necting to the brightness control caused an
excessive CRT bias, dimming picture and
raster greatly. This bias could not be reduced
below -30V by manipulation of the bright-
ness control.

during such an investigation.
To test the CRT filament, turn off

the receiver and allow the CRT to
cool off for a couple of minutes. Now
remove the socket from the tube
base and check the heater resistance
on the low scale of an ohmmeter
(see Fig. 1A). The resistance of the
heater varies inversely with temper-
ature, and when cold will normally
be much less than might be expected.
For instance, a 17BP4 draws .6 am-
pere at 6.3 volts during normal op-
eration. By Ohm's law (R=E/I), the
resistance when hot would be app.
10.5 ohms. Since we cannot resist-
ance -test the CRT filament during
set operation, we let it cool off and
check it when cold, finding that the
reading is less than 2 ohms-which
is normal.

Keeping the ohmmeter connected
across the tube heater pins and tap-

ping the base lightly with a pencil,
or squeezing the tube pins slightly
with a pair of long -nose pliers, may
cause the meter to jump "all over
the lot." If the meter reading varies
as much as 25% or more, place a sol-
dering iron at the ends of the pins,
applying a small amount of fresh
solder at the same time, then wipe
the contacts clean. When the CRT
has cooled off, try another resist-
ance check while tapping the base;
if a definite improvement is noticed,
you may have corrected the cause of
the trouble. The writer still finds
tubes operating 15 months from the
time this cure was attempted.

Tests Under Load

If, in the resistance check above,
the heater checked ok, our next
move would be to test the heater
supply circuit under load. To do this,
remove two heater pins from an old
tube base and solder a 10 -ohm, 5 -
watt resistor between them. Plug
these units into the No. 12 and No.
1 holes in the CRT socket, and at-
tach an AC voltmeter set to its 10 -
volt range across them, as shown in
Fig. 1B.

Now try wiggling the leads and the
pins slightly, watching the meter for
indications of imperfect contact. With
the receiver on, the meter should, of
course, register app. 6.3 volts; any
appreciable deviation from this read-
ing would indicate a bad connection
in the heater circuit. If wiggling the
pins causes the meter reading to
change more than one -tenth of a volt

C -I

BRIGHTNESS
CONTROL

Fig. 4-Conventional brightness control cir-
cuit. A check for leakage in C-1 is made by
connecting the voltmeter between point A
and ground.

or so, the socket should be replaced.
It might be advisable to remove the
damper tube during this test, to re-
move all high voltage from the re-
ceiver; the voltage rises to maximum
with the CRT inoperative, and thus
becomes more dangerous.

Fig. 5-If R-1 in this circuit open -circuited
intermittently, a slow fade-out but rapid re-
appearance of the picture would fend to
take place.

It need hardly be emphasized that
the above tests do not have to be
made if the heater appears normal
on visual inspection, and has no ten-
dency to cut in and out periodically.
The tests are mentioned here be-
cause a relatively high percentage
of CRT troubles are due to socket

Figs. 6A, B-Con'act between the outer aquadag coating of the CRT and the spring finger
or wire loop that grounds this coating to chassis may be improved by inserting a strip of
tinfoil as shown. The tinfoil is folded back on itself once. C-For stubborn cases of poor
contact, a piece of metal -stranded dial cable, held in place by 3M tape, is used to connect
the outer aquadag to chassis.
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Cathode -Ray Troubles (Continued)

or circuit defects, and red would be
the serviceman's face if he replaced
a picture tube, collected for it, and
then had the same trouble start up
almost immediately afterward. Re-
lations with the owner would be
strained, to put it mildly!

In the case of cathode and grid
defects, many long-time cures can
be effected. Due to the extremely
close spacing between the cathode
and the grid in the tube structure, a
slight flaking of the cathode may
cause a short to develop between
them. An annoying condition is some-
times found where a short is present
only while the tube is hot; in a "cold"
resistance check, no short can be
found. This is due to the fact that
the cathode -grid spacing, which may
be only two -thousands of an inch
when the tube is hot, may double
after contraction takes place upon
cooling, thus preventing the short-
ing particle from touching the grid.

Test for "Hot" Short

A simple test for the condition
just described can be made as shown
in Fig. 1C. Connect the high range
of an ohmmeter between the cathode
and grid pins of the CRT (No. 11
and No. 2). Now run a pair of exten-
sion wires with connectors and pins
between the socket and the tube as
shown. These leads can be made up
and kept in the service kit along with
the 10 -ohm resistor mentioned pre-
viously. The tube filament is now at
its normal temperature. The short
check is made by tapping the CRT
base lightly with the side of a pen-
cil, and noting whether any read-
ing is indicated on the ohmmeter.

A short between cathode and grid
may be suspected when the bright-

ness control has very little or no ef-
fect on picture and raster brilliance,
and when even with the contrast con-
trol full on, little or no picture ap-
pears. Any leak or short between A
and B in Fig. 2 would shunt both
the brightness control and the vjdeo
input signal; the screen would stay
bright because of the absence of CRT
bias.

CRT vs HV Trouble

Sometimes the technician is uncer-
tain whether trouble is present in
the CRT or the high -voltage section.
The writer has found the following a
helpful clue in differentiating be-
tween the two possible sources of
trouble: If turning up the brightness
control causes the picture to "blow"
off the screen, increasing greatly in
size and decreasing in brightness, the
trouble is almost invariably in the
high -voltage supply circuit.

If a poorly -soldered joint exists in
the tube pins to either the CRT grid
or cathode, the remedy is obvious.
Nothing can be done, however, if the
tube develops an open in either of
these elements internally. On the
other hand, if a short exists between
the two which can be momentarily
cleared when the CRT base is tapped,
the following procedure may effect a
temporary, and in many cases a per-
manent, cure.

Momentarily connect a .25 MFD
400 -volt capacitor between pin 10
(anode No. 1) of the tube and ground,
charging up the condenser from this
anode voltage. (The frame or mount-
ing of the CRT is usually grounded,
providing a convenient point of at-
tachment for the condenser's nega-
tive lead; otherwise use a short lead
from the chassis to the capacitor.)

AuFMA.J

-Use your old rozor-Captoin Video is on!'

Now shunt the capacitor across the
shorted grid and cathode elements.
Do this with the receiver on, re-
peating the operation until either a
cure is effected, or the conclusion
reached that the tube is beyond help.
The advantage of using a charged
capacitor rather than the B+ supply
as the voltage source lies in the fact
that the likelihood of damaging the
cathode or grid is minimized, since
only a limited amount of current can
flow, and most of this is dissipated
in the first instant of contact, if a
leak or short exists.

Trouble in the brightness control
circuit may falsely lead one to be-
lieve that the picture tube is defec-
tive, unless a voltage check is made
between the grid and cathode ter-
minals at the socket of the CRT. A
case in point involved a Philco RF41
chassis using a 21EP4 tube. The com-
plaint was that the picture remained
dim even with the brightness control
full on. Turning up the contrast con-
trol brought out the blacks very
strongly, and the picture otherwise
appeared clear and in focus.

Here was the answer tailor-made!
A poor picture tube would not have
good blacks if the brightness was
way below normal. Turning up the
contrast control with a poor CRT
present would have caused picture
highlights to appear somewhat sil-
very, and might even make the pic-
ture turn negative in places. There-
fore the trouble had to be in the cir-
cuit, as turned out to be the case. A
22K resistor (see Fig. 3) had in-
creased in value, preventing the bias
from being reduced below 30 volts.
A new twenty-five cent resistor cor-
rected the trouble.

Unusual Feature

A special feature of this circuit is
worth noting (aside from the fact
that only a grid -to -cathode reading
would indicate the true bias voltage
-a reading taken from grid to
ground or cathode to ground might
be misleading). This is, that the CRT
grid is returned (through a 470K re-
sistor) to one end of the brightness
control, while the CRT cathode goes
(through a 120K resistor) to the
opposite end. As the brightness con-
trol is advanced, the positive cathode
bias is reduced and the grid voltage
increases in the positive direction,
both changes lowering the net bias,
and causing an increased voltage
drop across the 120K resistor.

This feature points up the neces-
sity for becoming familiar with as
many circuit variations as possible;
what may be a normal reading in one

(Continued on page 75)
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Vertical Circuit Troubles
Peaking Resistor Defects. Mismatched Vertical Output Transformer.

 A number of troubles in vertical
peaking circuits can be quickly lo-
calized by raster and waveform
checks. Idealized waveforms shown
in Fig. 1 illustrate conditions of cor-
rect and incorrect peaking. In Fig. 2,

ep

eg

A-B
a

eP

eg

b

eP

e9

C

Fig. 1-Vertical output tube voltages. A-
Correct peaking; B-Too much; C-Too little.

actual waveform voltages that ap-
pear at the plate of a vertical am-
plifier under the conditions cited in
Fig. 1 are shown. The appearance of
the raster in each case is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1B, where too large a peak-
ing pulse (eg) is present, the nega-
tive grid voltage present during
retrace is too large. There is, conse-
quently, little damping by the ver-
tical amplifier. (The vertical ampli-
fier is effectively in parallel with its
load impedance during vertical re-
trace, and damps or loads down the
load impedance at this time. Too
large a bias will reduce its damping
effect.) Retrace is completed rapidly
and the current in the "under -
damped" circuit continues to oscil-
late while the tube is cut off. When
the peaking pulse has passed, the
conduction of the tube quickly
damps out the oscillations.

Tell -Tale Waveforms

This condition tends to produce a
linearity disturbance at the top of
the raster (Fig. 3B). The tell -tale
waveforms associated with this trou-
ble are shown in Figs. 1B and 2B.
The likeliest cause of such a defect
is an increase in the value of the
peaking resistor (R-1, Fig. 4).

When the peaking pulse is too
small (Fig. 1C) the relatively small
negative grid voltage present during
retrace causes the tube to damp the
circuit excessively. The peaking
pulse at the grid ends, in fact, before
retrace has been completed. The ex-
cessive damping increases retrace
time. Foldover at the top of the pic-
ture tends to result (Fig. 3C). The
characteristic waveforms associated
with this condition are shown in Fig.
1C and 2C. The likeliest source of
such a trouble is a decrease in the
size of the peaking resistor.

The waveforms shown in Fig. 1
have been "idealized" in that the re-
trace time has been shown dispro-
portionately large. This was done for
the sake of clarity. The correct di-
mensions of this portion of the wave-
forms are indicated in Fig. 2.

In order to better note the raster
imperfections indicated in Fig. 3, the
raster should be decentered verti-

(Continued on page 74)

Fig. 2-Actual plate voltage waveforms for
the vertical output tube, under the condi-
tions of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3-Peaking effect on raster retrace. A-Correct peaking; B-Too much, linearity disturbance at top; C-Too little, excessive retrace time.
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(The current boom in the Hi-Fi
business has been arousing increas-
ing interest among servicemen un-
familiar with this field. This article
will provide such technicians with
a sound technical introduction to
high-fidelity systems. In articles to
follow, more detailed information
on Hi-Fi components, custom in-
stallations and service will be
presented.)

 The high-fidelity audio business
is a very controversial one. Various
Hi-Fi authorities have been in fre-
quent disagreement with one an-
other about important Hi-Fi consid-
erations. There are, for this reason,
many different Hi-Fi units available
on the market, and the Hi-Fi sales-
man has also become a Hi-Fi con-
sultant to the potential customer
who is looking for advice on how to
set up a good system.

Because of the disagreement on
what makes up a "good" system, few
systems are offered for sale in com-
plete form. Hi-Fi installations are
generally made up of a combination
of separate units. Fig. 1 shows an
overall Hi-Fi system for recorded
music. This sketch contains optional
units that are not always used in a
Hi-Fi system, but are added to im-
prove the latter's fidelity. Fig. 2

Fig. 2-Simple Hi -F1 system.

RECORD PLAYER
AND PICK UP

AMPLIFIER

BAFFLE

POWER SUPPLY

SPEAKER

shows the basic requirements for a
Hi-Fi set-up; usually what the or-
dinary enthusiast starts out with,
perhaps periodically adding optional
units to expand the system to that
shown in Fig. 1.

Some optional units are incorpo-
rated in the basic system provided
by a number of manufacturers. For
example: some amplifiers are made
with built-in preamplifiers; some
preamplifiers have a built-in equal-
izer network; some amplifiers have
a built-in expander circuit. The best
way to sell high-fidelity audio sys-
tems, in our opinion, is to offer sepa-
rate units. In that way, the initial
cost for the basic system is consid-
erably lower and more appetizing
to the customer; besides, optional
units can always be added at a later
date, at a comparatively low cost.
Hi-Fi Requirements.

What makes a good Hi-Fi system?
In what respects can you compare
one manufacturer's unit with an -
other's? What should you advise the
Hi-Fi enthusiast? These are impor-
tant questions that the Hi-Fi dealer
and technician frequently face.

A good audio system (we will
confine our discussion to a recorded
music system in this piece) should
have the following:

1. A record player that will re-
volve at a correct and at a constant
(LP or standard) speed, and not im-
pair the quality of the records.

2. A reproducing pickup that will
have as wide a frequency response
as possible and deliver an appreci-
able pickup voltage; one that will
reproduce on long-playing records
as well as it does on standard ones,
without causing unnecessary wear
on the records' grooves. (Separate
pickups for LP and standard records

are provided in some systems.)
3. A method of equalizing the

overall frequency response to make
up for the response changes intro-
duced during recording. This is gen-
erally known as tone balance.

4. A method of suppressing
scratch -noise frequencies. These
noises are markedly present in
older records.

5. An audio amplifier that will
uniformly reproduce (i. e., provide
a flat response for) the entire range
of audio frequencies; one that will
introduce a minimum of distortion
and background hum, and have an
adequate power output.

6. An output transformer that will
provide for a uniform, efficient
transfer of power over a wide range
of frequencies; and a loudspeaker
system that will not discriminate
against the frequency or amplitude
of audio signals.

7. A baffle and baffle location that
will compensate and accentuate the
proper frequencies without intro-
ducing undue reverberation, phase
Fig. 3A-Good needle, properly seated.

B-Worn needle, improperly seated.

PICKUP NEEDLE

(Al

RECORD GROOVE

PICKUP NEEDLE

Ni
HECUND GROOVE
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-ThordE no substitute for a

TACO
CAT. NO.\1840
Triple-Drivrtn. Yagi
performance with a single
antenna forall low -band
Channels 2 tough 6.
$35.00 List

2314 111111

CAT. NO. 1326

Nor 4 P.4/0,/rep ciRcuir

aain. ".7--.&-oommo--raw

TACO
CAT. NO. 160
Bazooka-tunille assures flat
response throuckhout high -band
Channels 7 throligh 13 with
performance of an 11 -element yogi.
$17.50 List

TACO
CAT. NO. 1325
Single -channel, low-cost,
high performer for any one
of the low -band Channels.
Proved in tens of thousands
of installations.
Ch. 2 ... $17.00 List
Ch. 3 ... $16.00 List
Ch. 4, 5, or 6 ... $14.75 List

TACO
CAT.CAT. NO. 1425
Where the installation
calls for both a low -band
and a high -band antenna
... mix the signals with this
unit and fced through
a single transmission
line to receiver.

$4.95 List

CAT. NO. 1851

TACO
CAT. NO. 1454
For combination UHF/VHF
installations-combines signals
for both antennas to feed
the receiver through a
single transmission line.
$8.75 List

TACO
ANTENNA HANDBOOK
For complete information
on these and many
other Taco antennas,
ask for your copy of this
handbook at your
Taco distributor,
or write us.

TACO
CAT. NO. 1850
Ten -element, single
high -bond channel yogi.
Also available
as stacked antenna.
Sparkling performance
in toughest locations.
$13.75 List

TACO
PRESENTS UHF
The complete UHF
reception story. Get the
facts and get them
right and save yourself
time, money and
headaches. Ask for your
free copy at your
distributor or from us.

Reproductions of this ad for wall display are available from your Taco distributor.

2 3

CAT. NO. 1351

i \

/fromhig gain
/and sharp directivity

/Twin -driven yogi offering

I \

Channel 4 through 6.

AT. NO. 1420C

i $22.00 Lis
/ \

I \

/TACT
CAT. %NO. 1824
For top performance on
Charniels 2 through 4.
Tripleilriven feature results
in true broad -band tuning.
$27.001 List

TACO
CAT. NO. 1350
Famous Taco 5 -element
yogi design for high -band
single -channel reception.
Also available as stacked antenna.
Chs. 7-10 ... $8.50 List
Chs. 11-13 . . . $8.25 List

TACO
CAT. NO. 3031
Single bow tie antenna
with screen reflector
for improved front -to -back
ratio in installations
requiring elimination of ghosts.

TACO
CAT. NO. 3032
Stacked bow tie with
screen reflector. Ideal for
use in weaker signal areas.
Combination of stacked
antenna and reflector results
in much higher
signal-to-noise ratio.

5 6

TACO
9AT. N:k 1836
Another top value by Taco.
'Yagi-qualay reception on

/Channels 31hrough 6.
/ Triple -driven> six -element design.

, $27.00 List \

TACO
CAT NO. 1800
Twin -driven, ten -element
design for finest reception
of any one of the low -band
channels. Also available as a stacked
array for additional gain.
Chs. 2 & 3 ... $38.50 List
Ch. 4 ... $35.00 List
Ch. 5 ... $33.00 List
Ch. 6 ... $31.00 List

TACO
CAT. NO. 3034
4 bow ties stacked
for extra gain in the
weakest signal areas.
Screen reflector cancels
out reflected signals.

111TAIL IIE IlD

TACO
UHF SCREEN -GRID YAGI
The most efficient
UHF design ever offered.
Yogi -gain combined with
screen -grid reflector
for maximum
signal-to-noise ratio.

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION  SHERBURNE, N. T.

In Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Toronto 4, Ont.

TACO ANTENNAS ARE HANDLED BY LEADING DISTRIBUTORS FROM COAST -TO -COAST



An Editorial Service of

NOW is The Time

for an ANTENNA
CHECK-UP IF

TEC ICIA
Including CIRCUIT DIGESTS

TO UHF

ANTENNA ELEMENTS

INSULATORS

DOWN LEAD

MAST /
oPti ii

ROTATOR

1

One of Seven or More Troubles in Your
Antenna System May Prevent Good Reception

of the Fine TV Programs Coming This Winter:

YOUR ANTENNA'S POSITION MAY HAVE SHIFTED,
causing weaker reception or "ghosts" on one
or more channels.

THE ANTENNA'S ELEMENTS MAY BE IN POOR
SHAPE. Rusty, loose or broken units may be
present, impairing reception.

POOR CONNECTIONS at the antenna, lightning



truly broad ban

111E -AV illE VHF'
TACO HAS EVERYTHING:
The SILVER STREAK BAZOOKA
17 dim I3 avid the "Triple Driven"
STAR (2 then bt an but awe of TACO's
complete antenna line,
Channelized "Broad Band" Yagis meet varied local
conditions, with models tuned to cover any combina-
tion of channels: 2 than 6. 2 thru 4, 3 thru 6, 4 thru 6,

thru 13, TACO has them all.
Bazookas, tuned for two separated channels,.
popularity,
High band and low band ',antis. cut for single channel continue
nteet the needs of loss signal -:single channel areas,
Also ---all channel antennas.- Pigerflack, In -Line. They're all
available under the well-known TACO trademark, Your guarantee of engineer-
ing and manufacturing quality:

re increasing in

Check these proven TACO designs-each tops for
engineering, manufacturing and customer satis-

faction,

TWIN DRIVEN
SUPERCHARGER

TRI-X
BAZOOKA

TRAPPER
SILVER STREAK

SUPER-TRINANIIC
BOW -TIEto

Ali bearing the TACO
name assurance of

satisfaction,

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION, SHERBURNE, NEW YORK
in Canada. Hackbusch Clectranic3, Ltd., ?wont* 4, Ontario

In 2 Sections  Section 2

With Chart of Common
Troubles in Antenna Systems,

Compiled by the Editors TECH N ICIAN
(Formerly the TECHNICIAN SECTION of "TELEVISION RETAILING")

October  1953

What to Tell TV -Set Owners
About The Importance of Regular

Antenna Check-ups. See Inside

(ADVT.)

AN URGENT MESSAGE
TO SERVICE TECHNICIANS

13 million antennas . . . half of all the outside antennas
in use today ... NEED SERVICE!

This is your opportunity for undreamed-of profits, plus
all the goodwill that comes from a host of greatly satis-
fied customers.

The evidence is not only obvious; it is VISIBLE-in every
direction. For service or replacement, you have a sales
potential equal to one half of all that has been done to
date in TV antenna installation.

For your own sake, weigh these facts carefully:
26 to 27 million TV sets will be in use by Christmas.
18 million, at least, will be outside antennas-many

outmoded; others bent, broken, corroded, rusty,
or with poor connections and inferior reception.

You recognize this opportunity, of course. So, make up
your mind to START TODAY. Decide WHICH antenna
brand gives you the types of antennas best suited to your
area.

WHAT TO TELL YOUR CUSTOMERS
,/ Outside antennas need checking up at least every

two years, and probably need complete replacement
every 3 or 4 years. In some cases, this is due to atmos-
pheric destruction, winds, smoke, etc.; in others, snow,
sleet and ice.

I Chimney -mounted antennas suffer rapid corrosion from
acid gases and may cut down the replacement period
to 2 or 3 years.

,/ Point out possible defects in transmission line, con-
ductors, standoff insulators, brackets, clamps, etc.

The antenna's orientation may have shifted, causing
weaker reception or "ghosts" on one or more channels.

,/ A neighbor's antenna, especially on a crowded apart-
ment roof, may be too close, affecting the stability and
detail of your customer's picture and requiring re-
positioning of the customer's antenna.

In recent months, the coming of UHF has made an-
tennas of extreme importance. Old masts may be re -

equipped with UHF bow ties and other UHF special-
ties.

though they appear to be sturdy. Continued use re-
sults in impaired reception far short of that which a
modern antenna would provide.

NO TV SET IS BETTER THAN ITS ANTENNA
As a professional, you know that it is folly to spend hun-
dreds of dollars on a fine receiver unless it is to be fed
from an A-1 antenna system-meaning: A-1 rods and
contacts, accurately matched down -lead, lightning ar-
restor, etc.; all continuously maintained in A-1 con-
dition.

Teach your customer not to discount or disregard his
antenna just because he can't see it to examine it care-
fully. Let him know that your interest is not confined to
set and circuit repairs; that antennas need ceaseless and
unforgetting attention.

While YOU realize these things, your customer DOES
NOT. Tell him, by all means.

And now, a few points about TACO.

TACO -1931 PIONEER WITH 1953 PRESTIGE
TACO, short for Technical Appliance Company, is also
a symbol of BETTER ENGINEERING, dating back to the
earliest days of radio.

With the coming of television, TACO was ready with
truly efficient antennas and has remained in the fore-
front of TV antenna engineering to this very day, as shown
in the following pages

TACO's policies have aided and protected the trade (a)
by never producing an antenna of unproved design; (b)
by never sacrificing quality for price; (c) by never fail-
ing to provide a satisfactory margin for serviceman or
dealer.

When you install a TACO antenna, you can rest assured
that you are giving your customer a product of the
soundest engineering, the highest quality, sturdiest con-
struction and . . . SUPERLATIVE PERFORMANCE.

1 Stress the limitations of obsolete types of antennas. Ad-
vances in design have outmoded many old aerials even

Executive Vice President
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP.



Hi-Fi Installations
Who Want to Enter the High -Fidelity Field
distortion, or varying levels of audi-
bility in different parts of the room.

Record -Player and Pickup Cartridge.
As we previously pointed out,

the record player should have a
correct, constant speed and should
not damage records. Many Hi-Fi en-
thusiasts prefer a manual (single)
record player to a record changer.
They feel this way because the drop-
ping of records down the spindle in
automatic record changers tends to

AUDIO
STAGE

FEEDBACK
NETWORK

AUDIO
STAGE

-- SPLIT -PHASE
AMPLIFIER

PUSH-PULL
AMPLIFIER

POSH-PULL
AMPLIFIERL

II

TO
SPEAKER

Fig. 4-Block diagram of Hi-Fi Amplifier.

enlarge the center hole of the record.
A slight "wow" is apt to result.

High-fidelity set owners generally
buy good records and are interested
in making them last as long as pos-
sible. A poorly -designed record
player can make a record wear pre-
maturely in many ways. The pickup
needle has the most effect on the
wear of records. The material of
which the needle is made, its shape,
and the way in which it tracks the
record's grooves are the most deter-

, mining factors in the wearing out of
records.

Fig. 6A-Response of woofer and tweeter.

Fig. 3A shows a pickup needle
properly seated in a record's groove;
Fig. 3B shows a worn needle that is
riding the wall of the groove. This
causes unnecessary wear on a rec-
ord and will produce scratch and
distortion; the pickup arm will often
skip grooves in such cases. Some
"permanent" needles should be
changed periodically to prevent rec-
ord wear. A number of Hi-Fi tech-
nicians are inclined to avoid the use
of a pickup in which the needle is
permanently attached, because the
latter cannot be changed if and when
wear has made its replacement
necessary.

The pickup itself will be either a
crystal or magnetic type, and should
be selected according to the ampli-
fier that will be used. A crystal
pickup can supply a higher voltage
to the amplifier, but it does not have
as good a response as the magnetic
type. A preamplifier is necessary
when a magnetic pickup is used, due
to the low output of the latter.

Hi-Fi Amplifier.
The amplifier is the most important

item in the overall Hi-Fi system. It
is also the most difficult part of the
system to decide on. The amplifier
should be able to deliver at least 10
watts of power with a minimum of
distortion, over a wide range of fre-
quencies. Its "B" supply must be ad-
equately filtered to prevent an ap-
preciable hum.

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of
an average Hi-Fi amplifier. The
feedback network is a very impor-
tant part of the amplifier. This net-
work determines the range of flat
frequency response. A large portion
of output signal is fed back to the

B-Combined woofer -tweeter response. C-Speaker

input, degenerating the input signal.
This degenerating action levels off
the frequency response of the am-
plifier. Without this feedback, the
response characteristic of the ampli-
fier would be considerably different
(see Fig. 5). With feedback, the fre-
quency response improves consid-
erably, but the gain of the amplifier
decreases. Because of this, the am-
plifier must be sensitive to begin
with.

The amplifier should have an ade-
quate number of controls so that it
can be properly adjusted to suit the

+20

DB 0

-20

GAIN WITHOUT FEEDBACK

GAIN WITH FEEDBACK

100 500 I 2 3 510 50 I00
CYCLES CYCLES KC IC KCKC1C KC KC

FREQUENCY

Fig. 5-Response of typical amplifier with
and without feedback.

customer's requirements for differ-
ent recordings. Besides the volume
control, a treble and bass control are
desirable, to produce the desired
tonal balance. Another important
control, for the serviceman's use, is
a screwdriver adjustment to balance
the push-pull output stages. Push-
pull output stages are used to can-
cel out the distortion that tends to
develop in this section of the ampli-
fier. They are only effective, how-
ever, when properly balanced.

Output Transformer and Speaker.
The output transformer's main

function is to transfer energy from
the amplifier to the speaker (or
speakers). The transformer comes
with the amplifier. Its impedance
must be taken into consideration
when deciding on a choice of speak-
er(s). The impedance of the speaker
system must match the transformer
impedance to insure an efficient
transfer of energy without distortion
or frequency discrimination. One

response with and without bass reflex baffle.

15
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simple solution is to select an ampli-
fier with a universal output trans-
former unit on which a number of
output impedances are available.

The speaker requirements to be
considered when one is chosen are:
1. Power -handling capacity. 2. Fre-
quency response. 3. Impedance. 4.
Efficiency. 5. Type of field (PM or
dynamic).

The speaker (or speakers) used
in the Hi-Fi system must be able to
handle the entire output of the am-
plifier easily; they should be able to
handle at least 5 watts more than
the total power output of the ampli-
fier, if distortion is to be minimized.

The frequency response of the
speaker system is, of course, a de-
termining factor in the overall re-
sponse of the entire Hi-Fi installa-
tion. Fig. 6A shows the frequency
response of a woofer speaker. The
dotted line indicates the response of
a good tweeter. Due to the physical
characteristics of a speaker, it can-
not (by itself) cover the entire
audio range efficiently. If a good
woofer and tweeter, with the re-
sponse curves shown in Fig. 6A, are
combined with a good crossover
network, the curve shown in Fig.
6B can be obtained. Some coaxial
speakers contain their own cross-
over systems.

In general the PM (permanent -
magnet) type of speaker is pre-
ferred because it is self -magnetized
and does not have to be matched to
the power supply, as does a dynamic
speaker. If a dynamic speaker is not
properly matched, hum will develop.

BAFFLES. The speaker baffle is
almost as important as the speaker
itself in providing satisfactory fidel-
ity. The bass reflex speaker cabinet
can improve the bass response of
the speaker considerably, as indi-
cated in Fig. 6C. The speaker must

Fig. 7-Schematic of simple but satisfactory
power supply.

Fig. 8-Basic two -stage preamplifier circuit.

Basic Principles of
be mounted as securely as possible
within the baffle, to prevent audible

HIGH FREQUENCY
CUT

LOW -FREQUENCY
CUT

Fig. 9-Comparison of high and low -
frequency cuts made by stylus. Grooves
shown for both frequencies were made with
the same signal amplitude applied to the
cutting head. Note the reduced separation
between grooves in the low -frequency cut.

rattle. The interior of the baffle
should be lined with an absorbent
material, to prevent high -frequency
resonance of the baffle. A variety
of baffles are available, each pos-
sessing advantages over the others
in the particular locations for which
they were designed.

POWER SUPPLY. The power
supply delivers the B+ and filament
voltages to each section of the Hi-Fi
system. The supply must be large
enough to feed these sections with-
out being loaded down. When se-
lecting a power supply for the sys-
tem, a supply with a rating in excess
of what is required is preferable;
any future additions to the system,
thus, will not be too much of a drain
on the supply.

The supply should deliver a fairly
constant output under varying loads,
so as not to affect the characteristics
of the amplifier. The most important
factor, perhaps, in a good power
supply is the residual hum level of
its B+ or output voltage. This hum
level should be very low. A simple
but satisfactory power supply is
shown in Fig. 7.

PREAMPLIFIER. A preamplifier
became necessary in Hi-Fi systems
with the advent of the magnetic

cartridge. This unit, along with its
desirable characteristics, has a very
low signal output voltage; the aver-
age amplifier cannot build up this
signal output to the proper level
without introducing distortion. The
preamplifier builds up the signal to
the minimum level demanded by
amplifier requirements.

Since the magnetic cartridge is a
low -impedance device, and most
amplifiers have high input imped-
ances, the preamplifier acts as an
impedance matching unit as well.
Some preamplifiers also incorporate
equalizing networks for frequency
compensation; we feel it is better
to use a separate equalizer for this
purpose, so that more complete con-
trol can be obtained. Fig. 8 shows
a basic two -stage preamplifier.

25

D15-EI

o -

-

HIGH -AMPLITUDE, -""e.
SIGNALS

LOW -AMPLITUDE "

SIGNALS .

Fig. 11-Graph indicating effects of ampli-
tude compression on high and low -
amplitude audio signals. Dotted lines rep-
resent high and low -amplitude signals
after compression.

EQUALIZER. The primary pur-
pose of the equalizer is to compen-
sate for reduced low -frequency re-
sponse of records. When a recording
is made, the lower frequencies are
attenuated. This is done for the fol-
lowing reason: The lateral cut for a
low frequency is greater than for a
high frequency at the same voltage.
This difference in the stylus excur-
sion is shown in Fig. 9. Because of
the tendency of the stylus to cut
into the next groove at the high -
amplitude, low -frequency signals,
these low frequencies have to be
attenuated. Various recording corn -

Fig. 10-One type of RC equalizer and its output curve. Equalizers compensate for the
attenuation of low -frequency audio signals during recording.
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Hi-Fi
parries use different roll -oil charac-
teristics, so the equalizer must be
adjustable for various compensation
curves. One type of equalizer and
its curve is shown in Fig. 10.

EXPANDER. The volume ex-
pander circuit is used to compen-
sate for the amplitude discrimina-
tion introduced at the recording
studio to prevent the overcut of the
record's grooves. While making rec-
ords, the difference between the
high -amplitude and low -amplitude
signals is sometimes so great, that
the recording of the two signals in
their correct proportions would re-
sult in the high -amplitude signal
over -cutting the grooves. To pre-
vent this condition, the recording
studios compress the difference in
the signals. Fig. 11 shows how the
relative amplitudes of the signals
are changed after compression.

It is obvious that the correct rela-
tionship between the high -ampli-
tude and low -amplitude signals
must be restored in the phono am-
plifier if high-fidelity is to be at-
tained. This is done by the expander
circuit (Fig. 12). The expander cir-
cuit achieves the effect desired by
giving more gain to high -amplitude
signals and less gain to low -ampli-

tude ones; its action is opposite that
taking place in an AVC circuit.

NOISE SUPPRESSOR. Through
experiments it has been found that
surface noise, the scratch noise of a
worn record, or even the rumble
due to turntable rotation, occurs
within bands of frequencies. There
are a number of noise suppressors
on the market that will filter out
these noise frequencies and yet not
affect the fidelity of the system to
any appreciable extent. A good

OUTPUT

Fig. 12-Volume expander. This circuit
compensates for amplitude -compression dur-
ing recording.

noise suppressor should be adjust-
able, so that it can be set for opti-
mum performance.

Some suppressors are made up of
RC or LC networks; others contain
vacuum tubes, to provide amplified
action. The system to be used is de-
termined by the budget, as well as
the amount of noise to be sup-

pressed. When installing a noise
suppressor, a cut-out should be
used, so that when a record is being
played that has no noticeable noise,
the suppressor can be readily re-
moved from the circuit.

When Your Town Gets First TV
TV servicemen's associations, lo-

cal Better Business Bureaus, and
merchant groups are banding to-
gether in those areas which are get-
ting their first TV station, to pre-
vent a repetition of the situation in
Denver, Colorado, last year.

Readers will recall the mess that
resulted when fly-by-nights moved
in to peddle obsolete and broken-
down TV sets just before the new
transmitter went on the air. People
snapped them up at high prices,
brought them home and waited for
the big day when programs were to
begin. Needless to say, all hell broke
loose on that day. The fly-by-nights
who had sold them the lemons had
disappeared from the scene, and
Denver servicemen bore the brunt
of the wrath of the angry customers
when the cost of making exten-
sive and expensive repairs became
known.

Let us all hope that the reputable
TV merchants and servicemen in
new TV areas will be able to pre-
vent a recurrence of this chaotic
condition.

If Your Customer Beefs About His Bill, Show Him Your Hidden Expenses

'Good service doesn't just happen! Operating a dependable service busi-
less requires organization, competent management and a substantial
:apital investment,'' explains RCA Service Co., Inc., in its new booklet,
'How to Give Your TV Set the Service It Deserves:' Its message con-

''So don't judge service charges solely by the time spent in your
-tome. When that top-notch technician knocks on your door, many costs
,ave been incurred jus to get him there, ready to do the job. Here are
.ome of them-:
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Serviceman's Analysis of

BY IRVING SHULMAN

 Servicemen may recall the excite-
ment generated in 1951, when the
FCC announced that it had approved
a set of "spinning wheel" standards
for commercial color - television
transmissions. Controversial interest
died when the Government issued
an order that all color -television
manufacturing be stopped, in order
to conserve vital materials and man-
power needed for defense.

The color -television transmission
standards approved at that time
were for a field sequential system,
which was non -compatible with
existing monochrome (black and
white) transmissions. This meant
that color telecasts could not be re-
ceived on the millions of mono-
chrome receivers already in use. To
receive color transmissions in mono-
chrome, the vertical and horizontal
deflection circuits of the black -and -
white receiver would have had to
be altered; other circuit changes
would have been necessary as well.

There were various objections to

Simplified Outline of the NTSC Standards for

the field sequential system from an
engineering viewpoint. Let us brief-
ly review the field sequential sys-
tem. A little history of this sort will
enable us to better understand the
system currently up for approval.

Three fields were transmitted in
succession in the field sequential
system: first red, then green and
last blue. These fields represented
the light falling on the camera tube
from the color scene being tele-
vised. Two sets of the above -men-
tioned three fields were interlaced,
producing a complete color picture
or frame. Twenty-four frames were
transmitted each second.

Defects of Old System

Now, the existing monochrome
television channel has a bandwidth
of 6 MC. In order to transmit three
complete color pictures, with an
amount of detail in each color
equivalent to that present in the
regular monochrome transmissions,
much more than 6 MC is needed.
Since only 6 MC was available, how -

Fig. 1-A) If no video information is being transmitted, the horizontal scanning lines may
be represented as a series of pulses, equal in amplitude and separated from each other by
1/15,750 of a second. Only a few lines are shown. 61 When video information is being
transmitted, a cluster of video signals is associated with each scanning line. Note the empty
spaces between clusters. C) If color scanning lines were mixed with monochrome ones, the
result could be pictorially indicated as shown above. D) Close-up view of monochrome and
color scanning lines. E) Enlarged view showing appearance of modulated scanning lines when
color signals are inserted between the monochrome ones.
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ever, the amount of detail contained
in each color picture was reduced,
in order to permit the color trans-
missions to be squeezed into a 6 MC
channel. As a result, picture detail
was impaired. The low twenty-four
frames per second rate introduced
objectionable flicker, and color in-
stability was noted in scenes where
rapid motion was present.

The radio and television industry's
NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee) for the past two years
has been developing and field testing
a color television system. In July,
1953, this committee's proposal was
submitted to the FCC for approval.
When the FCC approves the NTSC
color system, excitement will return
to the television industry. It has
been predicted that color television
receivers will be on sale to the public
some time in 1954. Let us see what
the NTSC has done to overcome the
shortcomings of the field sequential
system.

Definition and Compatibility

In the first place, the NTSC color
system is a compatible one. A color
broadcast can be received in mono-
chrome, on a conventional black -
and -white set. No alterations or
circuit changes are needed.

Secondly, NTSC color transmis-
sions will provide all the detail pres-
ent in monochrome transmissions.
The NTSC transmission is actually
a high -definition monochrome pic-
ture with color added; yet it needs
only the 6 MC allocated for the reg-
ular black -and -white television
transmission. How was this miracle
accomplished, when only a few years
ago it was thought that 12 MC of
bandwidth would be required for a
color transmission of equivalent
fidelity? We'll soon see.

The engineers had a tough nut
to crack. These were the problems
that confronted them: 1-The color
system had to be compatible with
monochrome TV. 2-It had to pro-
vide pictures containing detail
equivalent to that present in black -
and -white TV. 3-The colors had to
be convincing to the eye. 4-The
system had to provide freedom from
flicker, and color instability. 5-The
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the New TV Color System
Color Transmission That Are Expected to be Approved Soon

color system had to stay within the
existing 6 MC monochrome TV
channel.

Investigations disclosed that the
human eye had certain character-
istics of which advantage could be
taken:

1-In the case of large areas, the
eye has three -color vision. That is,
any color scene can be reproduced
by blending in the proper propor-
tions of light from three "primary"
colors, usually red, green and blue.

2-With respect to areas contain-
ing medium-sized detail, the eye
needs only two-color vision. Blues
become indistinguishable from greys
or yellows of equal brightness in
such cases. Browns tend to blend in
with crimsons. Light from only two
primary colors is needed in these
instances to reproduce the color
scene.

3-The eye is practically color-
blind when viewing small detail.

Adding Color

These findings, abetted by a great
deal of experimentation, resulted in
the conclusion that if a high -defini-
tion monochrome signal were trans-
mitted, only a relatively small
amount of coloring information
would have to be added to create an
acceptable color picture. Tests
showed that only 1.5 MC of band-
width would be required to trans-
mit the necessary color information.
The process of superimposing a low -
definition color picture on a high -
definition black and white one, in-
cidentally, is known as "mixed
highs."

Now, where can the additional 1.5
MC of radio -frequency spectrum
needed to transmit the color infor-
mation be obtained?

In seeking an answer to this ques-
tion, engineers mulled over the fact
that the normal monochrome sys-
tem does not utilize the radio -fre-
quency spectrum assigned to it effi-
ciently. Many unused gaps exist in
the range of frequencies covered by
each channel.

Researchers long ago pointed out
that for most scanned subjects, al-
most all the signal energy present is
concentrated at frequencies that are

whole multiples of the line -scanning
frequency. About mid -way between
these heavily -occupied areas are
comparatively vacant ones. At odd
multiples of half the line frequency,
in other words, relatively unused
stretches of spectrum are available
(see Fig. 1A, B). Color information
can be inserted into these gaps.

Band -Width Conservation

If the color carrier frequency is
correctly chosen, the color signal
sidebands (which contain the color
information) will fall between the
sidebands that contain the black and
white information (see Fig. 1C, D,
E). This process, which is known as
band -sharing or frequency inter-
leaving, was the one actually
adopted by the NTSC.

In practice, it was discovered that
mutual interference is present when
band -sharing is practiced-that is,
color signals interfere with the
monochrome ones, and vice versa.
The dot interference pattern created
is, however, not objectionable at
normal viewing distances (just as
the presence of the scanning lines
in a black and white picture is not
annoying).

The frequency chosen to represent
the color carrier is 3.57945 MC. It is
referred to more conveniently as
3.58 MC. This frequency is an odd
multiple of half the horizontal scan-

ning rate (15,750 x 455 = 3.58 MC,
2

app.). 3.58 MC is a video frequency;
the corresponding radio frequency
can be obtained by adding 3.58 MC
to the black and white RF carrier.

Band -sharing or frequency inter-
leaving does not make the color sub -
carrier components completely in-
visible in the black and white spec-
trum, due to non-linearities that
exist in the TV system, as well as
insufficient persistencies of vision.
These components are visible but
not readily apparent at normal
viewing distances, when 3.58 MC is
used as the sub -carrier frequency.
There are reasons why a lower fre-
quency might be more desirable (to
minimize cross -talk between color
signals at the receiver, for instance);
3.58 MC was, however, determined
by tests to be the best compromise
frequency.

Band -Width Relationships

The band -width relationships of
the NTSC color system to the black
and white information are shown
in Fig. 2. Note that only 1.5 MC, app.,
is allotted to the color or chromin-
ance signal; 4.2 MC is given to the
black and white or luminance signal
(the latter is also referred to as the
monochrome signal).

The information transmitted is
limited to the amount that the

Fig. 2-Bandwidth relationships of color and monochrome signals. Approximately 1.5 MC is
allotted to color signals; monochrome information gets 4.2 MC.
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human eye can readily perceive.
The eye distinguishes between three
separate, distinct visual sensations;
1-Brightness (relative intensity of
light, or luminance). 2-Hue (the
color or colors present-red, green
and/or blue). 3-Saturation (purity
of color present. A very deep red
would represent a high degree of
saturation. White would be equiva-
lent to zero saturation.) The eye is
sensitive to changes in brightness,
but relatively insensitive to changes
in hue.

Blue Band -Width

Coming back to Fig. 2, note the
relatively small area allotted to the
blue (B -Y) signal. The allotment
is small because the eye is relatively
insensitive to blue. High -frequency
blues (fine detail) can't be detected
as blues by the eye-only low -fre-
quency blues (representing large
areas) up to about 600 KC are re-
cognized as blue by the eye.

Double sidebands are allotted to
the blue signal-each blue frequen-
cy is, so to speak, transmitted in
duplicate. The red (R -Y) signal,
on the other hand, is sent out with

Fig. 3-Block diagram

New Color TV
one sideband and a vestige of an-
other one (vestigial sideband trans-
mission). Suitable response curves
in the receiver's tuned circuits take
care of the differences in amplitude
of the blue and red signals, and
provide compensation, if any is
needed, for the mode of transmission
used in each case. These signals,
incidentally, need not be equal in
amplitude (assuming that they were
equal in the scene being scanned),
since the eye does not respond to
them in equal measure.

Before the operation of the color
receiver can be understood, some
idea of how the transmitter func-
tions is necessary. We will therefore
present, in simplified and outline
form, a possible transmitting system
(see Fig. 3.)

Referring to Fig. 3-the output of
the color camera is composed of
three electrical signals: red (R),
green (G) and blue (B). These sig-
nal voltages are counterparts of the
colored light being reflected from

of color TV transmitting system. System shown is

the televised scene into the camera.
The signal components representing
the scene contain both brightness
and color information. To permit
black and white receivers to receive
the color signals in monochrome, the
brightness information must be
transmitted as an AM signal, in the
same way that a monochrome trans-
mitter would send out such a signal.

Color Signal Paths

The color signals take two paths
when they leave the color camera.
One path takes them to an adder
and gamma corrector block, in which
they are suitably processed for
transmission as a luminance or
monochrome signal. In the second
path, they are worked over by ap-
propriate circuits and made into the
desired chrominance (color) signals.
Let's analyze the first operation a
bit.

The adder part of the adder and
gamma corrector block assigns cor-

a simplified, basic one.
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System
red proportions to the red, blue and
green signals. Thus blue is assigned
to a value of 11% of the total, red
to 30% and green to 59%. The as-
signments are such, that the result-
ant picture seen at a monochrome
receiver looks the same to the view-
er, as the original scene would, when
viewed by a color-blind man. Ap-
lication of the individual color sig-
nals to suitable taps on voltage di-
viders permits the percentage
assignations just described to be
made.

The gamma corrector compensates
for distortions introduced in various
parts of the television system. One
distortion that might be cited is that
introduced at the receiver's cathode-
ray tube. The CRT is not linear at
all levels of operation-i.e., the light
output of its screen is not linearly
proportional to the input signal at
all input signal levels. Compensation
is therefore needed, just as compen-
sating filters are required in photog-
raphy, to counteract the non -linearity
of film and printing paper.

The signal output of the adder and
gamma corrector block is the lumin-
ance or Y Signal. This signal con-
tains all the brightness information
and detail of the televised scene, as
we previously indicated. It goes to
the transmitter, and is sent out into
space. Monochrome receivers will
utilize only this portion of the total
transmission.

Color Signal Processing

Let us now analyze how the color
signals are processgd. The red and
blue signals go to the red and blue
adder, respectively. The green signal
is not separately transmitted-it is,
instead, transmitted as a part of the
luminance signal (.59G), and re-
covered at the receiver by subtract-
ing the sum of the red and blue
signals from this luminance signal.
Green rather than red or blue is sent
out with the luminance signal be-
cause the separate transmission of
green would necessitate the use of a
larger bandwidth than is required
by the separate transmission of red
or blue.

Before the red and blue signals en-
ter their respective adders, they pass
through low-pass filters. The func-
tion of these filters is to remove un-
desired color frequencies. The blue
filter removes blue information above
600 KC; the red filter removes red

information beyond 1.5 MC. The
reader will remember that the NTSC
system dispenses with the transmis-
sion of such frequencies. The un-
needed frequencies must be filtered
out, to conserve bandwidth; the fil-
ters take care of this job, permitting
only the desired 1.5 MC range of
color signal that the channel has
room for, to get through.

The reader will note that the input
to the blue and red adders consists
not only of the blue and red signals
(indicated by +B and +R) but also
of the luminance signal. The lumi-
nance signal has been inverted 180
degrees in phase in a polarity in-
verter, so that it is opposite in polar-
ity to the blue and red signals; this
explains the respective polarity
markings in front of the B, R and Y

COLOR -BURST SIGNAL --
8 CYCLES OF 3 58MC

575I5 SEC

HORIZONTAL SYNC PULSE

Fig. 4-Color-burst signal used to provide
synchronization of chrominance signals at
the color receiver.

signals at the input to the blue and
red adders.

Why is the luminance or Y signal
combined with the red and blue sig-
nals in the adder circuits? The reason
is, we want to get rid of the bright-
ness information present in these sig-
nals. No need exists to transmit this
information that is mixed with the
red and blue signals, since the black -
and -white (luminance) signal al-
ready contains this intelligence. By
subtracting Y from B, and Y from R,
the brightness component of the color
signals is removed.

Modulator Functions

The output of the blue and red
adders (B -Y and R -Y) is applied to
the blue balanced modulator and the
red balanced modulator, respectively.
The function of the modulators is to
remove the color carrier, or color
sub -carrier, as it is often called
(since it is suppressed-i.e., elimi-
nated), and pass only the sidebands.
The question now arises, why is it
necessary to eliminate the color car-
rier?

One of the reasons the color carrier
is suppressed is that a better signal -
noise ratio is possible with this type
of transmission. In an AM transmit-
ter (which is the kind used for send-
ing out the picture signal in TV) a
good deal of power is wasted by
transmitting the carrier, which car-

ries no intelligence (the intelligence
lies in the sidebands) . If the carrier
can be gotten rid of, the power that
went into it can be added to the side -
band power, increasing the signal -
noise ratio of the desired intelligence.

The color carrier is also suppressed
to minimize interference that may be
created by the heterodyning of color
and sound carriers. The interfering
signals created as a result of this con-
dition would fall into the video band-
pass and impair picture detail, es-
pecially in monochrome receivers,
where the sound carrier is not as
greatly attenuated as it is in color
receivers.

Sideband Generation

From an examination of Fig. 2, the
reader will note that the blue and red
signals, which are relatively low in
frequency to begin with (blue signals
go up to 600 KC, red ones to 1.5 MC)
fall at the high -frequency end of the
channel. To translate these originally
low frequencies into the higher ones
required by the band -sharing system
employed, we beat them against the
color subcarrier in the balanced
modulators, so that they appear as
sidebands above and below the sub -
carrier frequency (3.58 MC). The
process is similar to the one taking
place in an AM broadcast transmit-
ter, when audio signals are changed
into RF sideband frequencies. The
balanced modulators make this proc-
ess possible; they also suppress the
undesired color subcarrier.

The suppressed carrier is restored
at the color receiver; it is needed in
the color 2nd detector, to beat with
the color sideband signals and cause
the latter to be demodulated. Restor-
ation of the carrier in the receiver is
achieved by having a local oscillator
generate a signal of the proper fre-
quency-i.e., that of the suppressed
color carrier.

Two kinds of signal are fed to each
balanced modulator-the color sub -
carrier signal (which comes from the
color subcarrier generator) and the
blue (B -Y) signal to one modulator;
the subcarrier and red (R -Y) signal,
to the other. The reader will note
that, while the color subcarrier is
applied directly to the red balanced
modulator (Fig. 3), it is applied to
the blue balanced modulator through
a block labeled 90 -degree phase -
shifter. The reason for this block may
be outlined as follows:

To simultaneously transmit blue
and red color information represent-
ing two separate signals, two carriers
are needed. Only one carrier is, how -

(Continued on page 69)
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Pricing TV Repairs: by the
Fixed Charges Are Better Than Time Fees, Says A. Maius.

Should television technicians
charge a varying portal-to-portal
service charge, or a flat fee? Is it
better to base repair charges on an
hourly labor rate, or to bill each
customer the same amount for the
same job, regardless of time varia-
tions? These questions, which fre-
quently arise in any discussion of
pricing, as well as others pertinent
to the problem, were put to Abe
Maius, owner of Paramount TV
Service Center in Greater Cincin-
nati.

Operating Methods

Before examining Maius' answers,
analyzing the basis of Paramount's
price policies, a brief glance at the
company's operating methods may
be relevant. The Service Center is a
large one, employing 23 technicians,
all of whom were carefully screened
before they were hired. An appli-
cant's know-how, speed and skill is
tested for one day in the shop to
learn if he is able to maintain the
standards Paramount requires of its
servicemen.

The company operates on a 24 -
hour schedule, including Sundays
and holidays. Nine service trucks are
manned by driver -technicians who

handle home service, pickups and de-
liveries; five benchmen repair sets
brought into the shop by outside
servicers and customers. Located in
Norwood, Ohio, Maius' shop is in the
heart of the greater Cincinnati area;
its trucks cover calls originating
within an approximate 35 -mile ra-
dius of the city.

Unlike some concerns, Paramount
does not charge a portal-to-portal
fee for home service calls. "Our
charge to the customer is $5, plus
parts, if the set does not have to be
brought into the shop," Maius says.
"And that fee is the same whether
we have to go just around the corner,
or 20 miles out of town, to take a
look at the set."

Unwise Pricing

"We are trying to build a volume
business, and it is impossible to, do
this if we limit customer potential
by unwise pricing," he continues.
"A portal-to-portal charge inhibits
growth, in my opinion, and causes
the technician to lose business that
would bring profit to him once the set
was in his store."

How can Maius afford to send his
trucks out on those time -and -gas -

Under a fixed rate system, there is no need to record the time involved in repairing a televi-
sion set. Bench men simply list the work done on the customer's bill, after a job is completed.

Technical supervisor Charles Long keeps
prices of parts up to date. He checks ship-
ments as they come in and immediately
marks new prices on the boxes, also chang-
ing listings on the price sheets which are
used at the dispatch desk.

consuming distant calls? First, Par -
amount's location is a favorable one.
Because the shop is centrally lo-
cated, the bulk of the business origi-
nates in not too far distant areas.
Also, the dispatching personnel, who
route the technician drivers as cus-
tomers telephone in, try to schedule
each driver's calls so that he remains
in the same section of the city where
he made his first stop of the day or
evening.

Maius explains: "Over a period of
time the transportation cost of all
the calls will average out. Those that
involve extra expense will be bal-
anced by the calls on which the tech-
nician has little. transportation cost
because they originate within a short
distance of his operating base. Our
flat $5 fee is determined by the
average transportation cost of mak-
ing a normal call, plus the average
time spent on the call."

Time Allotment

The time allotted the technician
for each home service call is 30 min-
utes, excluding transportation. "In
that length of time a competent serv-
iceman should be able either to find
out what is wrong with the set and
correct any minor trouble, or recog-
nize that it must be brought into
the shop," Maius says.

"That's where the high calibre of
the men we hire comes in," he con-
tinues. "The fact that they can do a
job quickly permits us to operate
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or by the JOB?
Technicians Should Find This System Helpful

on a close time schedule for home
calls. A further factor that speeds
the technicians' work and adds to
their efficiency is the help they get
from the shop crew. When a driver
finds that a set he has been called on
to service is a make with which he is
not too familiar, a call to the Service
Center puts him in touch with one
of the benchmen who does know the
workings of that particular make.
Instead of losing time by experiment-
ing, the efficient outside man gets to
the heart of the problem by the
quickest, most direct route available
-even if it means admitting that
he does not know all the answers
himself."

If the outside man finds that the
set must be taken into the shop, the

flat service charge is $7.50 instead of
$5. Mr. Maius explains the additional
fee this way: "$5 covers the original
call -the time, transportation and
equipment depreciation involved in
having our man go to the customer's
home to look at the set. The extra
$2.50 is for the diagnosis of the set's
trouble, which we make after the set
has been brought into the shop. If a
customer brings the receiver in him-
self, however, there is no such serv-
ice charge. Instead, he pays only a
$3 fee for diagnosis.

Charges Never Excessive
"Now, every technician knows that

this fee wouldn't begin to cover the
time spent in locating the trouble in

some of the sets he is called upon to
repair. Sometimes it's necessary to
put a set on the bench and test it off
and on for a couple of days, before
the difficulty is spotted. Troubles in
other sets can be diagnosed in a
matter of minutes, on the other
hand.

"The time spent in locating set
faults, like our transportation costs,
averages out, and for this reason
we are safe in charging the flat $2.50
or $3 diagnosis fee. We make a profit
and keep our customers happy at the
same time, for under this system no
one is presented with a bill which
he could consider exorbitant, as
would sometimes be the case if we
made up this portion of the total bill

Chart used by Paramount to determine labor charges on shop repair jobs. Note that prices do not include charge for locating the trouble.

Aerial: repair or orientation, per hour $ 9.20
minimum 11.50

Aerial: installation or replacement (job price)
for standard installation $17.25 to 23.00

Audio Amplifier: resistor or condenser replacement, wiring

Optical System: flat- or spherical -mirror replacement
Optical System: corrector -lens replacement 10.05

Optical -System: cleaning and adjustment
Oscillator Circuit (Horizontal): resistor or condenser replacement,

wiring repairs

6.60

4.30

4.90

repairs 4.05 Oscillator Circuit (Horizontal): transformer replacement 6.60
Audio Transformer: replacement 5.20

. .

Oscillator Circuit (Vertical): resistor or condenser replacement,
Automatic -Frequency -Control System: resistor or condenser re-

placement, wiring repairs .
5.75

wiring repairs
Oscillator Circuit (Vertical): transformer replacement

4.90
6.60

Automatic Record Changer: major repair, including cleaning,
adjustment and lubrication $7.75 to 13.80

Phonograph Motor: cleaning and lubrication
Phonograph Motor: replacement

5.20
4.60

Automatic Record Changer: minor repairs 2.90 Phonograph Pickup: replacement or adjustment 3.75
Automatic -Volume -Control System: resistor or condenser replace- Power -Supply Circuit (High -Voltage System): resistor or conden-

ment, wiring repairs 5.20 ser replacement, wiring repairs 5.45
Beam Bender (Permanent -Magnet Type): replacement or repairs 1.75 Power -Supply Circuit (Low -Voltage (B+) System): resistor or con-
Beam Bender (Electromagnet Type): replacement or repairs
Condenser: main -filter replacement
Condenser: trimmer replacement
Condenser: tuning -gang replacement
Control: replacement

4.30
5.20
6.05
7.50
3.75

denser replacement. wiring repairs
Power Transformer: replacement
Projection Screen: replacement
Radio -Frequency Amplifier: resistor or condenser replacement,

wiring repairs

4.30
9.50
5.45

5.45

Damping Circuit: resistor or condenser replacement, wiring Radio -Frequency Transformer: replacement (does not include
repairs 6.05 "clip -in" coils) 6.05

D -C Restorer: circuit resistor or condenser replacement, wiring
repairs

Deflection Coil: replacement
4.30
6.35

Resistor (Voltage Divider): replacement
Speaker: replacement
Speaker Cone: recentering

4.30
4.30
2.60

Detector Circuit (Audio): resistor or condenser replacement, wir-
ing repairs .

4.30
Speaker Cone: replacement
Station -Selector System (Mechanical): repairs 3.45

5.45
up

Detector Circuit (Video): resistor or condenser replacement, wir- Switch (On -OH): replacement 4.30
ing repairs .... . 4.90 Switch (Push Button): cleaning and lubrication 4.05

Dial -Drive Cable: replacement $2.30 to 3.45 Switch (Push Button): replacement 7.20
Dial -Drive Mechanism: replacement or repairs 3.15 Switch (Radio-Phono) replacement ... 5.20
Dial Lamp: replacement
Dial Pointer: replacement $1.75 to

Dial Scale: replacement .

1.15
2.30
3.15

.

Switch (Wave -Band, Single -Section): replacement __ 7.20
Switch (Wave -Band. Multiple -Section): cleaning and lubrication 5.75
Switch (Wave -Band. Multiple -Section): replacement $9.20 to 13.80

Discriminator Circuit: resistor or condenser replacement, wiring
repairs

Discriminator Transformer: replacement
Filter Choke: replacement .
Focus Circuit: resistor or condenser replacement, wiring repairs
Focus Coil: replacement

6.35
7.50
4.90
4.30
6.35

Tubes (Complete Set. Except Cathode -Ray Tube): replacement 2.90
Tubes (Cathode -Ray. Direct View): replacement 4.30
Tubes (Cathode -Ray. Protection): replacement 6.05

Tube Socket: replacement 7.20

Vertical -Output Transformer: replacement 5.75
Width Coil: replacement 5.20

Horizontal Circuit: resistor or condenser replacement, wiring re-
pairs 6.05

Horizontal -Output Transformer (Direct View): replacement 7.20 ALIGNMENT OF TUNED CIRCUITS
Horizontal -Output Transformer (Protection): replacement 11.50

Intermediate -Frequency Amplifier (Audio): resistor or condenser Television Chassis: complete audio and video 5.75

replacement, wiring repairs 5.45 Radio Chassis: complete FM and AM 4.05

Intermedlcrte-Frequency Amplifier (Video): resistor or condenser Automatic -Frequency -Control Synchronizing Circuit 3.75

replacement, wiring repairs 5.45
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Television Repair Charges (Continued)

on the basis of an hourly rate."
Maius applies this same reasoning

to labor charges (for adjustments,
repairs and replacements). He fol-
lows a suggested schedule set up by
Philco Service several years ago,
based on an estimate of time in-
volved in each adjustment, repair or
replacement process, when per-
formed by a competent television
serviceman. The labor charge for a
specific job is, in consequence, al-
ways the same. If, for example, the
price chart lists $5.20 for the labor
in replacing an audio transformer,
then that is the amount the customer
is charged, regardless of whether it
takes a Paramount technician more
or less time to do the job than the
standard set by the Philco time
study.

But doesn't a company risk taking
a loss by charging a fixed labor fee
rather than an hourly rate? Maius
qualifies his answer to this question

with a warning. "If a serviceman is
inexperienced or slow, this set-up is
not for him. In my opinion, only the
most competent technicians can op-
erate profitably on a fixed rate ba-
sis."

"Here at Paramount we have
serviced some 68 different makes of
sets so far, each of which has its own
peculiarities. The time it takes to do
the same service job varies from
brand to brand, but because our men
are highly trained and thoroughly
experienced, they can handle all
makes and their associated problems
in a minimum of time. If the chart
shows that it should take a compe-
tent television serviceman $5.20
worth of time to do a given job, then
that's how long it will take our men
on the average. The evidence that
this system has paid off for us lies
in the fact that we have not raised
our labor charges since our rates
were established three years ago."

Little Stories of Servicers' Success

Bonded TV Service, Belmont, Mass.

A Bonded television technician answers his radio -telephone and gets
a hurry -up call from Mrs. Consumer. He'll service set 10 minutes later)

From a capital of $9.75 to a yearly
gross of $100,000 in only four years
is the success story of Bonded Tele-
vision Service, Belmont, Mass., and
its enterprising owners, Julius R.
Widisky and Edwin A. Fisher. These
two technicians have a service fleet
of 12 cars, each equipped with radio-
telephones, which cruise the subur-
ban areas of Boston on a two -shift
basis daily from 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M.
The firm maintains a service head-
quarters and an office staff of 13.
Two girls, chosen for their patience,
courtesy and ability to talk with cus-
tomers, take calls and then relay the
messages to the car nearest the cus-

tomer's home. The radio -telephones
are rented from Mobilphones, of
Boston, and an answering service,
available 24 -hours -a -day, is pur-
chased through the Merrimack Mo-
bile Communications Co. Each car,
owned by its driver -technician, is
equipped with $400 worth of tubes
and a caddy with all the tools likely
to be needed. Every driver averages
ten house calls a day, about 90% of
them resulting in immediate fixing
of sets. Only one set in ten has to be
brought back to the shop. These
"touring technicians" are guaranteed
a basic salary of 25% of the gross
business they do.

Before adopting the fixed -fee sys-
tem, Mr. Maius based his charges on
a $6 per hour labor rate. "It took us
just two months to realize that this
price procedure would not work out
for us," he recalls.

"In some cases we lost customers
because they felt their bill was ex-
cessive, even though we never
charged for more than four hours
labor, regardless of how much time
over that was spent on a set. In other
cases the charge was too low. We
realized that labor costs had to
be minimized by charging according
to average, rather than actual serv-
ice time. The best way to do this, it
seemed to us, was to adopt a stand-
ard price for every classification of
service performed in repairing a
television set.

Typical Case

"To illustrate a typical transac-
tion at Paramount: A customer
phones reporting that her TV set is
not working_ Our outside serviceman
calls at her home and discovers that
the CRT is defective. So far, she
owes us $5 for the home service call.
Since it is hazardous to change the
picture tube in the home, the set
must be taken into the shop. The
charge for this service brings the
bill to $7.50. The price chart lists the
labor cost at $4.30, so the custom-
er's bill will be $11.80, plus the cost
of the CRT."

In reference to this last portion of
the bill, Maius points out that al-
though the installation of a new
cathode-ray tube necessitates a
number of adjustments, no additional
charge is made for the latter. It is
considered part of doing a satisfac-
tory and complete job for the cus-
tomer. If, however, the set was
brought in solely for some adjust-
ment-say, re-alignment-the price
would include a $7.50 service charge,
plus $5.75, the fee listed on the chart
for this adjustment.

Red Tape Cut

As for the actual mechanics of
pricing under this set rate system,
Maius has found that much red tape
has been eliminated, and that the
paper work involved is a minimum.
The benchman simply lists the work
done on the bill when he completes
a job. There is no need for him to
figure the time involved. The shop
supervisor then consults the chart
for the labor cost, which he adds to
the bill, along with the price of any
parts used. As a double check, all
bills for outgoing work are reviewed
at the dispatch desk. The only part

(Continued on page 73)
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Transmission Lines

(Continued from page 33)

ferred to is that of the UHF channel.
Take 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1/ 5/4, %, or any

other such multiple of the wave-
length (determined by formula just
cited) and you have the correct dis-
tance to use-for one channel. When
more than one channel is to be re-
ceived, the problem becomes a little
more complicated. The distance
above earth in such cases must be a
quarter wavelength or multiple
thereof for all the channels to be
covered. Some playing around with
numbers will be required, to obtain
a distance proper for every channel.

Fig. 4-Using quarter -wavelength of trans-
mission line as a lightning arrester. (Figs. 2,
3, 4 courtesy of Capeharti

The Du Mont Service Dept. offers
the following helpful comments on
lightning arrestors: Most antennas
and receivers are nominally rated as
having an impedance of 300 ohms;
this impedance, though, is not pres-
ent over the entire band. As a
result there are usually standing
waves present on the transmission
line. Under these conditions, the in-
stallation of a lightning arrestor can
cause considerable attenuation of the

Minimizing Attenuation

This attenuation can be minimized
by using the following procedure
when installing an arrestor:

1. Place the arrestor as near to the
receiver end of the line as possible.

2. In single -station areas, pull the
lead-in through the arrestor a quar-
ter of an inch at a time. Each time
the arrestor is moved, remove your
hand and check the signal. In this
way the arrestor position which gives
the least attenuation will be found.

3. In areas where two or more sta-
tions are received, the arrestor may
be positioned to favor the weakest
signal, or for the best compromise
with respect to two or more signals.

COLOR
SHORTS

ALREADY NBC is making ela-
borate plans to put color -TV pro-
grams over its network reaching 55
stations. Leading shows will be pre-
pared for color -presentation as fol-
lows:

Oct. 6 Dinah Shore
Oct. 11 Paul Winchell
Oct. 18 TV Playhouse
Oct. 24 Your Show of Shows
Nov. 7 Hit Parade
Nov. 17 Bob Hope

All color -TV shows will be put on
from NBC's Colonial Theatre in New
York City, which is equipped with
four color cameras. Pending FCC
color -TV approval, the above com-
mercial shows will be produced and
rehearsed in full color techniques,
but broadcast in black -and -white.
Warner's big sound stage in Brook-
lyn is also being fitted out for color -
TV production.

COLOR RECEIVERS will not be
on the market in quantity until
sometime in 1954. Meanwhile, at New
York, NBC is equipping the 300 -seat
Bijou Theatre, 209 W. 45th St., with
movie -size -screen color facilities.
The theatre will be used for public
demonstrations of color until mass
production of receivers is achieved.

DR. W. R. G. BAKER, NTSC
chairman, and GE vice-president,
has delivered to Chairman Hyde of
the FCC a 16 -volume, 52 -pound ex -

2 -

1/4-

1953 1954

hibit reporting results of the NTSC's
two -and -a -half years of technical
studies of the problems involved. The
proposed committee system offers
color telecasts that could be tuned
in by existing sets in black and
white. If color reception were de-
sired, a color set would have to be
purchased in most cases since the
industry generally does not con-
sider "converters" practical, although
a few engineers propose methods of
"converting" present black -and -
white sets.

EMERSON TV sees an early re-
duction in the high prices of color
receivers, and has announced that
once color -TV gets the go-ahead sig-
nal from FCC, it will produce re-
ceivers at prices only 25% above the
cost of present black -and -white sets.
Benjamin Abrams, Emerson presi-
dent, said that the company would
attempt to turn out such sets within
18 months after FCC approval of the
new industry -sponsored compatible
color system.

CBS HAS FORMALLY requested
FCC to approve the new NTSC com-
patible color standards, and to can-
cel further authorization of the CBS
"spinning -color -wheel" incompatible
system which the FCC had officially
adopted in 1950. Meanwhile CBS is
carrying on experimental network
color broadcasts using the NTSC
standards.

1955 1956 1957

$ -IN SALES-B.W. T.V. SETS 1111$ -IN SALES-COLOR T V. SETS
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Service Hints from Manufacturers
Improving Synchroguide Circuit. Odd Filter Condenser Trouble

Improving Horizontal Stability

Pacific Mercury TV, in one of its
service bulletins, proposes an im-
provement of the "Synchroguide"
circuit: The change may possibly
prove helpful in receiver makes
other than those put out by Pacific
Mercury.

In some 150 -Series receivers, the
company says, there is a tendency
for the horizontal deflection circuits
to become unstable when slightly out
of adjustment. The instability shows
up as a severe breaking up of the
raster into bright and jagged vertical
and horizontal lines, and is usually
accompanied by increased squealing
or "singing" directly from the hori-
zontal output transformer. This tend-
ency can be eliminated by the fol-
lowing changes:

1. Add a 150 ohm resistor between
C -51b and Pin 1 (grid) of the 6AU5
horizontal output tube (V-15), as
shown in the diagram below. This
prevents parasitic oscillation of the
output circuit.

2. When adjusting the inside core
of the "Synchroguide" transformer
with an oscilloscope, DO NOT AD-
JUST FOR EQUAL PEAKS, as rec-
ommended in "Horizontal Oscillator
Alignment Procedure" in previously
published service information. In-
stead, set the broad peak slightly be-
low the sharp peak, as shown in the
sketch below. This will generally re-
quire resetting the front frequency
range control to obtain normal lock -
in range.

A thorough investigation of the
sine -wave stabilized "Synchroguide"
circuit, Pacific Mercury continues,
has revealed that the above adjust-
ment is preferable to the usual
"equal peak" adjustment. Examina-
tion of the waveform at the grid of
the blocking oscillator tube, V-14,
has indicated that the sine -wave
component added to the grid dis-
charge voltage tends to make the grid
voltage approach the cutoff bias of
the tube after approximately of
the cycle has been completed, thus
tending to cause premature firing of
the oscillator. The adjustment indi-
cated above keeps the grid voltage
more negative in this region, and in-
sures stable operation over a wide
range of deflection circuit adjust-
ments.

VIter Condenser Trouble

The Wells Gardner people discuss
an interesting service problem with
respect to their TV receivers that
can no doubt occur in other set
makes as well. Defective B supply
filter condensers, it is pointed out,
may cause intermittent horizontal
jitter and intermittent picture tearing
or bending, as well as horizontal
foldover. An inoperative horizontal
oscillator may also result from such
defects. (Partial open -circuits or
leaks in a filter condenser are re-
ferred to, not capacitor short-cir-
cuits.)

It may be very difficult to localize
the source of the symptoms just
cited, if the serviceman doesn't know
what to look for. When any of the
above symptoms are encountered
whose source cannot be found by
conventional test procedures, a check
of the B filters for intermittents is
advised. Any filter capacitors con-
necting to the B+ bleeder at or near
the tap going to the horizontal sweep
section are especially eligible candi-
dates for the fishy eye.

The filters should be checked for
intermittents by moving the con-
denser solder lugs slightly with a
non-metallic tool, observing whether
symptoms of trouble appear in the
picture. In some cases, it may be
necessary to operate the set for long
periods of time to get the trouble to
re -appear, after you have once
moved any of the condenser solder
lugs. A filter condenser should be re-
placed if movement of its solder lugs
causes any of the conditions cited to
appear or disappear.

It is important to remember that

(Left) Part of "Synchroguide" circuit in Pacific
form change.

intermittent B± filters may impair
the operation of the horizontal sweep
section without producing noticeable
effects on the audio signal, raster
edges, or DC voltage readings.

CRT Substitution

CBS-Hytron offers an important
suggestion on cathode-ray tube sub-
stitutions in its booklet titled Substi-
tution Chart for Television Picture
Tubes.

"When a tube having automatic -
electrostatic focus is substituted for
a magnetically -focused tube, move
the focus coil from its position on the
neck of the tube and place it as far
back as cabinet restrictions permit.
Do not remove the focus coil from
the circuit unless a resistor of suit-
able resistance and wattage is in-
serted in its place. In substituting an
automatic - electrostatic - focus tube
for an electrostatic -focus tube, it is
not necessary to remove the focus -
electrode lead from the socket. No
change in socket wiring is required."

Checking Ion Magnet Strength

Sylvania points out (in its Tele-
vision Picture  Tubes booklet) that
an ion magnet of insufficient strength
can cause the CRT screen to be dam-
aged. To check whether or not the
magnet is too weak, the following
procedure is recommended: Grad-
ually approach the ion magnet with
first the North, then the South end of
a small bar magnet. If an increase in
screen brightness is noticed for any
position of the magnet, it shows the
adjustment is incorrect, or the ion
trap magnet too weak.

Mercury 150 receivers. (Right) Suggested wave -
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New Circuit Features
Anti -Noise Network in Latest Emerson Sets Analyzed

 In electrically -noisy fringe areas,
it is quite possible for the amplitude
of externally -caused electrical noise
pulses to be greater than that of the
sync pulses. These relatively high -
amplitude noise pulses, which are of
the same polarity as the sync, cause
picture instability, since they upset
the operation of the sync separator
by causing heavy grid conduction
and thus charging the control grid up
to an abnormally high negative val-
ue. This condition can cause sync
pulses (horizontal or vertical) to be
lost, until the sync separator grid cir-
cuit has discharged through the grid
resistor to its normal negative value
(which is determined by the peak
sync amplitude). If the troublesome
noise pulses could be eliminated or
reduced to a point below sync level,
stability would be great ry improved.

Switching Inverter Off

Reduction in the amplitude of the
noise pulse is accomplished by the
noise inverter. In extremely strong
signal areas, the noise inverter cir-
cuit should be made inoperative. This
is accomplished by means of the
switch mounted on the "fringe com-
pensator control" (see Fig. 2). This
switch, when "off" effectively in-
creases the bias on the noise inverter
(by inserting an additional 10K re-
sistor, R-91, in its cathode circuit),

keeping the inverter well beyond
cutoff at all times, and thus effec-
tively eliminating it from the circuit.
Failure to keep this circuit beyond
cutoff in strong signal areas may re-
sult in vertical roll and/or wiggle.

Noise Inverter Operation

A composite video signal of posi-
tive polarity is taken from the sync
amplifier plate and fed to the grid
circuit of the noise inverter tube
through C-68 (Fig. 2). The grid bias
on this tube is set by adjusting R-89
(fringe compensator) which effec-
tively varies the positive voltage on
the cathode of the tube. At the cor-
rect setting of R-89, the noise in-
verter does not conduct (is just
below cutoff) on sync or video in-
formation.

All positive noise pulses of greater
amplitude than the sync pulses will
cause the inverter to conduct. The
peaks of the sync pulses are clamped
(i.e., limited or clipped) just below
the cutoff point of the noise inverter
tube by the damper (V -17A), to
prevent their causing conduction of
the noise inverter, over wide varia-
tions in signal amplitude. The opera-
tion of the clamp tube is as follows:

Since positive -going noise pulses
whose amplitude is greater than the
sync pulses undergo an additional
stage of amplification in the noise in -

Fig. 1-Block diagram of noise inverter circuit.
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verter (see Fig. 1), they are greatly
amplified and reversed in polarity, so
that when they are fed back onto the
composite video signal through C-69,
they completely cancel out the noise
pulse. The amplified negative -going
noise pulse is of greater amplitude
than the original positive -going one,
thus causing a slight dip on the com-
posite video signal.

This system eliminates those noise
pulses which tend to adversely affect
the operation of the sync separator.

Sync Clamp

In order to keep the tips of the
sync pulses below the cutoff point of
the noise inverter tube over wide
variations in input signal level, the
peaks of the horizontal sync pulses
are clamped at approximately zero
volts by automatically varying the
bias across R-90 (2.2 meg. noise in-
verter grid resistor) in accordance
with the strength of the horizontal
sync pulse (See Figs. 2 and 3). This
is accomplished by the sync clamp
tube in the following manner: The
first horizontal sync pulse will cause
plate current to flow, charging C-68
to the peak of this pulse. (Fig. 2,
pulse labeled A). In subsequent
cycles, due to the relatively long time
constant of C-68 and R-90, the volt-
age developed across R-90 as a result

(Continued on page 55)

Fig. 2-Noise inverter and associated circuits used in Emerson chassis
120174-B, 120198-D. For complete schematic, refer to Emerson Cir-
cuit Digest in this issue.
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What to Tell Your Customers Who Ask about Color TV-

"BUY THAT BLACK

WHITE TV
Here Is the Inside "Dope" About Color TV Which Tells the Inquirer Why He Should Buy a New

Should I buy a TV set now or is it likely to become obsolete in a year or two?

You may buy right now, with the assurance that your investment insures you
years of enjoyment, to the full extent of the natural life of the set.

But 1 read in the papers that color TV is coming soon. Will my set then be obsolete?

No! In the first place, it will be some time before we have color TV. In the second
place, when color comes, it will be a "compatible" color system. This means that
the set you buy now will receive all programs broadcast, in black and white,
without any modification.

You say it will be "some time" before color comes. How long does that mean?

The "timetable" for color TV is estimated as follows: The industry has field-
tested and approved standards. Now the FCC (Federal Communications Com-
mission) is being asked to consider these standards for approval. It is not known
how long their consideration will take, but the earliest possible date is consid-
ered to be January, 1954. After FCC approval, the industry will tool up for color
sets and broadcast equipment. It is expected that the earliest date for commer-
cial production will be January, 1955, although a few sets will be available in
1954.

You mean that in two years all programs will be in color and all sets will receive it?

No. The "infiltration" of color broadcasts will be a slow and gradual process. It
is not likely that all programs will ever be in color. Remember also, that color
movies, after 15 years, total less than 405 of the movies made. Color TV sets,
in the beginning, will be more expensive than black and white . . . probably
from 3 to 4 times as much. Color TV will at first be a luxury item.

You say that if color is broadcast, this present set will receive it in black and white.
Would this be equivalent to present reception quality?

It will, in fact, be better. Demonstrations of experimental broadcasts of the
present industry -wide color system have proven that black -and -white
reception of these programs is superior to present black -and -white broadcasts.

An Editorial Service of TECHNICIAN, published by
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SET CONFIDENCE TODAY !"
TV Set Now, With Full Confidence That Forthcoming Developments Will Never Make His TV Set Obsolete

You have referred a couple of times to "Industry standards." What does that mean?

The various manufacturing concerns in the industry have formed a joint com-
mittee to study and develop color TV. This is known as the National Television
System Committee (NTSC). Its aim is to pool the brain-power and know-how
of firms representing about 90% of the manufacturing volume of the industry
in order to produce the best solution to the problems of color. This committee
has now produced standards which are compatible, successful, and in compli-
ance with the requirements of the FCC.

Is this the system with the revolving color wheel 1 used to read about?

No. This new NTSC system is fully electronic, with "built-in" color. There
will be no moving parts and nothing showing outside the television cabinet.

Is this system perfected? How will prices compare?

Yes-already the FCC has announced rule -making looking to early official
approval of the new NTSC standards. However, additional complication of
the color sets will, as we said before, make them more expensive than pres-
ent sets, and will also require that color picture -size be much smaller than
present popular black -white sizes.

So, if I buy now, my set will not become obsolete, ever?

RIGHT!

And commercial color TV is at least a year or more away?

RIGHT !

Showing the "better buy- you will get in
a present-day black -white TV set:

Today's -21-inch black -white TV with a
picture area of 240 sq. inches, aver-
ages in price about $240

But the first color -TV sets (ready around
mid -1954) will have only 90 sq. inches
of picture area (about one-third the
above) though priced about $900

And when color TV comes, sets will be more expensive than they are right now, with
smaller pictures?

RIGHT!

And when color TV comes, commercially, it will still not encompass all programs?

Right! Buy now and you can be confident that you will not miss anything in the
future; that you will get your full money's worth out of your set; and above all,
you will not be missing many months of wonderful programs which are now
on the air, but which would by-pass your home should you wait for the coming
of color.

CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
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"Tough Dog" Corner
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers

Adjacent -Channel TVI

A number of sets in the metro-
politan (New York City) area dis-
played this type of station interfer-
ence. All of the sets were "hot"-i.e.,
very sensitive. The symptom pro-
duced by the interference was a
ghost of the interfering station, seen
in the background of the desired
picture. The ghost rolls slowly verti-
cally, since it is not synchronized in
the receiver; it has been observed to
move horizontally as well. The roll-
ing blanking bars produce a "vene-
tian blind" similar to the familiar
effect of co -channel interference.

The trouble is due to the excessive
signal strength of the undesired sta-
tions. These interfering signals feed
through the front end, when the set
is tuned to a desired station on a
Fig. 1-HF dipole mounted below LF unit.
Note 300 -ohm terminating resistor. This
would be used only on a folded dipole.

neighboring channel. For example,
Channel 4 may exhibit a ghost of
Channel 5, or in some cases Channel
2. When tuned to Channel 5, a ghost
of 4 or 2 may be seen. Similarly,
Channel 4 or 5 may be the ghost on
Channel 2.

Use of an indoor antenna elimi-
nated the interference, but simul-
taneously eliminated reception of
weak high -frequency stations. A
commercial trap in the antenna leads
(transmission -line units connected
at the antenna terminals) would re-
move two interfering stations, which
provided a solution where only two
were serious offenders; it could not,
however, eliminate three offenders.
Stubs were similarly tried but did
not prove satisfactory for more than
two offending stations, due to some
unexplained inter -action.

A permanent cure for cases of
venetian -blind interference was ef-
fected by disconnecting the trans-
mission line from the low -frequency
antenna and re -connecting it (after
cutting off a piece to suitably reduce
its length) to a commercial high -
frequency folded dipole (see Fig. 1).
The HF dipole was installed about
15 to 36 inches below the original
low -frequency unit. This low -fre-
quency unit was left in its original

Fig. 2-Alternate meth-
od of connecting the HF
dipole. The HF unit is
positioned in front of,
instead of under, the
LF dipole.
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position in most cases (see next
paragraph for exceptions) and to its
terminals was connected a resistor
equal to the characteristic Imped-
ance of the line (generally 300
ohms). Removal of the low -fre-
quency unit entirely, or its excessive
spacing from the new HF unit, re-
sulted in excessive attenuation of the
LF signals in the majority of the
cases, as the LF unit acted as a tuned
circuit, and transferred some of the
energy circulating in it to the nearby
HF unit.

Fig. 2 illustrates a set-up for im-
proving signal pick-up on HF chan-
nels, while getting rid of venetian -
blind TVI. The low -frequency unit
is positioned to act like a parasitic
reflector for the HF dipole at high
frequencies, and yet pick up and
transfer some LF energy to the HF
unit. The connection of the resistor
across the LF antennas terminals
provides an improved high -fre-
quency response. The LF unit is
horizontally placed to the rear of
the HF unit. The distance between
them is not too critical; between 12
and 30 inches is generally satisfac-
tory, with the greatest gain (ap-

Fig. 3-Part of horizontal and front-end cir-
cuits in Motorola receivers VT105, VK106
and VT107.
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parently) present at a spacing of
about 17-20 inches.-James A. Mc-
Roberts, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Half -Screen Blackout
It would be difficult to find two

points in a TV receiver further apart
circuit -wise than the front-end os-
cillator and the horizontal deflection
yoke; in servicing some of the older
Motorola receivers, however, I found
a trouble in the yoke circuit that
affected the front-end oscillator. An
open -circuit or considerable de-
crease in capacitance in the .5 MFD
capacitor at the bottom of the yoke
(see Fig. 3) would cause the entire
left half of the screen to be blanked
out, because blanking of the oscil-
lator signal at horizontal line fre-
quency was taking place.

Note in Fig. 3 that there is a
common resistor at the high end of
the bleeder unit (1000 ohms)
through which current flows, that
completes the deflection coil circuit.
The .5 MFD capacitor bridges the
2200 and 1000 -ohm resistors, bypass-
ing the 15,750 KC sweep signal out
of them. When this capacitor dries
out with age, its reactance goes up
and it is no longer as effective in
bypassing the two resistors, one of
which is common to the plate circuit
of the 6J6 oscillator in the front end.

The two .001 MFD capacitors are
too small for effective bypassing to
ground at line frequency, and have
little effect in preventing the hori-
zontal signal from reaching the 6J6
plate, where modulation of the RF
oscillator signal by the sweep signal
occurs. The IF signal is similarly
modulated, and after being detected
and passed thru the video amplifier,
the polarity of the sweep -modulated
video signal is such as to blank out
almost half the left side of the screen.
The screen illumination gradually
comes to normal at about the middle
of the raster. A replacement capa-
citor completely cures the trouble;
to prevent a recurrence, however,
add a .05 MFD 400 -volt capacitor
from point X to ground.-M. G.
Goldberg. St. Paul, Minnesota.

New Circuits
(Continued from page 51)

of the discharge of C-68 will be equal
to the peak sync pulse amplitude
(denoted by B, in Fig. 2). Stronger
signals will cause more plate conduc-
tion, thereby increasing the bias
across R-90, while weak signals will
cause less plate conduction, decreas-
ing the bias across R-90 (see Fig. 3).

As you can see, the clamp tube in
conjunction with C-68 automatically
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Fig. 3-Waveforms at plate and grid of sync damper, illustrating why noise pulses do not
affect the bias supplied to the noise inverter by the sync clamper.

adjusts the bias across R-90 so that
the tips of the sync pulses will be
clamped or limited at approximately
the zero volt level, over wide varia-
tions in signal strength. The grid -to-
cathode bias of the noise inverter is
set by the "fringe compensator" so
that the tips of the sync pulses will
fall below the cutoff level of the noise
inverter. As mentioned previously,
this level is always maintained by the
sync clamp tube.

Sync Clamp Tube
In order for the bias across R-90 to

be dependent on the sync amplitude
and not on noise pulses, the sync
clamp tube is kept cut off at all times
except during horizontal sync pulse
time. This is accomplished by trig-
gering the grid of the sync clamp
tube at a horizontal rate with a posi-
tive pulse from the horizontal output
transformer (see Item C, Fig. 3).
This pulse (about 50 V peak -to -
peak), drives the grid of the sync
clamp tube positive, causing grid
conduction. This conduction charges
grid capacitor C-67 to the peak value
of the positive pulse (approx. -30V).
Due to the relatively long time con-

stant of C-67 (100 MMF) and R-87
(470K), the voltage across R-87 due
to the discharge of C-67 remains at
about -30V until the next hori-
zontal pulse comes along, at which
time the grid again draws current,
charging C-87 once more to -30V.
The process outlined is repeated.

As a result, the sync clamp tube
remains well below cutoff except
during the brief (horizontal sync
pulse) interval when its grid is posi-
tive (see Fig. 3).

Horizontal sync pulses in the com-
posite video signal fed to the plate of
the sync clamp tube (through C-68)
appear at the same instant the grid
of this tube is driven positive; plate
conduction can only occur at this
time. Noise pulses which occur be-
tween sync pulses cannot possibly
cause the tube to conduct, since the
grid of the sync clamp tube is well
beyond cutoff at such times, and im-
proper triggering of the inverter by
these pulses can therefore not occur.
Because of this fact, the negative
voltage developed across the noise
inverter grid resistor (R-90) is de-
pendent only on the amplitude of the
horizontal sync pulses.
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Newest Television ANTENNAS
Channel Master ANTENNA

The Bow-Flector model No. 408 is
a broad -band UHF antenna with a
gain of up to 10 DB unstacked, and
12% DB stacked, according to the
maker. The antenna has free -space

terminals to prevent dirt, ice or rain
from collecting between feed points.
The stacked unit has full -wave spac-
ing between elements for higher
stacking gain. Channel Master Corp.,
Ellenville, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN.

Telrex UHF -VHF ANTENNA
The Telrex Challenger is an alumi-

num UHF -VHF conical -V array
with one major in -line lobe, high
gain and good impedance match
throughout the 54 to 890 MC spec-

trum, according to the manufacturer.
The array can be stacked up to four
bays. Only a single transmission line
is required for both UHF and VHF
operation. Telrex, Inc., Asbury Park,
N. J.-TECHNICIAN.

Kay -Townes UHF -VHF ANTENNAS
The Kay -Townes VU -1 is a single,

and the VU -2 a two -bay, antenna
for UHF and VHF reception of
Channels 2 to 83. They are of conical
design and require only one down -
lead. The mast clamp, cross arm,
and boom are of heavy gauge alu-
minum. Kay -Townes Antenna Co..
Rome, Ga.-TECHNICIAN.

JFD VHF ANTENNA
This Jet 213 antenna is a broad-

band array with high gain which is
uniform for signals throughout the
VHF band, it is said. The manufac-
turer also claims good directivity and

absence of side lobes for this an-
tenna. It is pre -assembled, made en-
tirely of aluminum and lists at $21.75.
A two -bay array, including matching
jumpers, lists at $45. JFD Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.-TECHNI-
CIAN.

Hi -Lo INDOOR ANTENNA
Hi-Lo's model 303 is for indoor re-

ception of all UHF channels. Twin
arrows may be adjusted for highest
gain on each channel being received.
List price is $5.95. Hi -Lo TV An-
tenna Corp., 3450 No. Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago 13, Ill.-TECHNI-
CIAN.

RMS INDOOR BOWTIE
The model IBT-500 is a UHF in-

door antenna with bow -tie elements
of high -tempered aluminum. The
gain of the unit may be raised by the
addition of a reflector, model R-500,
which plugs into the fitting at the
back of the antenna. Radio Merchan-
dise Sales, Inc., 2016 Bronxdale Ave.,
New York 60, N. Y.-TECHNICIAN.

Tricraft INDOOR ANTENNA
The Tricraft model 600 is a UHF -

VHF indoor antenna with a built-in
two -wafer, four -pole selector switch
to produce a good impedance match

to 300 -ohm line on all channels. Tun-
ing and dipole elements are housed
in a rotatable radome enclosure. Tri-
craft Products Co., Chicago 22, Ill.-
TECHNICIAN.

Finco UHF ANTENNAS
Finco model 502 is a two -bay,

model 504 a four -bay UHF antenna.
Both models have narrow patterns
and a high front -to -back ratio, ac-
cording to the manufacturer. They

are of aluminum construction
throughout, including the screen.
Both antennas require only one
transmission line. Each model is
available in three variations -502
and 504A, B, and C. The A -B -C
variations are designed to peak on
the following channel range: A,
Channel 14 through 32; B, Channel
29 through 55; C, Channel 53 through
83. A stacking arrangement is also
available for double stacking the
two -bay unit. Finney Co., 4612 St.
Clair Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.-
TECHNICIAN.
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for VHF and UHF
Vee-D-X PRODUCTS

The Vee-D-Xtra Special is a hi-
low yagi phased with the company's
printed circuit isolation filter. There
are five elements for high -channel
reception, and four elements for low.
Vee-D-X broad -band yagis are
available in both 10 and five -element
models. The 10 -element antennas,
identified as the "X" series, are avail-
able in the following model numbers:
X-26, for Channels 2 to 6; X-46, for
Channels 4, 5 and 6; and X-713, for
Channels 7 through 13. Isolation fil-

ters MM -40 and MM -40A are avail-
able for connecting separate UHF
and VHF antennas to a single trans-
mission line; the MM -25 and MM -
25A permit the use of a single line
between separate high and low VHF
antennas assembled on the same
mast. A universal lightning arrester
has hermetically sealed electrodes
and will accommodate flat, tubular,
oval, round and open wire lines. It
can be mounted on a mast, water
pipe or window sill. La Pointe Elec-
tronics, Inc., Rockville, Conn.-
TECHNICIAN.

Falcon UHF -VHF ANTENNA
This Vari-Con unit is a UHF -VHF

array of conical design with element
heads coupled to a sliding sleeve on
the boom. The sliding sleeve is

moved to a calibration mark on the
boom which corresponds to the chan-
nel peaking desired and then secured
by tightening a wing nut. Falcon
Electronics Co., 2003 Cedar St.,
Quincy, Ill.-TECHNICIAN.

All Channel TV ANTENNA
The All -Channel Super 60 is a

UHF -VHF array for omni-direc-
tional reception. It uses a four -con-
ductor matched impedance transmis-
sion line; the two bays are spaced
ten inches apart. The major front
lobe of the antenna is rotated elec-
trically by a nine -position selector
switch furnished with the antenna.
List price is $36.75. All Channel An-
tenna Corp., 70-07 Queens Blvd.,
Woodside 77, N.Y.-TECHNICIAN.

Brach UHF RHOMBIC
Model 496, a broad -band UHF

rhombic antenna, has sharp direc-
tional characteristics and an average
gain of 15 DB, according to the man-
ufacturer. Model 496 is of all -alumi-
num construction with non -hygro-

scopic insulators, weatherproofed
terminals and resistor, and is de-
signed to provide an impedance
match to 300 -ohm transmission line.
Brach Mfg. Corp., Div. of General
Bronze Corp., 200 Central Ave.,
Newark 4, N. J.-TECHNICIAN.

Brooklyn TV ANTENNA
This indoor antenna for FM, VHF

or UHF reception is called the Flash -
beam. It has adjustable arms which
can be set for best results under
various conditions. The antenna is
mounted on a cut -glass base which is
rotatable over 180 degrees. Lists for
$9.95. Brooklyn TV Co., Inc., 72 Steu-
ben St., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.-TECH-
NICIAN.

Neal UHF -VHF ANTENNA
The Paraboray is based on the

radar parabolic -type antenna princi-
ple and has high average gain on
Channels 2 to 83, according to the
manufacturer. Only one transmission
line is required for UHF and VHF
reception! Neal Electronic Co., Box
376, Huntsville, Ala.-TECHNICIAN.

For Other New Products
See Pages 66, 67, 68

Snyder UHF ANTENNA
The UHF -5 is a bow -tie with re-

flector for Channels 14 to 83. The an-
tenna has embossed aluminum ele-
ments, an all -welded, heavy-duty

reflector screen and single U -bolt
mounting. Snyder Mfg. Co., Phila-
delphia 40, Pa.-TECHNICIAN.

Taco UHF ANTENNA
Uniformly high gain is claimed for

the Taco bow -tie antenna with re-
flector (Cat. no. 3006) across the en-
tire UHF band. High front -to -back
ratio and sharp directivity suppress

ghosts. Heavy plating withstands
weathering. A simple mounting
bracket accommodates a variety of
mast sizes. List price, $12.95. Techni-
cal Appliance Corp., Sherburne,
N. Y.-TECHNICIAN.
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the "TVAntenna Folio"
Designed primarily to give installer -technicians a handy reference work
on television, the new AMPHENOL "TVAntenna Folio" is a six page folder
that gives the complete story of television from the transmitting antenna
to the home. Along with its very informative and readable text, the
"TVAntenna Folio" has beautiful Kodachrome illustrations that picture
everything from television wave transmission to antenna types.

The "TVAntenna Folio" illustrates and discusses the differences be-
tween VHF and UHF. It shows how the factors of attenuation, refraction,
diffraction, reflection and interference influence UHF and VHF television
waves. It points out what the installer can do, where possible, to over-
come these factors and emphasizes the importance of the proper installa-
tion in UHF. Particularly helpful to the technician is the discussion in
the "TVAntenna Folio" of how antenna gain and radiation measurements
are made-it will help him in interpreting published antenna data.

The "TVAntenna Folio" is a digest of the fuller information contained
in the new AMPHENOL film "The UHF -VHF Television Antenna Story."
Now being shown across the nation, this color slide -film is something
you will not want to miss. Be sure and contact your AMPHENOL distributor
and make arrangements to see "The UHF -VHF Television Antenna Story."

Along with each copy of the "TVAntenna Folio" are enclosed the new
AMPHENOL antenna and accessories catalog sheets. These contain complete
gain charts and radiation patterns (measured in accordance with current
RETMA standards) on each antenna.

For your free copy of the "TVAntenna Folio"
fill in the coupon below and mail it to AMPHENOL-today!

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION

1830 South 54th Avenue,
Chicago 50, Illinois

Please send me the "TVAntenna Folio"

NAME

COMPANY

STREET
_

t STATE ---
t _

CITY

-

ZONE
_______ -------- - ----------------------------

AMPHENoi



Shop Hints to Speed Servicing
Tips for Home and Bench Service Contributed by Readers

Cleaning S -C Tuners

Noisy or intermittent operation of
Standard Coil tuners is sometimes
caused by loss of tension in the hard
copper contact springs. Far more often
it is caused by corrosion on the coil
unit contacts, and by an accumulation
of dirt and grease on the copper con-
tact springs. When the condition is
severe, the channel selector may have
to be snapped in an out of its channel
setting several times, to bring the pic-
ture back in. To clear this condition
up, the tuner must be disassembled.
This is a necessary, but not always easy
task. Following is a very rapid method
of accomplishing the clean-up.

An RF and an oscillator coil unit are
necessary. They can be purchased, or
obtained from an old Standard Coil
tuner. Clip all wires from the con -

WRAP FELT TIGHTLY
AROUND PLASTIC
AND STAPLE ENDS
IN BACK

FELT

i-  PLASTIC
COIL
UNITCUTOUT

SHADED 0 0 0 0 0 0
AREA

./777777.777.77,7,71 r

tacts, and remove the coils and forms.
Clamp the plastic body of the coil unit
in a vise, and file out the shaded areas,
within the dotted lines, as shown in the
illustration. Cut a piece of hard felt to
the width of the filed -out notch. Wrap
the felt around the coil unit, fitting it
into the filed notches. Pull the ends
tight and staple or sew them together.
Repeat this job with the second coil
unit.

To clean the tuner, simply remove
any one set of coil units. Insert the
felt -wrapped units into their place.
Dab some contact cleaner on the felt,
and rotate the drum several times. Re-
place the original coil units. Using a
rag and some cleaner, wipe off the con-
tacts on all the coil units, while rotating
the drum slowly. Total time consumed,
about 3 minutes. S. Marsh, New York,
N. Y.

Disabling Oscillator In TV
Alignment

Most TV set manufacturers recom-
mend that the video IF stages be aligned
by feeding a signal into the control grid
of the mixer tube. Since the mixer is
generally in the same envelope as the
oscillator, spurious traces tend to inter-
fere with the desired one on the scope,

SHOP HINTS WANTED
TECHNICIAN will pay $5 for

acceptable shop hints. We are par-
ticularly interested in hints that tell
how a technician located a hard -to -
find trouble in a TV set, radio, re-
cord -changer or similar unit; or
how he traced a conventional defect
to its source more rapidly than usual
by using a short-cut. Unacceptable
items will be returned to the contri-
butor. Send your ideas to "Shop
Hints Editor, TECHNICIAN, Cald-
well -Clements, Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, New York"

confusing the servicer. The following
is a simple but effective method of dis-
abling the oscillator section of a dual
purpose mixer -oscillator tube: Cut off
prong number 1 on a 6J6 tube, and sub-
stitute it for the 6J6 present, when the
receiver uses a Standard Coil tuner. In
RCA sets using a 6X8 as mixer -oscil-
lator in the front end, the proper pin to
cut off is number 3. (Any converter
tube can, in fact, be made up with its
oscillator section disabled by merely
cutting off the oscillator plate prong of
the tube-Ed.) Walter Hohlfield, Holh-
field Electric Co., Greenleaf, Kansas.

Flyback Repair

In a TV repair job the other day we
found there was no RF voltage on the
plate of the horizontal amplifier tube,
and consequently no RF voltage at the
input to the 1W rectifier. When the
6BG6G horizontal amplifier tube was
replaced with a new one, the RF volt-
age (as indicated by the spark drawn)
returned to normal at the plate of the
amplifier. A test of the original tube,
however, indicated that it was good.

It was inserted into another TV set as
a further check. Set operation was nor-
mal.

Several other new tubes were now
tried in turn in the set being serviced.
Only a few returned the set to normal

operation. Circuit checks seemed ad-
visable. Voltage readings and scope
waveform checks revealed no trouble
in the horizontal oscillator stage.
Trouble in the flyback transformer
seemed likely. Subsequent replace-
ment of the flyback transformer veri-
fied that this was actually the case.
When the original 6BG6G tube was
used with the new transformer, the set
operated normally.

Before the transformer was replaced,
a remedial measure was tried that
worked out fine. The information just
presented was intended to serve as
an introduction to this little trick.

PLATE'
CUP

CUT OFF
I SCREW

/ INSULATED I TO PIN 2
-COIL OF FLYBACK

I took an ordinary width coil and
inserted it between the primary of the
flyback transformer and the plate of
the horizontal amplifier, as shown in
the sketch. When the receiver was tried
after this change, it immediately
worked as it should.

I believe that a few turns of the
primary winding in the flyback had
short-circuited. The loss of resistance
was so low that the average ohmmeter
could not register it. The loss of in-
ductance, was, of course, the important
one. It is this inductance loss that the
insertion of the width coil compensates
for.

On another set in which this method
was tried, and results measured, an
originally insufficient CRT 2nd anode
voltage was raised 1500 V by the series
addition of the width coil to the hori-
zontal amplifier plate circuit.

The method has been used in other
cases where small but critical losses in
flyback transformer primary induct-
ance impaired circuit operation severe-
ly. The technique restored circuit oper-
ation to normal in approximately 75%
of the cases.

The brass screw should be cut off
from the width coil. The coil must also
be very well insulated. We were for-
tunate enough to have some liquid
plastic on hand at the shop which we
used to dip the coil in. The bottom of
the coil winding was connected to the
plate lead, and the top layer or the
beginning of the coil was attached to
the flyback connection (terminal 2 in
sketch). Joseph F. Valenti, New York,
N. Y.
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-Rev°tutio
naiv

rudelz_ Design gives you

FIVE FIRSTS- Five exclusive sales features
Now! - a new name, and a great new standard of
quality and performance in antenna rotators! With
FIVE major advances, SUPEROTOR overnight has shot

years ahead of the entire field! For the consumer,
SUPEROTOR means superb new control and recep-

tion. For the serviceman - a remarkable new ease
in servicing. And for the distributor - the "plus"
business that comes from handling a unit that wins
cheers all the way down the line. SUPEROTOR will be

available in your area soon. Don't miss it!

5 DYNAMIC NEW ENGINEERING FEATURES 

QUICK DETACHABLE

DRIVE UNIT
Complete drive unit
can be replaced in
five minutes - by
one man, without dis-
mounting antenna.
When necessary an-
tenna can be locked
in any desired direc-
tion with drive unit
removed.

A /I!Lt11/L First!

DOUBLE LOCK STOP PREVENTS

Plus These Other Outstanding Features
Antenna position readable without rotating antenna
Operates at upwards of 350 feet from control point
Dependable high -torque motor
Wide -span double ball bearing supports

DRIFT AND COAST
Worm gear lock pos-
itively maintains an-
tenna in desired
position - no drift.
Motor brake pre-
vents transfer of
motor inertia to an-
tenna - no coast.
Permits smallest in-
crement movement
of antenna for pre-
cision tuning.

A/eillt First!

(

2925 EAST 55TH ST., CLEVELAND 27, OHIO
LEADING THE WAY TO BETTER PRODUCTS
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NeW

Hits

( Years ahead

of Anything

( on the market

BUILT-IN CHIMNEY
MOUNT DESIGN

Eliminates need for
stub mast asserbly.
Mounts direct r on
chimney, and below
chimney crowr, pro-
tecting drive unit
from soot and :orro-
sive fumes.

A eilliP/Z. Fi. st!

STEEL REINFORCED

CONSTRUCTION
Entire aluminum ro-
tator housing c nd
antenna supports are
maintained in com-
pression with steel.
Thus, strength of
steel is combined
with lightness of
aluminum.

AL.:I...Lk& First!

VP TUNING
Only the Superotoi' w:t1- double lock stop, per-
mits "finger tip" Vernier Precision tuning.

Patent ALEa/j= First!Applied for
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These "BIG JACK"* Antennas are -iii-fr..rrsing with
outstanding success in many areas. Near-s-.ati 3n instal-
lations of the BJ-1 provide a higher gain and cleaner
picture on all VHF channels in range. The BJ-2, for
fringe area installations, has provided excellent recep-
tion where other antennas have failed.

Kay -Townes superior
constructions and en-
gineering details plus

T.nge area "Know-
YJr" make the BIG

JACK series the greatest
vHF anten-

lEs ever built.

RB
GM

CHANNEL NUMBER
13. 4 6 7 9 1 11 12

-74111111MM=Be
I= OM NM

YAM
'AIIIIRSIZAIINA

MN TIM=MIZE
=AMMO

-4111111M =In
MIMS BIG JACK IM
=NMI ANTENNAS miiMM

'Townes itlteiviRp

Bl 2

Bl I

cessories
acted whole-

s our jobber or
name a twearest distributor.

T?'

*cot Penein

HE BEST SET IS ONLY
AS GOOD AS NTEN

ANTENNA CO.
BOX 586, ROME, GA.

! NOW VIKING SELLS DIRECT !
"THERE'S NO SALE LIKE WHOLESALE"

70% TO 90% OFF LIST
VEEBOXED -BRANDED -
FULLY GUARANTEED TUBES

183 .63 6BA6 $ .45 12AT6 $ .43
1R5 .56 6BC5 .53 12AT7 .68
1S4 .61 6BE6 .46 12AU6 .43
155 .47 6BG6 1.34 12AU7 .53
1T4 .56 68J6 .48 12AV6 .37
1U4 .55 6BK7 .88 12AV7 .79
1 Us .46 61:1Q6 .89 12BA6 .45
1X2 .67 6E5(27 .98 12BE6 .47
3Q4 .60 6C4 .37 12BH7 .63
3Q5 .65 6CB6 .53 12SA7 .52
354 .55 6CD6 1.85 12SK7 .50
3V4 .56 6J5 .40 125N7 .54
5U4 .40 6J6 .62 12SQ7 .42
5V4 .73 6K6 .41 198G6 1.39
5Y3 .29 654 .46 258Q6 .89
6AB4 .46 6SA7 .52 25L6 .48
6AC7 .75 6SK7 .50 25W4 .48
6AG5 .54 6SN7 .54 25Z6 .42
6AK5 .95 6SQ7 .42 35L6 .47
6AL5 .40 618 .77 35W4 .30
6AQ5 .46 6V6 .46 35Z3 .18
6AT6 .38 6W4 .45 35Z5 .30
6AU5 .78 6W6 .57 SOBS .47
6AU6 .43 6X4 .34 5005 .47
6AV5 .78 6X5 .33 50L6 .47
6AV6 .37 117Z3 .39

All Orders sent C.O.D. plus Postage
Quantities limited. Minimum order $5.

Prices subject to change.

ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID
IF CHECK IS ENCLOSED.

LECTRONICS CORP

112-07 FRANCIS LEWIS BOULEVARD, DEPT. T-1
QUEENS VILLAGE 29, N. Y.

applause
We've received thousands of voluntary

letters of praise* -thunderous
applause -for TECHNICIAN (in-

cluding CIRCUIT DIGESTS). It's the
greatest success in business

paper history.

A friendly hint: for preferred positions,
get your space reservations in now
for the May, 1954, TECHNICIAN.

It will feature TECHNICIAN'S
"Radio -TV Parts Directory." There's

just nothing like it.

'Naturally, we can't repro-
duce them until we get offi-
cial permission to do so.

Caldwell -Clements. Inc.
480 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, New York

-1

J
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EXECUTIVES

 SALESMIN PUBLIC OFFICIAL'_

POLICEMEN FIREMEN  OUTDOOR MEN
REPORTERS FIELD INSPECTORS DOCTORS LAWYERS, ETC.

PleTATE I/I YON

cm_

AIR

..... It an ATR INVERTER for most
applications for Inverting D.C. Volt-
ages (ranging from lo volts D.C.
fe 220 volt, D.C./ to 110 volts
A C Specially Desigd for
operating A.C. Radios. Tape Ras

corder,. Wire Recorders, Dietatleg
Machines, Electric 11 Record -
Cho .... s. Television Soh, Arnpli.
tiers. Addrese Systems. Red'. Test
Equipment end most small electri
cal and electronic devices FROM
D.C. VOLTAGES IN AUTOMOBILES,
RUSES, TRUCKS, SHIPS, TRAINS.
PLANES AND IN D.C. DISTRICTS.

AdditI.Rel Information available
Apes roquAst.

FREE ! ! ATR INVERTER!
. . . given owoy every 30 days to
lucky registrant of preceding
month. Mail a postcard os your
registration request today!

Input AC .output
TYPE DC Output

IntentVolts 60 Cycles rei

6-L1F 6 110 volts 40

12-L1F 12 110 volts 50

6-RSD 6 110 volts 85

12-RSD 12 110 volts 125

6-ISQ-F 6 110 volts 85

12-1SQ-F 12 I 10volts 125

6T-HSG 6 110 volts 175 I

12T-HSG 12 110 volts 250

INVERTERS
for changing your battery current to

A.C. ikaieked CURRENT

ioslitit+le&te

in your own car!!
ATR INVERTERS . . . espaciaRy de.
igned for operating standard 110 volt
s.C. Tape Recorders, Wire Recorders,
)ictating Machines and Electric Razors
N YOUR CAR.

iivsrALL

01151121
A VALUABLE TIME SAVER FOR:
TRAVELLING SALESMEN-Dictate reports in your own car. Send

your dictated reports in doily to your home office or sales ',wager.
FIELD INSPECTORS I INVESTICATORS-Dictate your field ;mon,

Con repot's in the field-on the spot. Give the complete story
%chiefly and completely. Include your clients retord,os also.

ODOCTORS-Dictste and record your house calls on the somple
lion of your call while everything is fresh in your mind. Have these
records for transcription by yo office

LAWYERS-Recmd evidence in thethe field at eau. client's DrOoshos.
Obtain actual and complete witness few., etc

O 01ECOTIVES-Dictate in your car all business matters while on
trips for pl..,... or business.

PUBLIC OFFICIALS-Dictate complete field repo., in your cet.
Obtain recorded opinions and etpressions of Mr. Public hs the field
Dictate your business reports while traveling.

POLICE SQUAD CARS-Dictate accident reports right on the scene
complete end %dual. Include witness reordings et the semeI Haire the omelet* story available byedictation.

FIRETRUCKS-D(ctate your fire reports factually and complete on
the scene and include witness reports. Have the complete story.

AMILILANCES-Dictate complete reports of your ambulance run.
Include witness necordings, etc.

eADtlt11SlNG ttrCS-Use AC operated animated or ilunioA.c.,
FISHERMEN I HUNTERS-Use your electric razor on carnp,ig

operating in your car. Also smell home radios and other
electrical or electronic items.

CAMPERS-Mahe your camping and outing trips more miring

ties'?sing

rntmast rs, %Pe ecorders. or wire recorders ePereting
your car battery.

 WAREHOUSI It MATERIAL HANDLERS-Dictete your inventory
and Tee.' handling reports on the scene, in the warehouse.
Wt., wherever you may be.

Ha Nag
Conlin; List Price

uous
RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

35

35

$25.55
25.55

For operating small floe -power AC motors.
electric rotors. small radios and small portable
dictating "'whines having wattages consurnp.
Non less than 35 watts.

75

100

39.25
39.25

Recommended for operating small AC ....-
tort Radio Sets. PA Systems, Amplifiers, and
Radio Test Equipment haring input wattage
consumption within continuous output Pot-
tage ratings indicated.

75

100

Especially recommended far operetlng 'Deaf.
ing wchins, wire recorder., ape wordrs,
and small AC motors end electronic or elec.

49.95 trical apparatus having input wattage con-
sumption within continuous output wattage
rating, indicated.

150
200

For operating large tape recorders, wire re.
96.451 corder., PA Systems, mplifiers, and smell TV

sets having input wattage consumption within96.45 sho conanuous output pottage ratings latii
cated.

sort:e:040w/ NEW MODELS ,/ NEW DESIGNS .,/ NEW LITERATURE

"A" Battery Eliminators, DC -AC Inverters, Auto Radio Vibrators

AMERICAN LEVISION & RADIO CO.
Zuslay Pladoets Siaee /93/

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U. S. A.

THEateatea
UHF -VHF
ANTENNAS
EVER BUILT!

Original, revoluti
FIXED IMPEDANCEt.,
provides All-Channe
reception with a sing
sion line.

Kay -Townes' BJU Antennas
recognized leaders in the Field Of
picture, high -gain, trouble -free
VHF antenna performance! Simpli
but more exacting and effectiv
engineering has resulted in "bug -free
antennas that provide photo-clea ,
reception. One lead-in wire only. No'
matching pads or isolation filters . .

no coils or condensers .. . which tend;-
to cut down signals.

Lin
System

':THE EEST ALL CHANNEL
11=-Vft= ANTENNA

APLAE LE!' says
ing Q.labama Dealer

my N. Balky of Mobile
ys "No have tested more

than 25 rifferert antennas in
our .1-e,Irc l for c good perfor-
Orel on Mr channel 48 and
our local c lannel 10 ...

nc your BJU-1 all -channel
HF-VHF rantettla did the job
a- 'Me. 'ado t* do ... and

n cocOlion performed superb -
as a f-ingc antemni on

hcrnel is, New Orleans . .

vow 15C Tiles ewayl"

AsIertnas ore sold
selected distr. ;11

hoots only ... Writer
name of your near
jzbbes.

THE BEST SET IS ONLY AS
GOOD AS ITS ANTENNA ! .Pat AP

ANTENNA CO.
BOX 586, ROME, GA.
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THE ONE AND ONLY ALL-CHANNEL YAGI

VEE-E tra Special

---:11211C0-1111.1111:1L'-N,

MODEL SP

AT LAST YAGI POWER AND DIRECTIVITY
WITH ALL -CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

11111111mw1
MN

RIORIllsm 

2 3 a 5 8 ? 8 9
CHANNELS

CAUTION: It is
the policy of

VEE-D-X not to
falsify gain charts

for advertising
purposes. This

Tru-Gain Chart is
exact and is based

on standard specifica-
tions using a single

dipole as reference

10 12 -

FEATURES
 Powerjul all -channel VHF

performance
 High forward gain and

sharp directivity
 Extremely high front -to -bark

ratio (important toward
eliminating interference
from unwanted stations)

 Rugged, pre -assembled
construction

 One piece drawn aluminum
boom

 Better rooftop appearance
with clean yagi lines

 Ideal (or use with YEE-D-X
Antenna Rotator

VEE$IX
VEE.12-X 4150 announces
two great new series of
Broad Band Yagis, The
extra powerful "X" series
10 -element, and the "V"
series 5 and 6 -element.
Both in arse cuttings,
2.6, 4.6, 7.13.

VEE-D-X engineering has produced another
truly great antenna - the VEE-D-Xtra Special.
Think of it - all the desirable features of a yagi -
yet with all -channel performance in a single
easy -to -install antenna. Technically, it is a nine -
element hi -low yagi (5 elements on high
channel -4 on low) "T" matched. The hi -low
sections are phased together with the new isolation
filter (MM -25). Here is the ideal all -channel
antenna - and especially wherever interference
from unwanted stations must be eliminated. A
honey for use with the VEE-D-X Rotator.

zapoi;va ELECTRONICS INC.
ROCKVILLE, COS ECTICUT

"X" series - 'V" series -
NI -element 3-6 element
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Licensing: Yes or No?
Will It Solve the Television Technician's Problems or Add to Them?

The licensing controversy goes on.
Licensing measures are still under con-
sideration in various parts of the coun-
try. Much heat and some light have
been generated by the discussions. We'd
like to check on the light, without blow-
ing any fuses.

The pro -licensing people have brought
forth a number of arguments in favor
of licensing. The most important of
these may be summarized as follows:

1-Licensing will give the serviceman
professional status, and with it, the rec-
ognition he wants and deserves in the
community. It will also help him attain
higher financial remuneration. Hourly
rates of pay for electricians in many
areas are considerably higher than those
for TV technicians. Even truck drivers
make more than many TV technicians.
Licensing, by raising technical stand-
ards and inspiring customer confidence,
will provide higher returns for both
shop owners and technicians.

2-Licensing will eliminate the tink-
erers and incompetents who bring the
service field into disrepute. These
would-be servicers will be unable to
pass an adequate examination and, re-
ceiving no license, will be eliminated.

3-It will eliminate dishonest and un-
ethical servicemen, and thus contribute
to the restoration of public confidence
in the service business as a whole.
Shady practices on the part of a few
service companies-phony ads offering
service at impossibly low rates, ex-
cessive and unjustified service charges,
and the use of second-hand parts as
replacements-have caused the public
to take a dim view of the service pro-
fession. Loss of service income (as well
as prestige) has resulted. Licensing will
eliminate such practices, by denying
certificates to phonies.

The opponents of licensing, on the
other hand, have brought forward the
following important counter -arguments:

1-Honesty and competence cannot be
assured by legislation. Licensing may
bring politics and graft into the in-
dustry, as it has done in other fields,
in various U. S. cities. Since many pro-
posed licensing laws provide that all
existing TV servicemen automatically
qualify for licenses (according to a
pamphlet recently put out by the
RTMA), licensing may actually foster
incompetence, instead of preventing it.

2-Rating TV men justly on their
competence will prove very difficult in
practice, since good technicians often
have only a smattering of theory, while
long -hair boys with ample theory at
their finger-tips may be poor bench
men.

3-The disrepute in which the public
allegedly holds the TV serviceman is

greatly exaggerated. According to a poll
conducted by Elmo Roper, 86% of all
TV set owners have high opinions of
the service work performed on their
receivers by their technicians. Further-
more, the great majority of these set
owners consider service charges they
have paid fair and reasonable. Licens-
ing is hardly needed to eliminate a dis-
repute which is largely non-existent.

According to A. Coumont, Service
Coordinator of the RTMA, Better Busi-
ness Bureaus have reported that com-
plaints about TV service abuses are now
negligible. Since the evil has receded

Proposals for laws to regu-
late radio and television serv-
icing were introduced in the
legislatures of at least four
states this year.

A bill introduced in Wiscon-
sin was killed, but is going
to be reintroduced, according
to its sponsor.

In New York State, a licens-
ing bill was introduced, but
not favorably acted on.

Rhode Island lawmakers
turned thumbs down on a pro-
posed licensing measure.

An Illinois bill is pending.

to such a small amplitude, no step as
drastic as licensing is necessary to di-
minish it.

The following comments suggest
themselves to us:

When a technician thinks of licensing
in terms of raising prestige, he almost
invariably tends to visualize a doctor
or dentist, and considers the great
respect in which these professional
people are held. We think it should be
pointed out that licensing per se does
not guarantee an increase in prestige;

certainly no such prestige as has at-
tached itself to the practice of medicine,
dentistry or law is going to descend on
the TV -radio technician just because
he receives a slip of paper. Taxi drivers
are licensed, yet few of them consider
their prestige noteworthy. The acquisi-
tion of prestige is a long, cumulative
affair; it takes many years for a pro-
fession to build up the public's rating
of its status, and licensing by itself is
certainly not going to shortcircuit this
high -impedance path.

Licensing's ability to eliminate incom-
petent servicers may likewise be ques-
tioned. Adequate administration and
policing of a licensing law is necessary
to make it effective, and such matters
require money. How many municipal
governments are going to fork over
suitable amounts of money for proper
enforcement of licensing, when ade-
quate financing is not being made avail-
able for hospitals and schools?

Our feeling is, if an incompetent serv-
icer is able to survive the heavy busi-
ness pressures that force thousands of
the unfit out of the business world
every year, he will probably find it
relatively simple to get around a munic-
ipal licensing ordinance, particularly
when so much happens in the smoke -
filled back rooms of political clubs.

We think the service industry as a
whole must get together and work out
an effective program for raising com-
petence, prestige and financial returns.
The RTMA is already working on a
nation-wide training program for in-
creasing the technical competence of
TV technicians. Other segments of the
industry have been working on adver-
tising and other programs to boost the
technician's credit with the public. We
feel hope lies in increasing and co-
ordinating such industry -backed plans,
rather than relying on inquisitions,
police and politicians.

Some Pros and
Pro:

Licensing will increase the
prestige and earnings of the
technician.

It will eliminate tinkerers
and incompetents.

It will weed out the dishonest
and unethical servicemen.

Cons of Licensing
Con:

Throwing an industry into the
laps of policemen and politicians
offers no assurance that increased
earnings or prestige will result.

Rating the competence of TV men
is apt to prove very difficult.

Honesty and competence cannot
be legislated into the service
business.
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Granco UHF CONVERTER
The Granco Star is an all -channel

UHF converter with coaxial -tuned
cavity elements. A selector switch
on the converter turns the TV set
on and off and provides rapid
changeover from UHF to VHF recep-

14 25
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tion. The unit is supplied with a
6AF4 oscillator tube, a 6CB6 IF am-
plifier tube and a crystal mixer.
Granco Products, Inc., 36-17 20th
Ave., Long Island City 5, N. Y.-
TECHNICIAN.

Triplett V -O -M -AMMETER
The Triplett 630 Volt -Ohm -Mil -

Ammeter has five DC voltage ranges
at 20,000 ohms per volt, five AC volt-
age ranges at 5,000 ohms -per -volt,
six DB ranges, a DC microamp scale,
three DC milliamp ranges, and a DC
ampere scale. There are also scales
for ohms and megohms measure-
ments. Dealer net is $39.50. Triplett
Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton,
Ohio-TECHNICIAN.

RCA AUDIO GENERATOR
The WA -44A is an audio signal

generator with a frequency range of
from 11CPS to 100 KC. It has a sinu-
soidal output which has less than 2%
total harmonic distortion over the
range from 30 to 1500 CPS, and a
maximum hum level of 0.1% of the
rated output; output voltage varies
less than ±1 DB over the frequency
range, according to the manufac-
turer. The generator is AC -operated
and contains both high and low -im-
pedance output circuits. The high
and low terminals supply a maximum
voltage of 15 and 2.5 volts RMS, re-
spectively. The instrument also in-
corporates a terminal which supplies
up to six volts at line frequency for
use in intermodulation tests. RCA
Victor Div. of RCA, Camden, N. J.-
TECHNICIAN.

New Instruments,
Tele-Matic UHF BOOSTER

What is claimed to be the first
UHF booster has just been an-
nounced by Tele-Matic Industries.
The need for a booster is accentu-
ated on UHF frequencies because of
low transmitter power, poor propa-
gation properties and high noise fig-
ures of present-day receivers. This
new booster is said to increase the
radius of good UHF reception in all
areas throughout the country. Unit
is designated as model UH-14-83.
Tele-Matic Industries, Inc., 1. Jorale-
mon St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.-TECH-
NICIAN.

Javex WEATHERHEAD
Tenna-Shingle is a TV lead-in

weatherhead molded of acrylic resin.
It fits under shingles on a roof, or
under siding; as a shingle, it covers
the small hole required for the lead-

in. The Tenna-Shingle is transparent,
and takes on the color of the surface
to which it is attached. It acc6mmo-
dates standard 300 -ohm twin -lead
line. Javex, Redlands, Calif.-TECH-
NICIAN.

Hickok OSCILLOSCOPE
Model 665, a five -in. cathode-ray

oscilloscope, has a frequency range
from 0.5 cycle to 700 KC, down 3 DB.
It has good stability, no drift and flat,
square -wave response froth. 60 cycles
to 100 KC with less than 1% tilt and
less than 2% overshoot, according to
the maker. The vertical amplifier has
push-pull output and a sensitivity
rating of 20 MV RMS per inch; the
input impedance is 2.2 meg. 15
MMFD. Horizontal sensitivity is 30
MV RMS per inch, and horizontal
input impedance is .1 meg., 52
MMFD. Hickok Electrical Instru-
ment Co., 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleve-
land 8, Ohio-TECHNICIAN.

Imperial GROUNDING ROD
This grounding rod, intended for

protection of television antenna in-
stallations, is made in both 4 -ft. and
6 -ft. lengths, and has double -copper
plating and a hard -turned point for
driving into tough soils. An alumi-
num -cast connector clip is provided
for ground wire connection to the
rod. Imperial Radar & Wire Corp.,
4342 Bronx Blvd., New York 66, New
York.-TECHNICIAN.

UTL TV ACCESSORIES
Five UTL products intended for

use by technicians include a TV
cross -over network to permit the use
of UHF and VHF antennas with a
single lead-in; an interference filter
of the three -section, high-pass type
for use between transmission line
and TV receiver; and a two -set
coupler, for operation of two TV re-
ceiver's from a single antenna. Also
being produced is a variable induct-
ance kit, consisting of eight perme-
ability tuned coils, calibrated within
5% limits. To assist the technician, a
curve sheet indicating inductance
values is supplied for each coil.
United Technical Laboratories, Mor-
ristown, N. J.-TECHNICIAN.

Akro-Mils STORAGE UNITS
This line of parts storage units,

called Haz-Bins, provides single
units with 8 to 384 separate compart-
ments. The cabinets are welded steel,
with enamel finish. Drawers are of
steel or clear plastic; the plastic ones
may be divided into two or three

...dahNiintamprinCtrtini
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compartments with removable sep-
arators. Haz-Bin, Jr. cabinets are
available in 10 models with 8 to 128
plastic drawers; prices for these
range from $4.25 to $55.95. Four port-
able models are priced at $7.95 to
$15.95. Akro-Mils, Inc., Box 989,
Akron 9, Ohio.-TECHNICIAN.
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Tools and Accessories
Wen SANDER -POLISHER

This sander -polisher is a straight-
line vibrator -type hand tool for fine
finishing, polishing or waxing. It op-

erates on AC, and produces 240
strokes per second. Retails for $13.95.
Wen Products, Inc., 5808 N. W. High-
way, Chicago 31, Ill.-TECHNICIAN.

Elco VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR

Model 495 provides a square -wave
output at line frequency for scope
calibration, or signal input. Output
signals are provided in steps of .1
volt, 1 volt, 10 volts, or 100 volts
peak -to -peak; amplitude is variable
from zero on each range. A regulated
power supply compensates for effects
of line voltage variation. The cali-
brator uses an 0C3, 6AL5 and a
selenium rectifier. In kit form, unit
is priced at $12.50; factory -wired,
$19.95. Electronic Instrument Co.,
Inc., 84 Withers St., Brooklyn 11,
N. Y.-TECHNICIAN.

Atlas UNIVERSAL CLAMP

Model SK -1 Sky Hook is a univer-
sal clamp designed to solve difficult
problems of microphone positioning.
The unit can be secured to almost
every type of surface ledge, round
pipe or irregularly -shaped stanchion.

1144,

A microphone can be attached
directly to the tube supplied with
the clamp. The casting is finished in
gun-metal crackle; the chrome tube
is 3 in. long. Atlas Sound Corp., 1451-
39th St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y.-TECH-
NICIAN.

Hexacon SOLDERING IRON
This pencil -type tool weighs only

two ounces and has tip and element
as separate parts, with both replace-

able independently. Available in 25
watts with 1/2 -in. tip, or 30 watts
with :)16 -in. tip. Either size lists for
$5. Hexacon Electric Co., W. Clay
Ave., Roselle Park, N. J.-TECHNI-
CIAN.

MMM WIRE SPLICING AIDS
"Scotchlok" electrical spring con-

nectors and "Scotch" plastic elec-
trical tape No. 33 facilitate the splic-
ing of two wires to produce an
insulated, compact connection. The
conical, spring -steel, spiral connector
is thrust over the two wire ends and
twisted by the terminating winding
stem. Spring tension then holds the
wire ends tight and the winding stem

is snapped off. The electrical tape is
started on the connector and brought
forward to seal its bell end. Then,
wrapped around the connector until
it extends 1/2 -in. beyond the small
end of the connector, the tape is
folded back and further wound
toward the bell end to complete the
splice. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.,
St. Paul 6, Minn.-TECHNICIAN.

International MULTITESTER
This combination volt -ohmmeter is

41/4 in. by 3 in. by 11/2 in. and weighs
12 ounces. It has four DC voltage

ranges reading to 300 volts, four AC
voltage ranges reading to 600 volts,
and four resistance ranges reading
to two megohms, all selected from
the front by a rotary switch. Sensi-
tivity is 10,000 ohms -per -volt with
accuracy of 2% of full-scale deflec-
tion for DC voltages; for AC volt-
ages, sensitivity is 8,000 ohms -per -
volt, with accuracy of 5% of
full-scale deflection. Power for
resistance measurements comes
from self-contained batteries. The
multitester comes with a leather
case. International Instruments, Inc.,
Box 2954, New Haven 15, Conn.-
TECHNICIAN.

Switchcraft ADAPTERS

Seven different adapters, designed
to simplify the connection of equip-
ment having different types of con-
nectors, are being manufactured by
Switchcraft. These adapters elimi-

nate the considerable re -wiring
otherwise needed to connect two
pieces of equipment on which con-
nectors do not mate. Switchcraft,
Inc., 1328 N. Halstead St., Chicago 22,
Ill.-TECHNICIAN.

Fretco OPEN -WIRE LINE

Saucerline is the name of a new
open -wire transmission line used for
UHF and VHF lead-in purposes. The
insulator is designed for minimum
sigrel loss and is a type of low -loss

material called polythemalyne. The
impedance of the wire is 300 ohms.
Line will perform satisfactorily in
wet and dry weather, according to
the manufacturer. Fretco, Inc., 406
N. Craig St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.-
TECHNICIAN.
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New HI -Fl Units
Bell BINAURAL AMPLIFIER

This binaural model, 3-D, is a dual -
channel, high-fidelity amplifier which
includes three sets of inputs. Dual
inputs for radio and tape, and a pair
of dual inputs for phonograph rec-
ords are provided. The two sets of
phono inputs provide for use of
either high or low impedance pick-
ups, and are equalized for all existing
binaural records. The unit may be
used for monaural reproduction of
conventional broadcasts, records or
tapes through one or both channels.
In addition to a three -station input
selector, the unit has a six -position
function switch to' select binaural,
monaural, or reverse binaural either
with or without loudness control. A

balance control permits the operator
to compensate for differences be-
tween loudspeakers, pickups and lis-
tening areas in order to restore the
original binaural balance. Boost and
attenuation are incorporated into the
design of the bass and treble controls.
A master gain control is also used.
The power output is 20 watts, 10 from
each channel, with less than .5% dis-
tortion; frequency response is flat
from 20 to 20,000 CPS within .5 DB.
Dual output impedances of 4, 8 tad
16 ohms for speakers are provided,
as well as dual high impedance ter-
minals for output to tape recorders.
Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 555 Marion
Rd., Columbus 7, Ohio.-TECHNI-
CIAN.

Espey HI-FI COMPONENTS
Espey's line of Hi-Fi units, de-

signed for custom installations, con-
sists of model 100 AM -FM radio
chassis, model 101 AM -FM tuner,
model 200 AM -FM radio chassis,
model 300 AM -FM tuner, model 400
AM -FM deluxe tuner, and model 500
deluxe audio amplifier. Espey Mfg.
Co., 528 E. 72nd St., New York, N. Y.
-TECHNICIAN.

Jensen HI -Fl REPRODUCER
The Duette is 11 -in. high, 10 -in.

deep and 231/4 in. long. It contains an
8 -in. woofer in its own acoustical
compartment and a multicell horn
tweeter. These comprise a Hi-Fi two -

channel speaker system with a 20 -
watt power rating and output im-
pedances of 4 and 8 ohms. The net
price of the Duette is $69.50. Jensen
Mfg. Co., 6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chi-
cago 38, Ill.-TECHNICIAN.

Newcomb AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Model E-254 has an output rating

of 25 watts with less than 5% distor-
tion; frequency response is plus or
minus 2 DB from 40 to 15,000 cycles.
The amplifier has a four -channel
mixer with three mike inputs and a
phono input, individual tone controls

for bass and treble, and multi -stage
ir verse feedback. Model E-504 is
similar but provides 50 watts of audio
power. Two other models, identical
to these 25 and 50 -watt amplifiers
but with three -speed phonographs,
are also available. Newcomb Audio
Products Co., 6824 Lexington Ave.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.-TECHNICIAN.

Brociner CONTROL CENTER
The model A100-CA2 audio control

center consists of model A100 phono-
graph preamplifier -equalizer with
separate turnover and roll -off con-
trols, and model CA2 control ampli-
fier. The CA2 provides an input se-
lector switch, bass boost and cut
control, treble cut and boost control,
and volume control. The control am-
plifier can be used alone for radio
reception, or combined with the pre-

amplifier -equalizer for record repro-
duction. The unit is a complete, self -
powered front end for use with any
good power amplifier. The preampli-

fier -equalizer section is available
separately as model A100PV.
Brociner Electronics Laboratory, 344
E. 32nd St., New York 16, N. Y.-
TECHNICIAN.

River Edge RACK KIT
River Edge model 730 Hi-Fi

Flexo-Rack kit is intended to serve
as a temporary housing for Hi-Fi
equipment in the user's home.
Dealers may use it as a mount for
displaying Hi-Fi components. The

rack, of wood construction and
secured by thumbscrews and bolts,
can be adapted to accommodate
units requiring different amounts of
head room and shelf space. Retails
for $9.90. River Edge Industries,
River Edge, N. J.-TECHNICIAN.

Gately SPEAKER ENCLOSURE
The Gately super -horn loud-

speaker enclosure is available in un-
finished form and in golden mahog-
any finish. This applies to both
12- and 15 -in. speaker -size models.
Gately Development Laboratory,
Barrington, N. J.-TECHNICIAN.
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Color -TV System
( Continued from page 45)

ever, available. The ingenious solu-
tion to this problem worked out by
engineers was to shift the phase of
the carrier 90 degrees, effectively
creating another carrier. One carrier
signal is modulated by the blue sig-
nal, while the second is modulated
by the red one.

If a vectorial representation was
made of the situation, two vectors at
an angle of 90 degrees would be
drawn, one for each of the sub -car-
riers. The phase angle of the result-
ant vector would represent the hue
information; the amplitude of the re-
sultant would stand for the satura-
tion intelligence.

The output of the blue and red
balanced modulators are combined
with the luminance and sync signals
to make up the composite trans-
mitted signal.

The reader will note (Fig. 3) that
the sync generator has a color -burst
generator circuit associated with it.
The circuit permits a sample of the
subcarrier output to be transmitted
along with the horizontal sync infor-
mation. This subcarrier signal sample
is transmitted (along with the hori-
zontal sync information) as a short
8 -cycle, 3.58 MC signal burst (see
Fig. 4). The burst occurs during the
time interval occupied by the back
porch of the horizontal sync pulse.
The receiver uses this color sync in-
formation to keep a color oscillator
operating at the correct phase and
frequency, in a manner somewhat
similar to the automatic frequency
control of horizontal deflection cir-
cuits.

The color oscillator signal is ap-
plied to the receiver's red and blue
color demodulators, along with the
chrominance signals. The blue and
red color information is recovered at
the output of the color demodulator
(just as black and white video sig-
nals are extracted from the video IF
information in the video detector).

He Liked Color Schematic
EDITORS, TECHNICIAN:

Please notify me immediately when
my subscription is due to expire as I
want to be sure to have it renewed.

Your TECHNICIAN magazine is
certainly well worth the small fee you
charge. Why, the "Circuit Digest" sec-
tion alone is worth that much to me.
And the color -television schematic in
September really helped me understand
the principle of that system. Keep up
the good work.

JOHN L. MANCINI
John's Radio & Television Service
122 Shirley St.,
Winthrop, Mass.

(This TECHNICAL INDEX is one reason
you need this 28 -page volume!

TECHNIC©G
44wi *evir4.0

IT'S THE

TECHNILOG

Not just a catalog!

Includes both technical
and product data in
factual, concise form
with dozens of helpful
explanatory photo-
graphs. charts and
tables. Features much
engineering informa.
ion available NO-

WHERE ELSE,

The new 1953 compilation of valuable information
that explains and simplifies the application of loud-
speakers. A real time and money saver for dealers,
contractors, service men and installation designers,.
The most authoritative, single piece of literature
ever published on loudspeakers. It's yours FREE.

TECHNICAL INDEX
SELECTING THE PROPER LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEM Page 4
METHODS OF CONNECTING SPEAKERS

TO THE AMPLIFIER Page 8

IMPEDANCE MATCHING Page 9
CONSTANT VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM Page 12
IMPEDANCE MATCHING TRANSFORMERS Page 16
EFFECTS OF MISMATCH UPON POWER

TRANSFER Page 16
CONTROLLING LOUDSPEAKER VOLUME Page 20
OVERLOAD PROTECTION OF LOUDSPEAKERS Page 22
PHASING LOUDSPEAKERS ...... ....... .... Page 23
REVERBERATION Page 23
BAFFLING A CONE SPEAKER Page 26

ADDRESS REQUESTS TO YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

4

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS INC
80. SO. KENSICO AVE, WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK

PRESENTS

THE SENSATIONAL NEW

VHF- UHF

PARABORAY
 High average gain across entire TV

spectrum (channels 2-83/.
 Based on the radar parabolic -type

antenna.
 Dipole of entirely new design that

produces sharp pattern and high
front -to -back ratio so desirable in the
fringe area. Model FB-P283, List $39.50

1. No other antenna is necessary with the Paraboray and only one transmission line
is needed for VHF and UHF.

2. The outstanding performance of the Paraboray will sell itself.
3. Light weight but ruggedly constructed to withstand the most adverse weather con-

ditions.
4. Will give more performance per dollar than any other antenna on the market.
5. Clear picture in the 100-200 mile range.
6. Will out -perform 1 bay 10 element yogi on low channel and 2 bay 10 element

yogi on high channel.
An outstanding line for outstanding Representatives. Some territories still open. Write today!

Neal Electronic Co., Inc.
Huntsville, Alabama . . . P. 0. Box 376
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NEWS of the TRADE

Executive committee, National Electronic Distributors Association, 1953-54. Upper (I to r) Doc
Carpenter, Dick Weatherford and Henry Morrison. Lower (I to Tory H. Horne, Aaron Lippman
(Chairman) and James Prestwood.

FCC to View Color -TV
The Federal Communications Com-

mission will view an official demon-
stration of color -television in the
New York City area, Oct. 15, replac-
ing its earlier plan to have such a
demonstration in Washington. The
demonstration will employ the new
standards developed by the National
Television System Committee, an
all -industry group. The commission
proposed to adopt the system in
August, but has not rendered a final
decision.

During the demonstration from
noon to 1:45 P.M., color programs
will be telecast by the National
Broadcasting Company, Columbia
Broadcasting System and the Du
Mont Laboratories experimental ul-
tra -high -frequency station. Industry
representatives have suggested that
color receivers for commission mem-
bers be set up on Long Island, pos-
sibly at the Homestead Hotel in New
Gardens, Queens.

NEDA'S New Officers
The National Electronic Distribu-

tors Association elected the follow-
ing officers at its St. Louis conven-
tion Sept. 16: President, Dahl W.
Mack, Scranton Radio & Television
Supply Co., Scranton, Pa., succeed-
ing W. D. Jenkins; executive vice-
president, L. B. Calamaras, Chicago,
re-elected; 1st vice-president, An-
thony Dabowski, Dymac Inc., Buf-
falo, N.Y.; 2nd vice-president, J. V.
Tonahill, Scooter's Radio Supply Co.,
Ft. Worth, Tex.; secretary, Albert

Steinberg, Albert Steinberg & Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; treasurer, R. C.
Whitehead, Whitehead Radio Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.

Re-elected chairman was Aaron
Lippman, Aaron Lippman & Co.,
Newark, N.J. with following board
members: J. G. Prestwood Jr., Prest-
wood Electronics Co., Augusta, Ga.;
John G. Bowman, J. G. Bowman &
Co., Chicago; R. V. Weatherford,
R. V. Weatherford Co., Glendale,
Calif.; Tory H. Horne, Western Elec-
tronic Supply Co., Seattle, Wash.;
Henry -F. Morrison, Morrison's Ra-
dio Supply Co., Ashtabula, Ohio;
H. M. Carpenter, Thurow Distribu-
tors Inc., Tampa, Fla.

Calendar of Coming Events
Oct. 9-11: National Alliance of Television

& Electronic Service Assns., INATESA)
Annual Fall Convention, Morrison
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 14-17: Audio Fair and Convention,
Hotel New Yorker, New York, N. Y.

Nov. 13-14: IRE Annual Electronics Con-
ference, Hotel President, Kansas City,
Mo.

Nov. 17-19: RETMA, Palmer House, Chi-
cago.

NATESA Convention at Chicago

Plans for the fourth annual TV -
radio -electronics service industry
convention sponsored by the Na-
tional Alliance of Television and
Electronic Service Associations con-
template a three-day event at the
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 9-11.

Frank Moch, national president of
NATESA, announces a three-day
educational program with such top-
ics as color -TV servicing; transis-
tors; UHF; antennas; tuners; cir-
cuitry; test equipment; insurance;
cost -accounting training and "how to
handle your competitor."

"Each of these subjects will be
handled by a real expert," Moch says.
"Such authorities as Lee Allen, Dan
Creato, Clint Walters, E. R. Kline -
man, Professor Jack Hazlehurst and
many others will be prominent.

An important feature of the three
day event, Moch said, will be dis-
cussion of a public -relations pro-
gram to educate TV -set owners on
the problems of TV repairmen, and
to "win friends and influence peo-
ple" in behalf of the nation's legi-
timate service firms."

The national officers of NATESA
have extended an invitation to ev-
eryone in the electronic servicing
industry and allied trades to at-
tend the convention.

Dahl W. Mack of Scranton Radio & Television Supply Co., Scranton, Penna., new president of
National Electronic Distributors Association, and W. D. Jenkins of Radio Supply Co., Richmond,
Va., retiring president.
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LaPointe Personnel Changes
W. Ward Willett has been named

advertising manager of LaPointe
Electronics Inc., manufacturers of
the Vee-D-X line of TV antennas
and accessories. He was formerly
sales promotion manager of the Plax
Corporation. Also, Lincoln N. Kinni-
cutt, formerly director of advertising
and public relations, was named as-
sistant to the general sales manager.
Kinnicutt's new duties will pertain to
sales in all divisions of LaPointe, in-
cluding Vee-D-X and the newly ac-
quired Circuitron Inc., a company
manufacturing printed circuits for
electronic devices.

Eico Gives Decals
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.,

designers and manufacturers of the
Eico line of kits and instruments has
released a three -color decal for serv-
icemen to attach to their windows
and vehicles. This decal is packed
free with each kit and instrument: a
serviceman may obtain as many as
he needs by writing directly to EICO
at 84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11,
N. Y.

Channel Master Designer
Sheldon Rutter of Evanston, indus-

trial designer, has been retained by
Channel Master Corporation to do all
product design. Rutter will also serve
as a packaging and art consultant.

K -G Electronics Expands
K -G Electronics Corp., makers of

Delta -Beam TV antennas, has moved
factory and offices to new quarters
at 2738 N. Sheffield Ave., Chicago.
The move will provide additional
manufacturing facilities for antennas,
as well as other projects K -G has
under way in the TV field.

Alliance Rotor Promotion
John Bentia, Alliance Mfg. Co.

vice-president says the firm will ex-
pend more than one-half million dol-
lars this fall to introduce its two new
Tenna-Rotor models. The word is
being spread by 110 TV stations as
well as newspaper, trade journal and
general magazine advertising. The
appointment of J. 0. Reinecke, Chi-
cago industrial designer, to restyle
Alliance products was also an-
nounced.

New Site for Pennsy Firm
Amil Gumula, of A. G. Radio Parts

Co., Elkins Park, Pa., announces that
the company's new main store and
offices are located at 939 Township
Line. Former headquarters were in
Philadelphia.

Compact
esi

GENERAL INDUSTRIES
MODEL SS

3 -SPEED (2 -POLE)

PHONOMOTOR

Dimensions:
Length: 5"; Width: 4"/Se; Depth: me

below mounting plate.

This compact 3 -speed phonomotor
is ideally suited for both phonographs

and combinations in which quality repro-
duction and limited size are important pre-

requisites. Incorporating General Industries' novel vertical idler
shifting principle, the Model SS provides smooth, dependable per-
formance at all three operating speeds. Moving shift lever to "OFF"
position automatically disengages idler wheel from motor shaft
during non -operating periods.
Specifications and quantity price quotations on the Model SS, or its
companion, the Model DSS, with 4 -pole motor for high-fidelity re-
production, will be furnished promptly upon request.

P

0

taive4.

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
DEPARTMENT MD  ELYRIA, OHIO

3 - '19

SURE FIRE PROFIT MAKER!
#111 Guarantee Book of 100 Dual Contracts for Parts
Replacement & Service. For TV, Radio & Appliances.
Terms of Guarantee clearly stated to eliminate customer
misunderstanding. (Write for sample)

#111 Guarantee Book . . . $2.00
Job Tickets, Sales Books, Work Sheets, Service Contracts, Service Charts, Call
Routing System, Master Service Card System, Pricing System. All designed for
Radio and TV Service to help service dealers and technicians in dealing with
their customers. See them at your Radio and TV Parts Distributor.

Catalog Free! Write now
OELRICH PUBLICATIONS
4135 N. Lawler Avenue
Chicago 41, III.

Send Free Catalog El Enclosed is 25c for Catalog and Kit of Sample Sheets
Name

Address

City
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SERVICE ASS'N REPORTS
Pa. Group Changes Name

At the state federation (FRSAP)
meeting, held September 20, in the
Sheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa., with
Chairman Milan Krupa, presiding, it
was decided to have final action
taken at the October session to
change the present chartered title of
the organization to "The Federation
of Television Radio Service Associa-
tions of Pennsylvania" (FTRSAP).

A panel discussion was held on

the effect of Pennsylvania's newly
enacted consumers' sales tax and
its application to the service industry
within the state. It was felt by the
delegates, that the tax registration
in itself would have a beneficial ef-
fect by making a marked and a more
clearly defined margin between the
wholesaler and the retailer; the lat-
ter now requires a state registra-
tion number.

It was also decided to promote ac-
tivity to encourage and uphold the

NOW AT NEW
LOW PRICES!

UHF
TV A lama)

MODEL U-4

A superb antenna fea-
turing uniform gain with
low vertical radiation.
300 ohm terminal im-
pedance.

A completely balanced broad band
antenna covering all channels from
14 to 82 and terminating in 300
ohms with a very low voltage stand-
ing wave ratio.

 MINIMUM WIND RESISTANCE
 COMPLETELY FREE OF

INSULATORS

 EXCELLENT DIRECTIVITY

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

 ROTORS

CORATII-M/1/111
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

 CAPACITORS  ANTENNAS
 VIBRATORS  CONVERTERS

validity of the dealer franchise. The
co-operation of parts and set jobbers
will be sought in the project. The
next federation meeting will be held
in Harrisburg, Pa., October 18, at
the Hotel Harrisburger.

Pontiac (Mich.)
Electronic Association

Another new service Association
that has taken root is the Oakland
County Electronic Association of
Pontiac, Michigan. Organized only
last May, it has already signed up 40
dealers engaged in TV servicing. In-
dependent servicemen join as asso-
ciate members in this organization.

While the summer months have
been used predominantly for social
gatherings . . . the fall sessions will
include outstanding speakers from
all over the country speaking on
topics in their specialized fields.

The association advertises weekly
. . . listing its code of ethics and
the names and addresses of mem-
bers, says James Hampton, secre-
tary.

Transistor Showing for
Hicksville, N.Y., Servicers

Members and guests of the Long
Island Television and Radio Techni-
cians Guild were scheduled to wit-
ness the first Long Island transistor
demonstration at the September 30
meeting, one conducted by C. E.
Walter, of the RCA Service Co.
Those attending were also to receive
free copies of a 311 -page volume
comprising nine TV clinic lectures
by RCA Service Co.

Guild offices are at 23 Broadway,
Hicksville, N.Y.

Long Island Electronic Technician
Officers Inducted

At a recent "Get Acquainted" open
house meeting, held at the Williston
Park, L. I. Masonic Club, members of
the Long Island Electronic Technici-
ans Assn. elected the following offi-
cers: William Carey, president; Wil-
liam Paone, vice-president; Earl A.
Horton, treasurer; Phil Jannazzo, re-
cording secretary; Harold F. Mac-
Farland, corresponding secretary;
and John Duggan, sergeant -at -arms.
MacFarland is also executive secre-
tary of the association.

Audio Society Sets NY Meet
The Audio Engineering Society of

New York will hold its fifth annual
convention and meeting in conjunc-
tion with the Audio Fair and Exhibi-
tion, at the New Yorker Hotel, New
York City, October 14-17.
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REP NEWS
Rider Rep Adds Teritory

John T. Stinson Co., 219 Sagamore
Rd., Havertown, Pa., currently sales
representative for John F. Rider
Publisher, Inc., in eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Delaware and southern New
Jersey, has added Washington, D. C.,
Maryland and Virginia to its terri-
tory.

Joseph Reps Moore Towers
Moore Tower & Equipment Co. of

Peoria, Ill., has appointed Ben Jo-
seph, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17,
N. Y., as sales representative for the
stat3s of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware and Mary-
land. Joseph has been a manufac-
turer's representative since 1937.

Best Sets Sales Rep
Best Electronics Cori_. of Los An-

geles announced the appointment of
the following as sales representatives
for its line of VHF and UHF anten-
nas and associated products: George
Davis Sales Co., for southern Cali-
fornia, Arizona and southern Ne-
vada; Sherwood P. French for north-
ern California and Nevada; Frank W.
Rauer for Ohio, western Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia; Fred H.
Larabee Co., for Iowa, Kansas, Mis-
souri, Nebraska and Oklahoma;
Gordon G. Moss for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming and New Mexico. Also
named were Mac Peterson for Ha-
waii; Lewis Slubin for eastern Penn-
sylvania, southern New Jersey, Del-
aware, Maryland and the District of
Columbia; Walter W. Bieberich for
Indiana and Kentucky; Howell Sales
Co., for Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington and Alaska; Jack Geart-
ner for Florida and Cuba.

UTL Appoints Packards
Jim and Dave Packard of Houston,

Texas, have been appointed repre-
sentatives for the United Technical
Laboratories of Morristown, N. J.
for Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma
and Texas. They will handle Klip-
zons, , Plastik-707, antenna accesso-
ries, an inductance kit and other
U. T. L. products.

EMC Names Hendrickson
Electronic Measurements Corp.,

New York, has announced the ap-
pointment of William A Hendrickson
as jobber representative for the New
England territory; this :ncludes Con-
necticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Is-
land, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Maine.

Two Join Akeroyd Staff

The Arthur E. Akeroyd Company,
New England electronic sales repre-
sentative, with headquarters at The
John Hancock Building, Boston,
Mass., announces the appointment of
two additional men to the sales or-
ganization. Joseph B. Rembaum and
Nelson W. Wells will work with Ray
Bridge and Art Akeroyd in New
England. Rembaum will cover the
distributor accounts in Massachu-
setts, Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont and Rhode Island, while Wells
will call on both distributors and in-
dustrial accounts in Connecticut.

Pricing TV Repairs
(Continued from page 48)

of the entire pricing process that is
at all time-consuming lies in keeping
up with changes in the cost of parts.

This phase of the operation is han-
dled by the technical supervisor,
who keeps a constant check as ship-
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THIS WELLER GUN INVITES
COMPARISON

NOW 275 WATTS

It To The Soldering Tool
You Now Use

It To Any Soldering Tool
On The Market

Here's the professional tool with all the features you've
wanted for fast, dependable soldering.

 COMPARE the soldering capacity. This newest Weller
Gun handles up to 275 watts. Four new models from 100
to 275 watts give full coverage of heavy or light soldering.

COMPARE the performance. 5 second heatsaves time and cur-
rent. Dual heat gives extra soldering capacity. Thermostatic controlinstantly and automatically regulates tip temperature.

 COMPARE the comfort. This newest Weller Gun floats in your hand.
Perfect wrist -action balance and streamlined design, with pistol grip centeredunder housing, provide easier operation.

 COMPARE the versatility. There are 4 new Weller models-heavy duty, lightduty, single heat and dual heat. And 2 new accessory tips are available for allmodels. A hot knife -blade cutting tip and a trowel -shape smoothing tip add to thepractical uses of a Weller Gun.

COMPARE the reputation. This newest Weller gun is backed by the first !Isn'tin the soldering gun field. Over a half -million Weller Guns are used by professional
servicemen and craftsmen. See this newest Weller
Gun at your Distributoror write for Bulletin direct.

SOLDERING GUNS

Better from Grip to Tip!
805 Packer Street

Easton, Pa.
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Parts Mfrs. Committees
Karl W. Jensen, Jensen Industries,

Inc., Chicago, chairman of the Asso-
ciation of Electronic Parts & Equip-
ment Manufacturers, has announced
the appointment of EP&EM commit-
tees for the year.

P. N. Cook, Chicago -Standard
Transformer Co., was named chair-
man of the social committee,
with the following members: I. A.
Thayer, Belden Mfg.; Vic Machin,
Shure Brothers; Gil Knoblock, Chi-
cago -Standard, and Sid Gracen, IE
Mfg.

Credit Committee: E. Van De -
veer, Jensen Mfg., chairman; John
Kupsco, Shure Brothers, Al Bruning,
American Mike; Jay Greengard,
Waldon Electronics and D. B. Shaw,
Howard W. Sams & Co.

Publicity Committee: 0. D. Jester,
Standard Coil, chairman; Arnold
Litteken, Merit Transf.; J. Wayne
Cargile Pernio, Inc.; Leroy Mintz,
M. A. Miller; and Charles A. Han-
sen, Jensen Mfg.

Educational Committee: Roy S.
Laird, Ohmite, chairman; Ralph
Biengle, Potter -Brumfield; John
Cashman, Radio Craftsmen; Ben
Farmer, Rauland; Bob Mueller, Cen-
tralab; R. M. Gray, Rauland-Borg.

Industry Relations Committee:
Theodore Rosstnan, Pentron, chair-
man; Ken Hathaway, Ward -Leon-
ard; Mel Buehring, Simpson Elect;
Herb Clough, Belden Mfg.; Ted
Acherly, Sylvania.

Membership and Attendance Com-
mittee: Wilfred Larson, Switch -
craft, chairman; H. A. Staniland,
Quam-Nichols; Robert Arndt, Crest
Trans.; W. A. Hamilton, Hamilton
Electron; Max Fink, Fink Antenna
Corp.

Merchandising Problem Analysis
Committee: Ben Boldt, Amphenol,
chairman; W. J. Halligan, Jr., Halli-
crafters; P. N. Cook; A. N. Haas, Jr.,
Bud Radio; W. A. Kuehl, Drake
Electric; L. G. Warren, Sola.

Parts Show Group Elects Ehle
Harry A. Ehle, of International

Resistance Co., Philadelphia, has
been elected president of the Radio
Parts & Electronic Equipment
Shows, Inc., sponsors of the Elec-
tronic Parts Show, H. M. Carpenter,
Thorow Distributors, Inc., Tampa,
Fla., was chosen vice-president;
Francis F. Florsheim, Columbia Wire
& Supply Co., Chicago, secretary;
and Bernard L. Calm, Insuline Cor-
poration of America, Inc., Long Is-
land City, N.Y., treasurer.

The 1954 Show will be held at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, May
17-20.

THE SERVICEMAN

SPEAKS-

44This is something that
servicemen have been
dreaming of for years ... in
addition, one is able to an-
ticipate tube requirements of
new models.

R. C. Hull,
East Brady Electric Shop
East Brady, Pennsylvania

-and he's raving about

TECHNICIAN'S

CIRCUIT DIGESTS!

Comdr. Mathews in New Post
Commander R. H. G. Mathews has

been named executive vice-president
of Burton Browne Advertising, Chi-
cago, which serves many clients in
the electronic industry. Comdr.
Mathews was formerly general sales
manager of the Honan-Crane Corp.
of Lebanon, Ind., a subsidiary of the
Houdaille-Hershey Corp., Detroit.

During the war years, Comdr.
Mathews served as Navy Recruiting
Officer for Indiana and also as Navy
Inspector of Recruiting and Induc-
tion for Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia. He later was Captain
of the Navy Yard at Hollandia, New
Guinea.

A pioneer in the field of radio and
electronics. Comdr. Mathews re-
ceived his first American amateur
radio license back in 1912. He was
one of the founders and directors of
the American Radio Relay League
and, with K. E. Hassel, formed the
Chicago Radio Laboratories, which
subsequently became the Zenith Ra-
dio Corp.

. . . Our television set is being repaired,
and they sent us this to use in the meantime."

Vertical
Circuit Troubles

(Continued from page 37)
cally, making its top section visible.

When the vertical output trans-
former primary has lost inductance,
due to shorted turns, or when an im-
proper substitute is inserted in the
place of the one originally present,
symptoms similar to those shown in
Fig. 5 may be noted.

Transformer Matching

For the best deflection linearity,
the tube and transformer must be
designed to complement each other.
Variations in either can be at least
partially compensated by adjustment
of bias on the vertical output tube.
This bias adjustment is usually made

VERT.
DISCHARGE
TUBE

VERTICAL
OLD CONTROL

L HEIGHT
CONTROL

047 McF-' 0;117110 PuT

R -I PEAKING
'000 II RCSASTOB

Fig. 4-Vertical discharge tube circuit, show-
ing location of peaking resistor.

Fig. 5-A-Normal test pattern at left. B-
Nonlinear pattern resulting from a reduction
in the primary inductance of the vertical
output transformer. The Moire effect in the
photos is not due to poor interlace-it is the
result of the process employed in reproducing
the photos.

by means of a variable cathode re-
sistor-the vertical -linearity control.
Only a certain amount of compensa-
tion is possible, however, and objec-
tionable distortion can result from
improper pairing of the tube and
transformer.

Fig. 5A is a photograph of a test
pattern illustrating the good linear-
ity produced with typical matched
commercial deflection components.
Fig. 5B shows the impaired linearity
which resulted when a transformer
with a primary inductance only 55%
as great, approximately, as that of
the original unit, was improperly
substituted. Considerable adjust-
ments of the height and vertical
linearity controls were necessary to
make the linearity even as good as
that of Fig. 5B. No adjustment of
the controls, however, could pro-
duce satisfactory linearity.
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Intermittent Receivers
(Continued from page 32)

monitored with the voltmeters to in-
dicate a definite correlation between
the signal modification and electrode
voltage changes, if any.

It should be noted that while a
voltmeter and scope, with or without
a demodulator probe, will load a re-
ceiver to some degree, this loading is
constant, Although the output of the
receiver will consequently be at-
tenuated. the attenuation, being a
function of the loading, will also be
constant and will not interfere with
signal monitoring. In rare instances,
critical circuits (a horizontal AFC
circuit, for instance) may require
temporary readjustment to com-
pensate for this loading, but this is
ordinarily not necessary.

Although we have discussed only
basic monitoring instruments, more
elaborate equipment may be used
to monitor and record information.
An audible alarm to indicate a signal
change may be incorporated, if de-
sired. Such equipment has been de-
signed and built by the writer, and
can be similarly worked out by tech-
nicians, without too much difficulty.

Diagnosing CRT Troubles
(Continued from page 36)

receiver can be very abnormal in
another. For instance, if we wanted
to test for a leaky C-1 coupling ca-
pacitor in Fig. 3, it would be neces-
sary to turn the brightness control
to minimum, in order to ground the
low end of the grid resistor. When
measuring with a high -resistance
voltmeter from grid pin to chassis, no
appreciable positive voltage should
be present if the capacitor is ok. A
positive voltage would be indicated
on the meter if the capacitor was
defective (unless it was open, in
which case there would be no pic-
ture on the screen).

In the more conventional circuit
shown in Fig. 4, it would make little
difference where, when the above test
was made for a leaky coupler, the
brightness control was set-the con-
trast control, however, would have
to be set at minimum, to prevent rec-
tification from taking place in the
grid circuit on strong video input
signals.

Some intermittent troubles in CRT
circuits which do not affect voltage
readings may perhaps lead the tech-
nician to a false notion that the tube
or its socket is defective. Consider
Fig. 5, which illustrates a method
often used to supply anode No. 1 with
the proper voltage. An open C-1

It's proven-
THE FRETARAY IS HERE

TO STAY

The Fretaray has and will con-
tinue to set the pace in the

antenna industry. One antenna,
one lead in for all channels
UHF and VHF. Let the Fretaray's
past performance speak for
itself by letting it sell itself.

THE FINEST

IN HIGH GAIN

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNAS,

IN THE PAST, PRESENT

AND FUTURE

INCORPORATED

406 N. Craig St., Pgh. 13, Pa.
Patents P11111111)

Peak Performance for Indoor UHF
and VHF Television Reception

Model
202 U- V

Now - the nationally advertised, consumer accepted
HI -LO TV Indoor Spiral-Tenna is applicable for both VHF
and UHF with our exclusive UHF antenna adapter from
channels 2-83. But, you still get the volume by selling
at the same low, low price.
The UHF antenna adapter is available
separately for all previous HI -LO antennas.
List Price $2.00.

Sold by recognized jobbers

at the 44/41'!
tor eia Algie

U. S. Patent No. 2,495,579 Canadian patents 1951 - other patents pending

ORDER HI -LO UHF -VHF TV Spiral-Tenna TODAY!

11; I B TV ANTENNA CORP.
154.0 N Raven,wood Chicago 13 ',nail
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profit
the V indoor antenna for you

 Tops in performance
 Excellent reception on Hi

and Lo bands
 No dangling, unsightly

wires (lead wire is con-
cealed)

 Tdo-toned mahogany,
green or blond leatherette
cover-blends with any
setting

 Creates "impulse buying"
-sells itself

Sold through jobbers only

Order Today for prompt shipment!

Model T-52

List Price

$9.95

'Licensed by Hi -10 TV
Antenna Corp., U. S.
Pat. No. 2,495,579
Canadian Pats. 1951

TRICRAFT PRODUCTS CO.
1535 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago 22, III.

Manufacturers of complete line of Television,
FM and AM antennas and accessories.

268 -PAGE
1954

ALLIED
ELECTRONIC

SUPPLY
CATALOG

Everything in Electronics
For Service Technicians and Engineers
You'll want the complete, up-to-date
ALLIED Catalog. It's packed with the
world's largest selection of TV and
radio parts and accessories, test
instruments, amplifiers, P.A. systems,
tubes, tools-everything for service
work and industrial electronic applica-
tion. Depend on ALLIED for quick
shipment from the world's largest
-.locks-save time and money. Send
today for your FREE 268 -page Catalog.

ALLIED RADIO
ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept.
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III
0 Send FREE 1954 ALLIED Catalog.

Name

Address

City Zone State

CLOSING DATES

FOR

TECHNICIAN
TELEVISION  ELECTRONIC  RADIO  AUDIO  SERVICE

1st

10th

10th

of preceding month for all
ads requiring proofs, com-
position, foundry work, key
changes, etc.

of preceding month for
complete plates only-no
setting.

of month-Publication Date.
Cancellations not accepted
after 1st of preceding month.

CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, INC.
480 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17

would have little effect on set opera-
tion, but an intermittently open re-
sistor (R-1) could cause a slow fade-
out of the picture when the open -
circuit takes place, followed by a
rapid reappearance of the picture
when the resistor cuts back in, or
changes to a much smaller value than
an open circuit. This anode No. 1 cir-
cuit takes so little current that capa-
citor C-1 will handle enough elec-
tron flow to keep the CRT working
for 5 to 8 seconds after R-1 opens up.
If C-1 shorted to ground, no voltage
would, of course, be available for
anode No. 1, and the picture would
either be very dim or not visible.

Little trouble is experienced in the
anode No. 1 circuit in cases where
the voltage fed to it is directly tapped
off from the B -plus supply.

Nothing much can be done about
correcting anode No. 1 or No. 2 trou-
bles which originate within the tube.
Poor contact where the external
aquadag coating contacts the ground-
ing clip or spring in glass picture
tubes can generally be spotted by a
visual inspection; it will also make
itself audibly noticeable, in most
cases, if the volume control is turned
down. Often a faint sparking can be
heard which seems to have no effect
on the picture; a mild shock may
be received if the outer aquadag
coating and a part of the chassis are
simultaneously touched.

Two cures, both simple, are sug-
gested. In Figs. 6A and 6B a small
strip of lead foil or tinfoil, folded
once on itself, is tucked between the
contactor and the tube for better
contact. In Fig. 6C is shown a method
the writer has used in stubborn cases,
or in instances where the coating has
been rubbed off or worn away from
the usual point of contact. An ordi-
nary piece of metal -stranded dial
cable is bent as shown and laid over
the bell of the tube; a strip of Min-
nesota Mining Co. electrical (black)
Scotch tape is placed over it and
pressed firmly in place. The surface
is then lightly sprayed with a coat
of Krylon.

It is not infrequently difficult to
tell at once whether the picture tube
or a circuit defect is to blame for a
poor or dim picture. If, however,
from a cold start, the picture tube
takes several minutes to appear on
the screen; sound comes in normally;
the ion magnet must be moved
toward the base of the CRT, away
from its normal position on the neck
of the tube, for best brightness; and
the picture has no blacks or clear
whites-you can tell your customer
with a clear conscience that he most
probably needs a new picture tube.
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Complete Index of

ALL "CIRCUIT DIGESTS" TO DATE
Including Current Issue. CIRCUIT DIGEST NOS. 89 to 94 will be found In this issue of TECHNICIAN.

All Units Are TV Receivers
l'nless Otherwise Noted

ADMIRAL Circuit Digest No.
Chassis 2242: Models 520M15, 520M16, 520M17.
Chassis 22A2A: Models 520M11, 520M12. Chas-
sis 22M1: Models 121M10, 121M11A, 121M12A,
121M11, 121M12, 121K15A 121K16A, 121K17A,
1211(15, 121K16, 121K17, 221K45A, 221K46A,
221K47A, 2211(45, 221K46, 2211(47. Chassis
22Y1: Models 321M25A, 321M26A, 321M27A,
321M25, 321M26, 321M27, 421M15A, 421M16A,
421M15, 421M16, 421M35, 421M36, 421M37,
521M15A, 521M16A, 621M17A, 621M15, 521M16,
521M17

1

Chassis 19B1: Model 17DX10, 17DX11. Chas-
sis 19C1: Model 121DX12, 121DX16, 221DX15,
221DX16, 221DX17, 221DX26, 221DX38. Chassis
19F1A : Model 121DX11. Chassis 19H1: Model
222DX15 15

ANDREA
Chassis VM21 : Models T-VM21, C-VM21, 2C-
VM21, CO-VM21 44

ARVIN
Chassis TE331: Models 6175TM, 6179TM 13

Chassis 337-341: Models 7210, 7212, 7214, 7216,
7218, 7219 45

TV Dual Tuner, used in Chassis TE 330,332,
340, 341 75

BENDIX
Chassis T14:
OAK3

Chassis T17: Models
T17-1: Model TS17C

Models 211(3, 2IKD, 21T3, 21X3,
20

KS21C, TS21C. Chassis
50

CAPEHART
Chassis CX-36, RF-IF chassis coded R-3, De-
flection chassis coded D-4: Models 1T172M,
2C172M, 3C212M, 32212B, 4H212M, B, 5F212M,
6F2I2M. B, 7F212M, 8F212B, 9F21251, 12F272M,
10W212M, 11W212M 17

Chassis CX-37: Models 1T172MA, 1T172BA,
3C212MA, 3C212MG, 3C212BA, 4H212MA,
4H212BA, 5F212MA, 6F213B, 7F212MA, 8F212 -
BA, 9F212MA, 11W212MA, 1C213M, 2F213F.
3C213M, 4T213M, 4T213B, 5H213M, 8F213B 37

CBS -COLUMBIA
Chassis 817: Model 17T18, 17M18. 17C18.
Chassis 820: Model 20T18, 20M18, 20M28 14

Chassis 1027: Models 27C11, 27C21 77

COLUMBIA RECORDS
360 Phono Amplifier 43

CROSLEY
Chassis 380: Models EU17COM, EU-17TOB.
EU-117TOM. Chassis 381: Models EU-21CDB.
EU-21CDM, EU-21CDN, EU-21C0Ba, EU-21-
COMa 2

VHF Chassis 392: Models EU-COMUll,
21COBUa, 21CDMU, 21CDBU, 21CDNU
(Chassis 392 is very similar to the 380 -refer
to Circuit Digest No. 2)

Chassis 388: Models EU-3000MU, 3000BU
33

Chassis 393: Models EU-21TOLU, EU-21-
TOLBU. Chassis 394: Models EU-21COLU,
EU-21COLBU 46

Chassis 402: Models F-17TOLH, F-17TOLBH:
Chassis 403: Models F-21TOLH, F-21TOLBH:
Chassis 404: Models F-21COLH, F-21COLBH.
F-21CDLH, F-21CDLBH; Chassis 402-1: Mod-
els F-17TOLU, F-17TOLBU: Chassis 403-1:
Models F-21TOLU, F-21TOLBU; Chassis 404-1:
Models F-21COLU, F-21COLBU, F-21CDLU,
F'-21CDLBU 82

DE WALD
Models ET -140R. DT -163R. DT -163A. ET -170,
ET -171. ET -172, ET -191, DT -190D 69

DU MONT
Chassis RA -164: Model Clinton. Chassis RA -
165: Models Beverly, Ridgewood, Shelburne,
Milford, Wakefield 3

Chassis RA -166/167, 170/171: Models 17T350,
21T327. 21T328, 21T329, 21T359. 21T366.
21T376, 21T377, 21T378

Circuit Digest No.
EMERSON
Chassis 120166-D: Models 721D, '728D 10

Chassis 120168-D: Models 716F, 717F, 719F,
727D. Chassis 120169-B: Models 711F, 712F,
720D, 732B, 734B 31
Chassis 120174-B: Models 752A, 755A, 784A;
Chassis 120198-D: Models 753F, 785C, 785E 91

ESPEY
513-C AM -FM Tuner 70
FADA
The "Imperial" Series: Models 17T6, 17T9,
17C2, 17C4 25

Models U2100C, U2150C, U2100T, UDL2100T,
IT1121T 83
GENERAL ELECTRIC
"Stratopower" chassis: Models 17C125, 20C107,
21T1, 21C208, 21C204, 21C201, 21C202, 21C214,
21C206 4

UHF -Tuner Model UHF -I03 52
"F" Chassis: Models 17C127, 21T14, 21C115,

21C116, 21C117, 21C119, 21C120, 21C121, 17T15,
21T10, 21T12, 21T4 84

GRANCO
UHF Converter Model CTU 74

HALLICRAFTERS
Chassis A1200D, K1200D or W1200D: Models
1010P, 1012P. Chassis D1200D, L1200D or
X1200D: Models 1021P, 1026P. Chassis F1200D:
Model 1013C. Chassis G1200D: Models 1022C,
1027C. Chassis U1200D: Model 1056C. Chassis
T1200D: Models 1051P, 1055C, 1056C, 1060C,
1061C. Chassis P1200D: Model 1052P. Chassis
R1200D: Models 1053P, 1054P. Chassis P1200D:
Models 1057C, 1062C, 1063C. Chassis Z1200D:
Model 1057U 21

Chassis A1300D: Model 1076 38
Model TW-1000 World -Wide 8 -Band Portable

Radio 49
HOFFMAN
Chassis 213: Models 21M903, 21B904, 21P906 32
Chassis 403-24: Models 24M726, 24B726, 24P727

92

JACKSON
Chassis 317A, 320A, 321A, 324A: Models 277,
217, 221-T, 321-C, 217-T, 317-C, 221-C, 621 64
MAGNAVOX
Model J. K-105 Series: CT331, 332, 333, 334,
:335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344,
345. 346, 347, 348, 349 23

HOW TO FIND MONTH
in which any

CIRCUIT DIGEST APPEARED
Circuit Digest Numbers

1- 8 Sept. 1952
9- 16 Oct. 1952

17- 24 Nov. 1952
25- 30 Dec. 1952
31- 36 Jan. 1953
37- 43 Feb. 1953
44- 49 Mar. 1953
50- 58 Apr. 1953
59- 64 May 1953
65- 70 June 1953
71- 76 July 1953
77- 81 Aug. 1953
82- 88 Sept. 1953
89- 94 Oct. 1953
95-100 Nov. 1953
Note Months prior to September, 1953, refer to
issues of Television Retailing (predecessor of
TECHNICIAN)

Circuit Digest No
UHF Converter Tuner Model 700359 53
107 Series: Chassis CT 358 65
UHF Converter Tuner 595461 (700359 Re-

vised) 80
MAJESTIC
Chassis Series 110-111: Models 21T20, 21T21..
21C30, 21C31, 21D50, 21D51, 21P60, 21P61,
21P62, 21P63, 21P70, 21P71 26

Chassis 112: Models 17T38, 17T40, 17T41,
17C42, 17C43; Chassis 113: Models 21T40,
21T41, 21C42, 21C43 76
MALLORY
TV -101 UHF Converter 58

MOTOROLA
Chassis TS -292: Models 21C1. 21C1B, 21F2,
21F2B, 21F3, 21F3B, 2IK4, 21K4A, 21K4B,
21K4W, 21K5, 21K5B, 211(6, 21K7. Chassis
TS -324: Models 21T4A, 21T4EA, 21T5A,
21T5BA 9

Models TC-101, TC-101B UHF Converters 59
Auto Radio Mopar Models 610T 72

MUNTZ
Chassis
2055-A,
Chassis
Chassis
2162-A

17B1 or 17132: Models 2053A,
2056-A. Chassis 1782: Model
1783 or 1784: Models 2457-A,
17B5 or 17B6: Models 2158-A,

OLYMPIC
Chassis TK : Models
17K41, 17K42, 171(50.
20T46, 20T47, 20C45,
201(43, 20K61

17T40, 17T48.
Chassis TL:

20052, 20053,

2054-A,
2055-B.
2461-A.
2159-A,

39

17C41,
Models
20D49,

30
Chassis TMTN: Models 17T56, 17C57, 17K55,

21T58, 21T69, 21T70, 21T74, 21065, 21068,
21C72, 21C73, 21D60, 21D64, 211(61, 21K62.
21K63 68

PACKARD-BELL
Chassis 2720: Models 2721, 2722. Chassis 2710:
Models 2723, 2724 60
PHILCO
RF Chassis 91, Deflection chassis J-1 used in
1953 Code 126: Models 2269, 2270, 2271, 2273,
1853, 1853L, 2127, 2266, 2268, 2285. 2286, 2287

5
RF Chassis 81, Deflection Chassis H-1:

Models 1824, 1825, 1826, 1862, 1852L, 2125,
2125L, 2152, 2152L, 2226, 2227. 2262, 2272,
2272L 22

R -F chassis 97, Deflection chassis J-7: Model
2750 47

All -Speed Record Changer: Model M-24 29
R -F Chassis R-201, Deflection Chassis D-201:
Models 4308, 4110, 4108, 3104, 4008 89
RADIO CRAFTSMEN
AM -FM Tuner C-800 28
RAYTHEON
Chassis 17T1 : Model M1733A, C1735A, C1736A.
Chassis 17T2: Model M -1734A. Chassis 21T1:
Model M -2107A, C -2108A, C -2110A, C -2111A.
Chassis 21T2: Model C -2109A 16

UHF Tuner 54
Chassis 21T8: Models UM -2133, UM -2134. UM -
2135, UM -2136, UM -2139, UM -2141, UM -2142,
UM -2144, UM -2145 94
RCA VICTOR
Chassis KCS72: Models 17T200, 17T201, 17T202,
17T211. 17T220 6

Chassis KCS78 or KCS78B: Models 17-T-301,
17 -T -301U, 17-T-302, 17 -T -302U. 17-T-310,
17 -T -310U 48

UHF Selector Chassis KCS70: Model U70 42
UHF Selector Model U2: Chassis KCS79 55
Chassis KCS81: Models 21-D-306, 21-D-217,

21-D-326, 21-D-327, 21-D-328, 21-D-329, 21-D-
330: Chassis KCSS1B: Models 21 -D -305U, 21 -D -
317U, 21 -D -326U, 21 -D -327U, 21 -D -328U, 21 -D -
329U, 21 -D -330U 67
Chassis KCS83C: Models 21-S-354. 2I -S-362:
Chassis KCS83D: Models 21 -S -354U, 21 -S -362U

REGENCY
UHF Converter Model RC -600

(Continued on page 78)
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This book will save you

30 Minutes
a day

ready guide

1111.111:0R1:04,

 COMPLETELY NEW

 FIRST EDITION
JUST OFF THE PRESS

FIND TUBE RATINGS,
CONNECTIONS IN SECONDS
This big nev, Westinghouse Ready -Guide is a
completely new kind of handbook of receiving
tube data. Designed to save time for busy
servicemen and engineers. Eliminates "squint-
ing" at tiny data listings.

BIG - BOLD - CLEAR
Just 9 tube types are listed on each 81/2" x 11"
page. Not 30 or 40 tiny type listings as in most
condensed data books. Best of all, large clear
base diagrams are located on the same page
as ratings. Bothersome cross referencing, foot-
notes cut to the bone.

COMPLETE, ACCURATE, UP-TO-DATE
This new Westinghouse Ready -Guide lists com-
plete data on receiving tubes which account
for more than 98% of tube usage. 48 pages.
385 pictures and diagrams. 342 types listed.

This Ready -Guide is being sold at less than
cost as an introductory offer only. Price is only
35r-3 for $1.00. Order from your nearest
RELIATRON Tube Distributor or mail cou-
pon below.
ET 95038 RE LIATRON

TUBES
TM

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Electronic Tube Division, Dept. U-210
Box 284, Elmira, N. Y.

Enclosed is $1.00 for 3 copies of
Ready -Guide
Enclosed is 350 for 1 copy

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Please Print

Circuit Digest Index

(Continued from page 77)

Circuit Digest No.
SENTINEL
Chassis 118: Models 454, 1U-454, 465, 1U-456,
456, 1U-456, 457, 1U-457 18

Models 1U-532, 1U-552, 1U-554 85

SHERATON
Chassis 250XL: Models T1750. T2150, T1755,

81T2120, T2165, C2125

SPARTON
Chassis 25D213: Models 5342, 5343, 5382, 5383.
5384, 5386, 5390, 5391 24

Chassis 27D213: Models 5342A, 5343A, 5384A,
5386A, 5382A, 5383A, 10352, 10853 40

Chassis 29U213: Models 22312, 22313, 23322.
23323 71

STANDARD COIL
Tuner Models TV -1532, TV -2232

STEWART-WARNER
Chassis 9210: Models
21C -9210C

86

9210-C, 21T -9210A,
34

STROMBERG-CARLSON
Chassis 421 series: Models 421 TX, 421 CM,
421 CDM 19

521 Series: Models 521T, 521T0, 521CM,
521CDM, 52105M, 521050, 521C5Dec 66

SYLVANIA
Chassis 1-508-1, 1-508-2: Models 172K, KU,
M & MU; 175B, BU, L, LU, M & MU; 176B,
BU, L, LU, M & MU; 177B, BU, M & MU;
178B, BU, M & MU 12

Chassis 1-504-1, 1-504-2: Models 105B, 105BU,
105M, 105MU. Chassis 1-510-1, 1-510-2: Models
120B, 120BU, 120M, 120MU, 126B, 126BU,
126L, 126LU, 126M, 126MU 35

Chassis 1-509-1, 1-509-2: Models 187B, BU,
M, MU 41

UHF Converter Models C31M, C32M, C33M
87

TRAV-LER
Chassis 36A2: Models 217-32, 217-33, 220-35,
221-36

TRUETONE
Model 2D131.1 A

MONTGOMERY WARD
Manual 4107A: Model 25WG-3056A
Auto Radio, Model 35BR-6796A

WEBSTER-CHICAGO
Webcor Model 210 Tape Recorder

WESTINGHOUSE
Chassis V-2207-1 : Model H -706T16.
V-2220-1: Model H -708T20

Model H-803 all channel UHF Tuner
Chassis V-2208-1: Model H -716T17
Chassis Assembly V-2233-4: Models

746K21, H -747K21

27

61

36

62

Chassis
11
56
63

78

ZENITH
Chassis 19K22: Models K1812E, K1812R. Chas-
sis 19K20: Models K1815E, K1815R, K1820E,
K1820R, K1846E, K1846R, K1860E, K1850R,
K1880R. Chassis 19K23: Models K2229R,
K2258R, K2286R, K2288E. Chassis 21K20:
Models K2230E, K2230R, K2240R, K2240E,
K2260R, K2263E, K2266, K2266R, K2267E,
K2268R, K2270H, K2270R, K2287R, K2290R,
K2291E 7

VHF -UHF Turret Tuner 57
Portable Radio Chassis 5L42: Model L507 79
Chassis 22L20: Models L2571R, L2572R,

L2573E, L2574R, L2575E, L2592R, L2593H,
L2876E, L2876R, L2878R, L2879E, L2894HU 88

BASIC ALIGNMENT DATA 8

Copyright 1953 by Caldwell -Clements, Inc.

14 10*...11..T:/"1Ael

TeleVolt AUTOMATICALLY

Provides Constant Voltage

For Proper

TV PERFORMANCE and

SET PROTECTION

Bad voltage from overloaded lines
shifts TV tube operating points and
often causes distortion, fuzzy pictures
and jitters; high voltages damage
components. The SOLA "TeleVolt"
Constant Voltage Transformer auto-
matically stabilizes voltage within
±3%. It automatically protects
costly components against high volt-
age surges while it enables any TV
set to deliver peak performance. It
is an automatic voltage stabilizer ...
not a voltage booster.

Actual line volt-
age may vary

±15% or more
over nominal

value

The Sola TeleVolt
automatically

stab; ices voltage
within ±3%

Write today fcr Bulletin AE -CV -1 75

or see your electronic distributor

SOLA Tete Vat
Automatic Constant Voltage

TRANSFORMERS

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
4633 W. 16th St. Chicago 50, III.
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q new champion!

I I

tops in the
field of

molded tubular
capacitors

* Outperforms all other molded tu-
bulars in humidity tests!

* Stands up under temperatures up
to 100°C.

* You get more for your dollar with
this premium tubular designed
especially for replacement needs,
with "better -than -the -original"
performance!

* Ask your C -D jobber about the
special "Cub -Kit"!
For the name of your C -D dis-
tributor, see the yellow pages
of your phone book. Write for
Catalog to: Dept. RT-103,
Cornell-Dublier Electric Corp.,
South Plainfield, N. J.
CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

CORNELL-

!mT1

ER
There are more
C -D capacitors in
use today than any
other make.

PLANTS IN SO PLAINFIELD. N.J.: NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER
AND cAliBRIDBE. MASS.: PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY.
R. I.: INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: SANFORD AND FUOUAY SPRINGS.

W. C. SUBSIDIARY: RACHART CORP.. CLEVELAND. OHIO

Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.

Neal Electronic Co., Inc.

Oelrich Publications

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

OCTOBER, 1953

Admiral Corp. 6
All Channel Antenna Corp. 23
Allied Radio Corp. 76
American Phenolic Corp. 58
American Television & Radio Co. 63

Caldwell -Clements, Inc. 62
Channel Master Corp. 8, 9
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. .. 72, 79

Davis Electronics 80
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B. 13

Electro-Voice 26

Federal Telephone & Radio Co. . 11
Finney Co. 24
Fretco, Inc. 75

General Electric Co. 2, 3
General Industries Co. 71

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. . .. 14
Hi -Lo TV Antenna Corp. 75

International Resistance Corp. Cover 2

Jensen Industries, Inc. 80
Jontz Manufacturing Co. 17

Kay -Townes Antenna Co. 62, 63

LaPointe Electronics Inc. 64
Leader Electronics Inc. 60, 61

21

69

71

Philco Corp. 18
Presto Recording Corp. 80

Radiart Corp. 12
Radio Corp. of America Cover 4
Rauland Corp. 4
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. 7

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 10
Sola Electric Co. 78
South River Metal Prods. Co., Inc. 22
Sprague Products Co. Cover 3
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 20

Technical Appliance Corp.
Section 2, Pages 1, 4, 5, 8

TeleMatic Industries Inc. 16
Television Hardware Mfg. Co. 19
Telrex Inc. S
Tricraft Products Co. 76
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 25
Tung -Sol Electric Inc. 15

University Loudspeakers Inc. 69

Viking Electronics Corp. 62

Weller Electric Corp. 73
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 78

While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against
the possibility of an occasional change or
omission in the preparation of this index.

There are more
C -D capacitors in
use today than any
other make.

-
TUBULAR

UNIVERSAL

MOUNTING

DISC

There's a C -D ceramic
with the

'Million Dollar
Body"

for every requirement

Every one a winner
A line of the most popular, fast-
moving sizes, in both general pur-
poses and temperature compen-
sating types. Ask your C -D jobber
about them today! He's listed in
your local Classified Telephone
Directory. For catalog write to
Dept.RT103,Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp., South Plainfield,
New Jersey

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE

CORNELL-

PAYIA3CIIYOERII

PLANTS IN So. PLArNFIELD 0.1., NEW REDFORD. WONG .....
AND cABIBRIDGE. MASS.; PRovIDENct AND HOPE TALLEY:
R. I.: INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: SANFORD AND /DOUAI, SPRINW

N. C. SUBSIDIARY, RADIANT CORP.. OHIO
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sell this one
for PROFIT

410 and
CUSTOMER

SATISFACTION

the precision engineered

PRESTO 15-G
designed and manufactured by

the world's largest producer
of professional tape and disc

recording equipment.

turntable

 Heavy, cast aluminum 12" table
 Precision, constant speed motor
 Instant 3 -speed selection
 Quiet, rumble -free performance

Retails at $53.50 (chassis only)

Write for
dealer arrangements

and attractive
counter display

RECORDING CORPORATION
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

For YOUR FRINGE AREA and
DIFFICULT INSTALLATIONS

use the

DAVIS SUPERVISION
VHF ALL -CHANNEL

TELEVISION ANTENNA
"BUILT BY AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING

TELEVISION ANTENNA MANUFACTURER"

"The Original Antenna Sold With A
Money -Back Guarantee"

DAVIS ELECTRONICS
BOX 1247, Burbank, Califor-ia

SIRS: RUSH INFORMATION TO ME AS CHECKED:
 Send Complete Information and Technical

Data on New SUPER -VISION ANTENNA.
 Sena Name and Address of NEAREST JOBBER.

Name

Street

City State

TR-3A
"See, I told you a

JENSEN NEEDLE
would guarantee results."

MFRS' Catalogs &

Bulletins

Heathkit Catalog
The 1954 Heathkit Catalog lists the

full Heath line of test equipment kits.
Available from The Heath Co., Ben-
ton Harbor, Mich.

CBS-Hytron Transistor Manual
This 8 -page manual on transistor

theory for technicians is available
from CBS-Hytron distributors, or
CBS-Hytron, Danvers, Mass.

Amphenol Antenna Folio
A colorful folio dealing with char-

acteristics and problems of UHF and
VHF television, and illustrating basic
antenna types, is available. The folio
is also designed as a holder of Am -
phenol antenna catalog sheets. Folio
and sheets may be obtained from
Amphenol distributors or by writing
to American Phenolic Corp., Chicago
50, Ill.

Moore Tower Catalog
A catalog sheet describing TV an-

tenna towers and accessories is avail-
able from Moore Tower and Equip-
ment Co., 1121 First National Bank
Bldg., Peoria, Ill.

Shure Sound Catalog
Shure's General Catalog 44A de:

scribes microphones, microphone
parts and accessories, phono cart-
ridges and pickups, and wire and tape
recorder heads. It also lists replace-
ment information on phono cart-
ridges, communication mikes and
magnetic recording heads. Write to
Shure Bros. Inc., 225 W. Huron St.,
Chicago 10, Ill.

Stancor Replacement Guide
The first edition of the 1953 Stan-

cor TV transformer replacement
guide lists transformer replacement
information on over 5600 TV models
and chassis, including many 1953
models. It covers 101 brands of TV
sets, in alphabetical order, by model
and chassis number. A separate cata-
log section lists electrical and physi-
cal specifications on 125 Stancor TV
replacement components.

A catalog sheet, Bulletin 467, gives
complete data on various transfor-
mers recently added to the Stancor
line. Available from any Stancor dis-
tributor, or from the Chicago Stand -
and Transformer Corporation, Stand-
ard Division, Addison and Elston,
Chicago 18, Illinois.
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 CAl TION: High -voltage pulses are present in the horizontal -
output circuit. The waveform shown in figure 33 was taken
with the alligator clip of the oscilloscope lead clipped over
the insulation of the lead connected to pin 7 of 1800. ITo
prevent puncture of the insulation of the lead, file off the
teeth of the alligator clip, and wrap friction tape around the

clip., Connection to other points in the horizontal -output
circuit la dangerous. because of the high voltages present. The
peak -to -peak voltage shown for figure 33 is the actual voltage
present; however. the amplitude of the .cope presentation
depends upon the degree of coupling.
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Figure 40. R -F Chassis R-201, Schematic Diagram 111111111111111111
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CAUTION: One side of the a -c line is con-
nected to the chassis through C101 and L406.
The other side of the a -c line is connected
to the chassis through F100, R100, CR100,
and C103, in series. Grounding the chassis
will result in a short circuit across one ur the
other of these two branches in the voltage -
doubler circuit. During servicing and align-
ment, it is desirable that an a -c line isolation
transformer capable of handling at least 225
watts IPhIlco Part No. 45-96001 be used.
Failure to use an isolation transformer will
greatly increase the shock hazard, and may
result in damage to the equipment.

ts me'
- 6,--

40.1.101

0.6111CX,-
UHF Driy -Cord Stringing Arrangement

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

The voltages on the schematics were taken with a 20,000 -ohms -per -volt
voltmeter, with a line voltage of 117 volts, and no signal input to the
receiver. Since voltage readings taken in the video i-f stages vary widely
with different test equipment setups, voltage measurements for these stages
are omitted from the diagrams.

B SUPPLY FUSE REPLACEMENT
The B supply protective fuse, F100, is wired into

the lowvoltage section, and is in series with the
selenium rectifiers. For replacement, use a 1.6 -ampere
delayedactiondype Fuse, Philco Part No. 45-2656-23.

CAUTION: Discharge the circuit before
replacing the fuse.

R -F Chassis R-201, Deflection

Chassis D-201:

models 4308, 4110, 4108,

3104, 4008

PHILCO
R -F Chassis R-201,

Deflection
Chassis D-201

Technician

CIRCUIT DIGEST
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UHF TUNER -ADAPTER UT2011,

PART NO. 43-6701

UHF Tuner -Adapter UT20B, Part No. 43-6701, pro-
vide@ for reception of UHF signals on television Chan-
nels 14 through 83. UHF Tuner -Adapter UT2OB is
designed for installation in Philco B line television
receiver and is installed on BU models. These
receivers use r -f chassis R-201.

PLANETARY DRIVE

The UHF tuner is tuned by means of a 3 -gang tun-
ing condenser. which is driven through a specially
designed planetary drive. The plane-
tary drive is so constructed that fine tuning and coarse
tuning can be accomplished with a single control
knob. The tuning shaft is coupled to the driving
shaft through three halls, which form a planetary
drive that produce. slow rotation for fine tuning.
See figure 2. After rotating 180 degrees with the tun-
ing shaft, a pin engages the dris ing shaft, and the two
shafts are direct -coupled, for coarse tuning. To re-
engage the planetary drive for fine tuning, it is only
necessary to reverse the direction of rotation. The
dial pointer is connected to the tuning gang through
a cord drive, and indicates the channel number to
which the tuner is tuned.

ALIGNMENT AND REPAIRS

The frequencies at which the Tuner -Adapter op-
erates are extremely high: therefore, it is necessary
that the utmost care he taken to safeguard against
upsetting the delicate adjustments of the, tuner. It
is recommended that the serviceman make only minor
repairs to the tuner, such as replacement of the tube
or crystal and the wiring of external leads. The
Tuner -Adapter should he returned to the factory for
alignment and major repairs. unless the serviceman is
properly equipped to perform these jobs. In gen-
eral, a good rule to follow is not to remove the cover
of the Tuner -Adapter.

NOTE: Replacing the tube with a new one
may detune the tuner. If this occurs, a num-
her of tubes should he tried, until the most
satisfactory .itbstitute for the original is

found.
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The schematic is shown in the latest con-
dition at the time of printing.

All resistance values in ohms. K = 1000.

Direction of arrows at controls indicates
clockwise rotation.
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CHASSIS DESIGNATIONS
KCS83C Models 2I -S-354 and 21-S-362 employing a KRK29

Tuner.

KCS83D Models 21 -S -354U. and 21 -S -362U employing a
KRK29A/27 Tuner.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Models 21-S-354, 21 -S-354U, 2I -S-362 and 2I -S -362U are
-21 inch- television receivers. Models 21 -S-354 and 21-S-362
are identical except for cabinets, and speakers. Models
21-2-3540 und 21 2-362U are irienhcal except lor cabinets, and
speakers. Models 21-S-354 and 21-S-362 have lull 12 chan-
nel VHF coverage. Models 21-S.354U and 21-2-3621.1 feature
full 12 channel VHF coverage plus any UHF channels destred

iNC0111.7

C C042142CTc..

Figure 24- Horizontal Oscillator W'ase Forms

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR ADTUSTMENT.- Normally
the adjustment of th horizontal oscillator Is not considerod
to be a part of the alignment procedure, but since the ocil-
lator waveform adjustment may require the use of an oscillo-
wrops cos not be dons rooTtoiolly in the field. The
waveform adjustment is made at the facioiy one Romany
should not require readjustment In the field. However, this
Waveform adjustment should be checked whenever the re-
ceiver is aligned or whenever the horizontal oscillator oper-
ation is improper.

Horizontal Frequency Adjustment. -Tune in a elation and
sync th picture_ If th picture cannot b eynchronizod with
the horizontal hold control R196, then adjust the T114 Int-
quency core on the rear apron until the picture will syn-
chronise. If the pimure still will not sync, turn the T114
waveform ochuelmehl core tundra th chassis/ out of the coil
several turns from its onginal position and onoejust the T114
frequency core until th picture is synchronized.

Ezaminst the width and lineanty of the picture_ If picture
width or linarity is incorrect. adjust the horizontal drive
control C1748, the width control L109 and the linearity control
LI II until the pictune is correct.

Horizontal Ocillator Waveform Adlustment.-The hori-
zontal oscillator waveform may b adjustod by ieither of
two methods. The method outlined in paragraph A below
may b employed in the field when an oscilloscope is not
available. The sorvice shop method outlined in paragraph B
below require. th use of an oscilloscope.

A. -Turn the horizontal hold control complietely clockwise.
Place adjustment tools on both cores of TI14 and be proparod
to make iumultcmeous adjustments while watching the picture
on the manna. First, turn the T114 frequency core I on th roar
apron/ until the picture falls out of sync and throe or four
diagonal black bars sloping down to the right appear on the
scroen. Then. turn the waveform adjustment core lundier the
chromes/ into the coil while at the same tim adjusting the
frequency core so as to maintain thre or lour diagonal black
ban on the screen. Continue this procedure until th oscil-
lator begins to motorboat, then turn the waveform adiustmen1
core out until the motorboating lust stops As a check. turn
the 'Till frequency core until the picture is synchronised then
reverse the direction of nitation ol the core until th picture
falls out of sync with the diagonal bars sloping down to the
right. Continue to turn th Inquiency.core in the same direc-
tion. No mon than thee* or lour bars should appear on th
@croon. Instad. the horizontal oscillator should bogin the
motorboat. Retouch the adjustment of due 1114 waveform
adjustment core if necseary until this condition is obtained.

D. -Connect the low capacity prob. of an oscilloecope to
tierminal C of TT14. Turn th horizontal hold control one -
quarter turn from the clockwim position so that the picture is
in sync. The pattrem on the oscilloscope should be as shown
in Figure 24. Adjust the waveform adjustment core of T114
until the two peaks ar at the same height. During this ad-
justmont, the pictun must bet kept in sync by nadjueting the
hold control if necossary.

This adjustment is very important for convect operation of
the circuit. If fine broad peak of the way on the oscilloscope
is lower than th sharp peak, the noise immunity becomes
poorer, th stabilizing effect of the tuned circuit is reduced
and drift of the oscillator beconne more serious. On the other
hand, LI the broad peak is higher than the *harp peak, the
oscillator is ovorstabilized. thei pull -in range bcomes inade-
quate and the broad peak can cause double triggering of the
oscillator when On hold control approaches the clockwise
position.

Remove the omilloecop upon completion of this adjust-
ment.

Horizontal Locking Hangs Adiustment-Set the horizon.
hold control to the full counter -clockwise position. Momer.
tarily remove the signal by switching oft channel then back.
The picture may remain in sync If so turn the T114 fr*.
quiency core slightly and momeintarily switch off channel.
Repeat until the picture falls out of sync with the diagonal
lines eloping down to the left. Slowly turn the horizontal
hold control clockwise and note th beast numbor of diagonal
bars obtainied just beim* the picture pulls into sync.

If more than 3 bars are preinni just before tin picture pulls
into sync, adjust th horizontal locking rang* trimmer C174A
slightly clockwise. If less than 2 bars are present adjust
C174A slightly caunter-clockwise. Turn th horisontal hold
control counter -clockwise, momentarily remove th signal and
recheck the number of bars preent at the pull -in point.
Repeat this procedure until 2 or 3 bars are present.

'Turn the horizontal hold control to th maximum clockwise
position. Adjuet the T114 trequiency core so that th diagonal
bar sloping down to the right appears on th screen and then
20.12. 184 direction of adjustment so that bar just moves to
the left Sch. of the ecreon leaving th pictur in synchroniza-
tion.
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=MA /27 rums ALIGNMENT
Models 17-5-3540 and 17-5-3620

VW ALIGNMENT. -A tuner unit which is operative and
requires only touch up adjustments, requires no presetting
of adjustments. For such units, skip the remainder of this
paragraph. For unite which are completely out of adjustment,
preset C27 all the way out. Set channel 7 to 13 oscillator
slugs one turn from tight. Toni T2 ring all the way out. Do not
change any of the adjustments in the antenna matching unit.

Disconnect the link from terminal. "A" and "B" of T104 and
terminate the link with a 39 ohm composition resistor.

Turn the receiver channel selector switch to channel 2.
The 43.5 mc. trap ie adjusted with zero bias. To insure that

the bias will remain constant, take a clip lead and short cir-
cuit the AGC terminal of the tuner at the terminal board to
ground.

Connect the oscilloscope to the tut point TP2 on top of the
tuner unit. Set the oscilloscope to maximum gain.

Connect the output of the VHF signal generator to the
output of the antenna matching unit at the junction of 1.5 and
C4 at the bottom of the FM trap 1.5.

Tune the signal generator to 43.5 mc. and modulate it 30%
with a 400 cycle sine wave. Adjust the signal generator for
maximum output.

Adjust C33 on top of the tuner. for minimum 400 cycle indi-
cation on the oscilloscope. If neceseary, this adjustment can
be retouched in the field to provide additional rejection to one
specific frequency in the i-f band pass. However, in such
cases, care should be taken not to tune C33 into channel
2, thereby reducing sensitivity on channel 2.

Connect the potentiometer arm of one of the bias supplies
to the AGC terminal on the tuner and ground this battery
positive terminal 10 the tuner case. Adjust the bias potenti-
ometer to produce -3.0 volts of bias, as measured by the
"VoltOhmyst" at the AGC terminal on the tuner.

Obtain a 7.5 volt battery capable of withstanding appre-
ciable current drain and connect the ends of a 1.000 ohm
potentiometer across it

Sca the channel selector switch to channel 8.
Preset C22 to read -3.0 volts at the test point TPI, as

read on the "VoltOhmyst." The limits for oscillator injection
voltage are 2 volts minimum and not exceeding a maximum
of 5.5 volts.

Turn the fine tuning control fully clockwise.
Adjust C25 for proper oscillator frequency, 227 me. This

may b. done in severed ways. The easiest way and the way
which will be recommended in this procedure will be to use
the signal generator as a heterodyne frequency meter and
beat the oscillator against the signal generator. To do this,
tune the signal generator to 227 mc. with crystal accuracy.
Insert one end of a piece of insulated wire into this tuner
unit through the hole provided for the adjustment of C16.
Be careful that this wire does not touch any of the tuned
circuits as it may cause the frequency of the tuner oscillator
to shift. Conned the other end of the wire to the "r -f" in
terminal of the signal generator. Adjust C25 to obtain an
audible beat with the signal generator.

Turn C27 clockwise until the beat not* just begins to
change, then turn one full turn in the same clockw'se
direction.

Return the line tuning control to the mechanical center of its
range.

NOTE: -If on some units, it is not possible to reach the
proper channel 8 oscillator frequency by adjustment of C25,
switch to channel 13 and adjust 1.49 to obtain proper channel
13 oscillator frequency.
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Then, switch to channel 12 and adjust 1.60 to obtain proper
channel 12 oscillator frequency. Continue down to channel 8,
adjusting the appropriate oscillator trimmer to obtain the
proper frequency on each channel. Then again on channel 8,
adjust C25 to obtain proper channel 8 oscillator frequency.
Switch back to channel 13 and readjust 1.49 and back to
channel 8 and adjust C25

Set the T2 core for maximum inductance (core turned
counter -clockwise).

Connect the sweep generator through a suitable attenuator.
as shown in figure 19 to the input terminal, of the antenna
matching unit.

Connect the signal generator loosely to the antenna
terminals.

Set the sweep generator to cover channel 8.

Set the oscilloscope to maximum gain and use the minimum
input signal which will produce a usable pattern on the oscil-
loscope. Excessive input can change oscillator injection dur-
ing alignment and produce consequent misalignment even
though the response as seen on the oscilloscope may look
normal.

Insert markers of channel 8 picture carrier and sound
carrier, 181.25 etc. and 185.75 mc.

Adjust C21, C16, CII and C7 for appromixately correct
curve slaps, frequency, and band width as shown in figure
18.

Figure Ili-KRK29 or KRK29/1 R.F ResPotrie

The correct adjustment of C7 is indicated by maximum am-
plitude of the curve midway between the markers. CII tunes
the r -f amplifier plate circuit and affects the frequency of the

pasts band most noticeably. C21 tunes the mufti grid circuit
and affects the tilt of the curve most noticeably (assuming
that C7 has been property adjusted). C16 is the coupling ad-
justment and hence primarily affects the response band
width.

Connect the "VoltOhmyst" to tee point TPI. Adjust C22 to
read -3.0 volts dc on the "VoltOhmyst" at TPI. Readjust C27,
C21, C16 and CII for proper responss. Adjust C7 for max-
imum gain at midpoint of the curve. Repeat if necessary
until the proper rorpooris is obtained.

Set the receiver channel switch to channel 13.
Adjust the signal generator to the channel 13 oscillator fre-

quency 257 mc.
Turn the fine tuning control fully clockwise.
Adjust I.49 to obtain an audible beat. Slightly overshoot the

adjustment of L49 by turning the slug an additional turn in the
same direction from the original selling, then rout the oscil-
lator to proper frequency by adjusting C27 to again obtain
the beat.

Set the sweep generator to channel 13.
From the signal generator, insert channel 13 sound and pic-

ture carrier markers, 211.25 mc. and 215.75 Inc.
Adjust 1.36 and 1.20 for proper response as shown in figure

18.

Turn off the sweep and signal generators.
Connect the "VoltOlimyst" to the tuner test point TPI.
Check the oscillator injection voltage to be within limits as

previously specified. Adjust if necessary to bring within range.
If it was necessary to readjust C22, turn the sweep and

signal generators back on and recheck the channel 13
response. Readjust 1.36 and 1.20 II necessary.

Set the receiver channel selector switch to channel 8 and
readjust C27 for proper oscillator frequency, 227 me.

Set the sweep generator and signal generator to channel 8.
Readjust C21, C16, CII and C7 for correct curve shape,

frequency and band width.
Turn off the sweep and signal generators, switch back to

channel 13 and check the oscillator injection voltage at TP1
if C21 was adjusted in the recheck of channel 8 response.

II the initial setting of the oscillator injection trimmer was
far off, it may be necessary to adjust the oscillator frequency
and response on channel 8, adjust the oscillator injection on
channel 13 and repeat the tracking procedure Several times
before the proper setting is obtained.

Turn off the sweep generator and switch the receiver to
channel 6.

Adjust the signal generator to the channel 6 oscillator fre-
quency 129 mc.

Set the fine tuning control to the center of its mechanical
range.

Adjust 1.54 for an audible beat. Adjust 1.48 and L32 tor
proper curve shape as shown in figure 18. Recheck the oscil-
lator injection voltage at TPI, to insure that it is within the
limits specified. Readjust C22 if necessary.

If C22 required adjustment, switch the receiver and the
signal generator to channel 8. Readjust C21 for correct curve
shape and recheck C27 and C25 for proper oscillator
frequency.

Check the response of channels 2 through 6 by switching
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the receiver channel switch, sweep generator and marker
generator to each of these channels and observing the re-
sponse and oscillator injection voltage obtained. Su figure
18 for typical response curves. It should be found that all
these channels have the proper response with the markers
above 80% response.

If the markers fail to fall within this requirement readjust
1.48 and 1.32 in order to obtain curves within the proper
limits.

Switch the channel selector, signal generator and marker
generator through channels 7 to 13 and observe the response
curves, referring to figure 18 for proper wave shape. Check
the injection voltage at each channel to be within limits. If
necessary readjust Cll. C21 or CI6 to obtain the proper
response.

With the receiver and signal generator on channel 13 ad-
just 1.49 for an audible beat with the signal generator.

Adjust the oscillator to frequency on all channels by switch-
ing the receiver and the frequency standard to each channel
and adjusting the apprgprial oscillator slug to obtain the
audible beat. II should be possible to adjust the oscillator to
obtain the audible beat on each channel. Recheck the oscil-
lator injection voltage on each channel to verify that the
voltage is within the specified limits.

UHF ALIGNMENT -Ground the 1-F transformer 1.307 by
inserting a clip lead through the aperture provided in the
lop of the tuner. Ground the other end of the clip lead to the
tuner case.

Conned the oscilloscope to the test point TP301, employing
the preamplifier it needed with the oscilloscope used.

Connect the output of the UHF sweep generator, through
a 300 ohm attenuator pad. to the antenna terminals and
set the sweep generarui to sweep channel 83, centered on
887.5 mc. Adjust the output of the sweep generator to full
sweep width.

A test dial made to fit over the split gear on the tuner shall
is necessary for accurate alignment. Scribe marks at 0°, 9°
and 168° should be marked on the test dial for reference.
The 0* reference point is located with the capacitor plates
fully meshed. By placing a /c." shim between the stop pin
on the tuner and the stop plate on the gear assembly the
plates will be in the proper fully meshed position.

Rotate the tuning dial to the 168°, Channel 83. position.
Connect the VHF signal generator in series with a 1000

ohm resistor to the rear terminal of the crystal holder and
insert markers for 41.25 mc., 43.5 mc. and 45.75 mc.

Connect the UHF marker generator loosely to the antenna
terminals and insert a marker at 887.5 mc.

Adjust R -F trimmer capacitors C315 and C3I6 for a max-
imum amplitude overcoupled response curve centered at
887.5 mc. as shown in figure 11(A).

Adjust the oscillator trimmer capacitor C307 until the
43.5 mc. /barker coincides with the market at 887.5 mc. The
markers for 41.25 and 45.75 should be symmetrically located
on the top of the response curve as in figure 11(A).
Set the UHF sweep and marker generators to 473.5 mc.

Rotate the tuning dial to the 9°. Channel 14, position.
Adjust R -F coils LI and 1.2 for a maximum amplitude over -
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coupled curve centered at 473 5 mc. as shown in figure
I1(13/. Adjust the oscillator trimmer C308 until the 43.5 mc
marker coincides with the 473.5 mc. marker, with the 41.25
and 45.75 markers as shown.

Repeat the above adjustments, as necessary, until the
proper responses are obtained. Tune through the entire
range and check the tracking. When perfectly tracked the
three markers will be on the lop of the response curves,
however, mistracking to the extent that the 41.25 mc. and
45.75 me. ride down the sides of the curves to a point not
less than 70% will not seriously affect the alignment. Should
the markers fall below this level, it will be necessary to
knife the RF plates to correct the mistracking. The plates
may be knifed through the two hole. provided on the left
side of the tuner. Always knife the plates while tuning lower
in frequency to prevent affecting the tracking above the point
of knifing. Check which section requires knifing by touching
the plates with the knifing tool while observing the response,
then proceed with the knifing of the proper section or of both
sections if required.

Connect the "VoltOhmyst" to lest point TP301. Set the
"VoltOhmyst" to the I.5e DC scale. Tune over the entire
range observing the reading on the meter. A reading be-
tween .05 and .4 volts should be obtained. Voltages outside
These limits are an indication of low B voltage, low or high

435 NC
eel 5NC

41.130C 45.7511C

70%

43 SNIC
473 SNC

41 23 MC". S 755

70%11° 1ONC

Figure 11-1CRK27 il-F Response

crystal impedence or an oscillator tube outside allowable
limits.

Conned the "VoltOhmyst' to the "bias" terminal of the
tuner (refer to figure 91. A reading between 0.5 and 2.5 volts
should be obtained. Readings above or below this range
will cause crystal currents outride allowable hunts and in
such cases the oscillator tube should be replaced. Replace-
ment of the oscillator tube will require recalibralion at the
high and low frequency ends of the band as previously
outlined.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PICTURE SIZE 227 square inches on a 21EP4 Kinescope

TELEVISION R -F FREQUENCY RANGE
Models 21-S.354 6 21-S-362

All 12 television channels. 54 me. to 88 me.. 174 mc. to 216 mc.
Models 21-S-3540 6 2I -S-3620

Any of 70 UHF channels 470 me. to 890 mc
Any of 12 VHF channels 54 me. to 88 me., 174 mc. to 216 mc.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES
Picture I -F Carrier Frequency
Sound I -F Carrier Frequency
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ADJUSTMENT OF NOISE INVERTER (Fringe Compensator)

I) Be sure the miriade picture lock has been properly adjusted (horizantol hold circuits).

2) Tune in o weok station. Turn fringe compensator switch to the 'ON position and adjust the fringe compensator
control for best picture stability.

3) Try oil channels and readjust fringe compensator if necessary for best overall picture stability.

NOTE: In MOO locations this added protection will not be necessary ond the fringe compensator shwld remain in the
'OFF' position. If this is not done, picture wiggle and or vertical roll might result in strong signol areas.
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GENERAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

AINI ENNA

This chassis is designed to operate from either
iTo built in UHF -VHF antenna, an external corn-
binotion UHF -VHF ontenna or separate UHF and
VHF antennas using one or two sets of ontenno
Id in wires.

This set as delivered is ready to operate from
its built in UHF -VHF antenna. In most strong
UHF -VHF signal areas this will suffice.

If it is necessary to install an extern& antenna,
disconnect the built in antenna by removing the
spade lugs (1 and 2) from the VHF antenno ter-
minals.

If ane antenna lead in is used for both UHF ond
VHF reception, it should be connected to the VHF
input terminols. When the receiver is set for UHF
reception, the UHF -VHF switch automatically
transfers the single ontenna lead in to the input of
the UHF tuner removing it from the VHF tuner.
This transfer will only toke place providing the
jumper twin lead connected to terminals lord 16
of the UHF -VHF switch is also connected to the
UHF input antenna terminal strip by means of
spode lugs 3 and 4.
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Chassis 120174-B:

models 752A, 755A, 784A

Chassis 120198-D:

models 753F, 785C, 785E

ANTENNA CONNECTIONS

EMERSON
Chassis 120174-B
120198-D

Technician

CIRCUIT DIGEST
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EMERSON
Chassis 120174-B
120198-D

CIRCUIT DIGEST
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TUBE LOCATIONS DIAGRAM FOR CHASSIS 120198-D
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CONDITIONS FOR TAKING VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE READINGS

------]
PART NO 950246

The resistance elleaSurefloontS listed below ore for chassis 12017411 and 120198D with en wangle cede markings.

Doe to component variations, voltege and resistance readings may vary slightly horn those given hare. Slight variations nay also be noticed if
chassis is not coded es mentioned awls

The picture tube, deflection yoke and high voltage circuits were connected to take the following readings and vreveshapes.

I. Antenna disconnected and antenna terminals shorted on tuner and connected to chassis (use short leads).
2. Line voltage 117 volts (Disconnect power foe resistance readings).

3. 3 volt bias battery connected to both I.F. and R.F. A.G.C. circuits, positive terminal to chassis, nepotive terminal to junction of R-19, C-19,
C-18. Add a jumper wire from this junction to junction of 11-16,C-I,R-10 so that bias battery is also applied to I.F. A.G.C. BIAS BATTERY
USED FOR VOLTAGE READINGS ONLY.

4. All controls in position for normal picture. (Varied when it directly effects reading).
5. All measurements taken with a vacuum tube voltmeter and ohmmeter.

6. All readings listed in tables were taken between points shown and chassis.
7. Resistance readings are given in ohms unless otherwise noted.
8. N.C. denotes no connection.

RAVE SHAPE ANALYSIS CHART FOR CHASSIS 1201715 AND 120198D

The information listed helow ass tekh hoes a chassis with Re triangle cede wahiees.

Slight peak to peak voltage differences may be noticed if chassis is not triangle code marked as mentioned above.

The ware shapes shown here are arranged so as to give the serviceman an easy method of signal tracing. The peak to peak voltage given may
vary slightly depending on signal strength and component variations.

To accurately observe the wove shapes, the relatively high input capacity of on oscilloscope must be reducedso as not to change the .prating
characteristics of the television set. Failure to do this will result in wrong wave shape readings. This is accomplished by using on E111111021 low
capacity probe as outlined previously in the service note for models 686L, 687L, and 696L using chassis 12014241 whichwas issued at an earlier
date.

Connect antenna and tune receiver to channel where best recerion has been obtained in the past.

Low end of the probe is connected to CHASSIS and the contrast control is set et MAXIMUM CONTRAST.

The 30 and 7875 C.P.S. oscilloscope sweep settings are used so este permit the serviceman to observe two cycles qf the wove shape.

NOTE: A way shape seen in your oscilloscope may be upside down from same wave shape shown here. This will depend an the number et
stages of amplification in the oscilloscope used.

RESISTANCE READINGS FOR CHASSIS 1201744 AND 1201191-0
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GENERAL TROUBLE SHOOTING INFORMATION
(UHF TUNER)

Since the operation of this tuner is dependent
almost entirely an its mechanical configuration,
all component ports whether lumped constants se
transmission line sections, have been monsifochx-
ed and mounted as rigid as passible. If it is nieces-
tory to 'seisms o component, the React replace-
ment part should be used. Be sure it is mounted in
the some position using the same lead lengths as
the original. This is very irnportont since at UHF
frequencies 0 smolt Dioce of wire hos an appre-
ciable inductance. Stray copocitonces between
components and chassis also tend to effect the
circuit's operation to a marked degree.

Due to the simplicity of design and manufac-
ture of this tuner, little trouble is to be expected.
In the event that this tuner becomes defective in
any way, the trouble shooting chart in this note
can be used to good advantage.

If the crystal D-2 is open or shorted, or the os-
cillator is inoperative, there will be no bias de-
veloped across 2-2. If replacing D-2 does not
rectify this condition, then it can be assumed
that the oscillator is not functioning.

REPAIR OF VHF TUNER

The Ina,ortly of tuner troubles which ore nor due to defective tubes con usually be detected by a physical sernina.
Non of the tuner (turret removed), such as burnt resistors, broken parts, bent or dirty contact fingers, cold solder ioints,broken socket pins, etc.

If the toner checks out physically it should then be checked according to the following trouble shooting chore.
It should always be borne i mind that a burnt tuner resistor Is usually the result ofa shorted cord or tube.
The part numbers of items which atonal generally commercially eyoiloble are given on the mhoschematic. When

replacing ports, leads should be kept es short as possible and components replaced in the some position as theoriginal ports.

Rote detailed general information on turret r repairs con be found in Service Note titled "E Turret TypTuner 470651" released April 1, 1951.

TUNER TROUBLE SHOOTING CHART VNF TUNER

To rake rements from 61K7 socket.
remove 6817 tube but leave 616 tube in its sacker, likewise when robing measurements from the 616 sucker leave
65E7 tube in its socket.
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Schematic Diagram for Chassis 403
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Magnetic focusing is being employed in the 400
series chassis. Fur correct focus adjustment, adjust
focus control for maximum fncus range. Readjust ion
trap after making the initial focus adjustment. Check
neck of picture tube. making sure it is in center of focus
coll. Because magnetic focusing is being used, the off -
on control switch now performs the function of removing
the bias from the picture tube so that when the set is
turned off, the small electron beam that is present will
be out of focus, therefore preventing damage to the face
of the picture tube.

HORIZONTAL DRIVE ADJUSTMENT

I. Turn the HORIZ. DRIVE control counterclockwise
until a drive bar (thin, light vertical line) appears.
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2. Turn the control clockwise until the drive bar Just
disappears. If no drive bar is obtained, set the
control at the maximum counterclockwise position.

HORIZONTAL. HOLD CONTROL

The HORIZONTAL HOLD control provides a vernier
adjustment for the horizontal multivibrator operating
frequency. Proper setting depends on correct adjust-
ment of the HORIZ. FREQ. and HORIZ. DRIVE controls.

Turn the Horizontal Hold control until bending of
the top portion of the picture is eliminated. This is
best determined by noting the vertical lines in the
picture.

HORIZONTAL FREQUENCY CONTROL

I. Turn the Horizontal Hold control to mid -range.
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2. Turn the HORIZ. FRED. control counterclockwise
while switching the CHANNEL SELECTOR un and
off channel until sync is lost.

3. Turn the control clockwise and check the number
of hors which appear just before pill -in of the picture.
Check circuit for abnormal ope rat ion if less than two
bar pull -in occurs.

4. Continue turning control clockwise while switching
the CHANNEL SELECTOR on and off channel until
sync is lost.

5 Turn the control counterclockwise and check the
point where picture pull -in occurs.

6. Turn the control an additional 1 2 turn counter-
clockwise.

NORIA
01.8-47n
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000447

0711
390

42

wol
6SN7 GT

VIDOCAL OSOL.LATOR

R 409
 7 la

ODOR

+200

4501.
47.

TS

11604
6DDK

v 703
6 C06

1401111.01TAt. OUTPUT

K

17t4
L2K

.70
4.,, 120

470

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

4

1001
ON

OS
IN

7720
47K

Wu

C 604

0603 z 2 u

VERT
512E

7607
5.66

V704
6W4GT
Duarte

vont
6W6

0111171040 COTRIT

1 :In

CVO

0607
1301avf

7610
3t

3

R41470

VEST

0506
.22

TA

C610
CAW

7617

This control and its associated circuits regulate
R -F and I -F AGC voltages (within the limits of the
AGC system). When the AGC control is turned full
clockwise the greatest bias appears on the I -F AGC
bus and the lowest bias appears on the R -f AGC bus
for a given signal. When the control is reversed the
I -F AGC bias voltage is minimum and the R -F AGC
bias is maximum for a given signal. This source of
high R -F bias is very useful when strong signals cause
the video stages to overload, clipping the sync pulses.
In very strong stgnal areas turn the AGC control counter-
clockwise until loss of sync is eliminated. Do not turn
more than necessary because increase bias.on the R -F
amplifier with simultaneous decrease in I -F bias will
lead to excessive noise in the picture after a certain
point. Conversely, in weaker signal the control

RfAit
IOW

0609
.022

022

R 714

I 702

17031
WIDTH

(717
500
Aiur

should be turned clockwise so that the R -F bias is
reduced and the I -F bias is increased. This condition
will improve the signal to noise ratio, minimizing
"snow", in the picture. Again, do not over control or
I -F stages may be overdriven. The optimum point is a
function of signal strength. Use picture quality as an
indicating device and adjust for optimum performance.
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H
O

F
F

M
A

N
C

hassis 403-24
M

odels 24M
725,

248726, 24P
727

C
IR

C
U

IT
 D

IG
E

S
T

92
S

ound
I

A
lignm

ent
E

quipm
ent: C

onnect the "hot" lead of the C
W

 signal
generator to the grid, pin I, of V

101, the
1st sound I -F

 tube, through a .005 uf isolating conden-
ser as show

n in F
igure 4

'R
ule the generator frequency

to 4.5 m
c, ururodulated. C

onnect the voltm
eter negative

lead in series w
ith a 10K

 isolating resistor to pin 7 of
V

103, one plate of the ratio detector, as show
n in F

igure
5.

It is im
portant that the 10K

 ohm
 isolating resistor

be at the very end of the m
eter lead to avoid regenera-

tion.
C

onnect the positive voltm
eter lead to ground.

P
rocedure, A

djust L101
L210 and T

IO
l prim

ary
(bottom

)
to obtain a m

axim
um

 voltm
eter

reading. T
he m

axim
um

 voltage reading should be held
at about 4 to 7 volts by decreasing the generator output
as the transform

er w
indings are turned to resonance

S
IG

N
A

L
G

E
N

E
R

A
T

O
R

0
.005 . f

T
O

 G
R

ID

F
igure 4.

S
ignal G

enerator Isolation

T
rap and P

icture
I -F

 A
lignm

ent

T
U

N
IN

G
 4.5 M

C
 T

R
A

P

E
quipm

ent: C
onnect the C

W
 generator through the

.005 uf isolating condenser, to pin 7 of
V

205 (plate of video detector) and tune the generator
to 4.5 m

c. C
onnect the detector netw

ork and voltm
eter

betw
een ground and the cathode of the picture tube as

show
n in F

igure 6.

P
rocedure: T

une L302 (4.5 m
c trap in plate circuit of

video am
plifier) for m

inim
um

 indication
on voltm

eter.

T
U

N
IN

G
 39.75 M

C
, 41.25 M

C
, A

N
D

 47.25 M
C

 T
R

A
P

S

E
quipm

ent: C
ouple the C

W
 generator "hot" lead to the

tuner m
ixer grid.

T
his m

ay be done in
several w

ays. T
he .5-3 uuf trim

m
er condenser (C

12
in B

ulletin 301 of the 1952 S
ervice M

anual) located in
front of the 636 and nearest the contact side of the tuner
is connected to pin 5 of the 638, the m

ixer grid.
T

his
plate of the trim

m
er condenser is accessible through

.000 N
ut

T
O

JU
N

C
T

IO
N

O
F

 L302
 1,303

IN
N

IO
N

100K

F
igure 6

D
etector N

etw
ork

a hole in the side cover plate. T
he "hot" generator lead

m
ay be coupled to this point through a .005 of isolating

condenser, the condenser pigtail being clipped to the
trim

m
er by som

e convenient m
eans. A

nother m
ethod

of coupling the generator is to rem
ove the 638, w

rap the
isolating condenser pigtail around pin 5 of this tube,
and replace it in its socket. In either m

ethod take care
that the pigtail lead does not short to ground. A

 third
m

ethod of coupling is to pull the 638 tube shield up on
the tube until It is not grounded. C

lip the "hot" lead
of the generator directly to the tube shield. T

he tube
shield and the tube electrodes form

 a condenser w
hich

capacitively couples the signal to the m
ixer grid. T

he
capacity is m

uch less than .005 uf, and a m
uch higher

level of generator output w
ill be required it this m

ethod
is utilized.

C
onnect the negative lead of the voltm

eter to pin 1
of V

30I, the video am
plifier grid, using the 10K

 ohm
isolating resistor at the end of the lead; connect the
voltm

eter positive lead to ground. C
onnect the negative

term
inal of the 3 volt bias source to the A

G
C

 bus;
connect the bias source positive lead to ground.

P
rocedure: T

urn the C
O

N
T

R
A

S
T

 control to its m
axim

um
position (extrem

e clockw
ise) for rem

ainder
of alignm

ent. T
une the traps by setting the trap fre-

quency on the C
W

 generator and adjusting the trap slug
for a m

inim
um

 voltm
eter reading. T

he order of tuning
the traps is given in T

able m
. K

eep signal low
 to avoid

overloading I -F
 circuits.

T
U

N
IN

G
 P

IC
T

U
R

E
 I -F

 C
O

ILS

E
quipm

ent: Instrum
ents and set-up rem

ain the sam
e

as for trap alignm
ent during the first part

of the procedure. F
or final adjustm

ent the sw
eep fre-

quency generator is also used and the voltm
eter should

be replaced by the oscilloscope. S
ee F

igure '1 for
oscilloscope isolation details.

P
rocedure: T

une the I -F
 coils by setting the coil fre-

quency on the C
W

 generator and adjusting
the coil for m

axim
um

 voltm
eter reading. T

he C
W

generator output m
ust be attenuated so that the D

C
output voltage of the video detettor (indicated on the
voltm

eter), rem
ains at 1 volt as the I -F

 coils are tuned.
T

he order of tuning is from
 the last I -F

 stage tow
ard

the tuner. B
efore tuning the grid coil of the 1st I -F

stage', tem
porarily tune the tuner m

ixer plate coil for
a m

inim
um

 reading on the voltm
eter at 43 m

c. A
fter

the 1st picture I -F
 grid coil has been tuned, tune the

m
ixer plate coil to 45 m

c and repeat the trap and I -F
alignm

ent procedure until no additional change in ad-
justm

ents is necessary.

W
hen no further change takes place, replace the

voltm
eter w

ith the oscilloscope and replace the C
W

generator w
ith the sw

eep frequency generator. U
se

the sam
e isolating condenser and input connection to

the m
ixer grid. Loosely couple the C

W
 generator

(m
arker) to the input by clipping or touching the C

W
generator "hot" lead to the unshielded insulated end
of the sw

eep generator "hot" lead.
T

his w
ill afford

a sm
all am

ount of capacitive coupling. U
 the C

W
 and

sw
eep generators are contained in the sam

e instrum
ent,

it w
ill only be necessary to sw

itch on the sw
eep frequency

generator In order to continue the procedure. T
une the

sw
eep frequency generator to a center frequency of

approxim
ately 43.5 m

c. U
se a sw

eep w
idth of approxi-

m
ately 10 m

c so that the base of each of the tw
o response

curve skirts is w
ell w

ithin the ends of the oscilloscope
trace. C

heck the overall bandw
idth, position of the

picture carrier, dip in bandpass, and trappage by using
the m

arker pip to locate frequency points on the response
curve. S

ee F
igure 8.

T
une the C

W
 generator to 45.75

m
c. T

he m
arker pip should appear at approxim

ately
the 50%

 point on the response curve skirt. A
djust

Individual coils to give proper bandpass. A
djust 1st

I -F
 to set video carrier (45.75 m

c) at 50%
 (ficla) response

point.
A

djust 2nd I -F
 to set the 50%

 (6db) bandw
idth

point (42 m
c) on sound side. A

djust 9rd and 4th I -F
 coils

to elim
inate any tilt in the response shape.

It should
not be necessary to adjust converter or input coil.

F
igure 8.

P
icture I -F

 R
esponse C

urve

A
LL -W

A
V

E
 T

U
N

E
R

T
he 9795 is the A

ll -W
ave 'T

uner.
T

his tuner in-
corporates a 613137, 68Q

7A
 or a 6B

Z
7 for an R

 -F
am

plifier; a 6T
4 or 6A

F
4 as a U

H
F

 oscillator w
ith a

6U
8 acting as a m

ixer and V
H

F
 oscillator.

R
efer to

F
igure 12 for com

plete schem
atic of the 9795

S
H

A
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T
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U
N

C
T

IO
N

I. F
IN

E
 T

U
N

IN
G

 - O
uter shaft for V

H
F

 and U
H

F
 oscil-

lators fine tuning.

2. S
W

IT
C

H
IN

G
 - C

enter shaft includes nine detent
positions, eight for U

H
F

 decade coil board strips
covering frequency channels 14 to 19; 20; 29; 30 to
39; 40 to 49; 50 to 59; 60 to 69; 70 to 79 and 80 to
83. V

H
F

 channels 10 through 13 m
ay be received

on first U
H

F
 decade position. T

he ninth position
allow

s V
H

F
 reception.
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H
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3. S
W

IT
C

H
IN

G
 - Inner shaft includes tw

elve detent
positions, ten for U

H
F

 unit digits (individual channel
selection included w

ithin the above eight decades),
tw

elve positions for V
H

F
 channels 2 to 13.

4. V
H

F
 T

U
N

IN
G

 - T
o receive V

H
F

 channels 2 through
13, set m

iddle section of tuning knob assem
bly so that

"V
H

F
" and channel num

bers are directly in front of
pilot light.

T
hese V

H
F

 channel num
bers w

ill be found
on the inner circle of num

bers. T
o sw

itch V
H

F
channels, rotate front crow

n control knob only.

5. U
H

F
 T

U
N

IN
G

 - T
o receive U

H
F

 channels, rotate
m

iddle section either right or left from
 V

H
F

 position.
F

irst half of U
H

F
 channel num

ber is controlled
by m

iddle knob. S
econd half of U

H
F

 channel num
ber

is controlled by front crow
n knob; exam

ple, channel
56 - the m

iddle knob w
ill place the first half of the

U
H

F
 channel num

ber (5) in front of the pilot light.
T

he front crow
n knob w

ill place the second half of
this U

H
F

 channel num
ber (6) in front of the pilot

light, thus producing U
H

F
 channel 56.

A
LL -W

A
V

E
 I -F

 A
LIG

N
M

E
N

T
 P

R
O

C
E

D
U

R
E

 - G
E

N
E

R
A

L
T

he com
bination A

li -W
ave tuner contains tw

o
sections - the first (front section) contains the U

H
F

portion. T
he second (rear section) is the usual 12 -

channel V
H

F
 turret tuner. T

here is one difference in
the V

H
F

 section, in that it contains a contact board or
cascode strip.

T
his provides the equivalent of a 13th

position, and is held out w
hen the decade knob is in the

V
H

F
 position. T

he units front knob then operates the
rear turret from

 channel 2 to 13.
It is also held out

w
hen the decade knob is in the 10's position for channels

10, 11, 12 and 13. U
H

F
 operation is obtained w

hen the
decade center knob is in the 10's position forchannels
14 to 19 and for all succeeding decade positions, up to
83.

I -F
 A

LIG
N

M
E

N
T

S
et the tuner in the V

H
F

 position (on channel 10)
and insert a signal at the test point (refer to figure 10)
through a .005 capacitor w

ith the proper terrnination
for the generator being used. U

se a -3 volts for the

6

4
T

-
0II.  T

IN
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F
igure 12. S

chem
atic, A

ll -W
ave T

uner
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S
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U
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E
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E
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T
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1
4.5
C

W
P

in 1
of

V
301

M
eter betw

een
pin 7 of V

103
and ground.

T
101 P

ri.
(bottom

)
L101
L210

T
une for m

axi-
m

um
 reading on

m
eter.

S
ignal level should be low

enough to obtain approxi-
m

ately 4 to 7 volts on
m

eter' U
se isolation

netw
orks show

n in
F

igures 5 and 6.

2
4.5
C

W
M

eter across
junction of R

111
and R

112 and
sw

itch side of
R

110.

T
101 S

ec.
(top)

T
une for zero

m
eter reading;

use sam
e signal

level as in
step 1.

R
epeat tuning of T

IO
1

prim
ary and secondary

until adjustm
ents do not

change.

T
R

A
P

S
 A

N
D

 P
IC

T
U

R
E

 I -F

3
4.5
C

W
P

in 1
of

V
301

M
eter connected

through detector
netw

ork to
picture tube
cathode lead.

L302
T

une for m
ini-

m
um

 reading on
m

eter.

D
etector and isolating

netw
orks show

n in
F

igures 5 and 7.

4
39.75

C
W

M
ixer grid

V
oltm

eter across
pin 1 of V

301 and
ground

L209
T

une for m
ini-

m
um

 reading on
m

eter.

A
pply -3V

 bias to A
G

C
bus. S

ee text for connec-
Lion to m

ixer grid. U
se

isolating resistor betw
een

negative voltm
eter lead

and pin 1 of V
301. K

eep
generator output low

.
B

ias V
703 w

ith -60V
 for

rem
ainder of procedure

or rem
ove high voltage

fuse.

541.25'
C

W

6
41.25

C
W

L205
'

7
47.25

C
W

"
L203

8
42.5

C
W

M
ixer grid

L208
T

une for m
axi-

m
um

 reading
on m

eter.

S
et C

O
N

T
R

A
S

T
 control for

m
axim

um
 contrast. A

d -
just signal level through-
out I -F

 alignm
ent so that

a 1 volt D
C

 output is
m

aintained at pin 1 of
V

301.

9
44.2

C
W

L206

10
42 25

C
W

L204

11
45.5

C
W

L202

12
43
C

W
M

ixer grid
V

oltm
eter across

pin 1 of V
301 and

ground.

L201
T

em
porarily tune m

ixer
plate coil for m

inim
um

voltm
eter reading at 43

m
c.

13
45

C
W

"
M

ixer
P

late
L9

14
R

epeat steps 4 through 12 until adjustm
ents do not change.

15
A

pproxim
ately

43.5 w
ith 10-

m
c sw

eep.
M

arker
required.

M
ixer grid

H
igh gain scope

to pin 1 of V
301.

M
ixer

P
late

C
oil and

L201 1st.
O

ther
coils If
neces-
sary.

A
djust 1st 1-F

to set video
carrier (47.75
m

c) at 50%
point.

A
djust

3rd and 4th I -F
to elim

inate
any tilt.

S
ee F

igure 7 for isolation
netw

ork: U
se m

arkers to
determ

ine bandpass be -
tw

een picture carrier and
50%

 point on opposite
skirt.

B
andpass should be

betw
een 3.8 m

c and 3.6
m

c. A
djust other I -F

coils to obtain proper
curve only w

hen abso-
lutely necessary.

A
G

C
 bias. O

bserve the output of he video detector
w

ith a 101C
 resistor and a .001 capacitor isolation net-

w
ork w

hich is connected to the oscilloscope vertical
term

inals or a voltm
eter.

A
.

A
pply a 43 m

c signal and align the 1st I -F
 grid

coil until a m
axim

um
 indication is observed.

B
.

A
pply a 45 m

c signal and align the output plate coil
(L9) of the tuner for m

axim
um

 indication.
A

 sw
eep

m
ay then be applied and the 1-F

 touched up for
proper response.

It is preferable to adjust coils
in the I -F

 strip slightly, rather than accom
m

odate
discrepancies in the curve w

ith changes in the
settings of the adjustm

ents m
entioned in A

 and B
.

R
 -F

 A
LIG

N
M

E
N

T
 - C

heck V
H

F

S
et the tuner to the V

H
F

 position on the decade
center knob and the units front knob on channel 10.
C

onnect a sw
eep to the V

H
F

 or the antenna point of the
diplexer. N

ote overall w
ave shape and position of sound

in video carrier. A
djust local oscillator slug to proper

frequency w
ith fine tuning in center of scale. A

 bias of
3 volts is applied to A

G
C

 during the above operation.

R
 -F

 A
LIG

N
M

E
N

T
 - C

heck U
H

F

W
ith the tuner at channel 19, w

ith three or four
volts of bias on the I -F

 A
G

C
 and three volts of R

 -F
 A

C
C

.
C

onnect a U
H

F
 sw

eep to the antenna term
inals w

ith
the proper dum

m
y term

ination (300 ohm
s total.) O

b-
serve the output on the video detector w

ith proper
isolation netw

ork. (10K
 resistor and a .001 capacitor

on scope.) U
se a 60 cycle sw

eep that is phased properly.

A
.

C
heck w

ave shape and operation of channels 14,
21. 31, 41, 51, 61, 71 and 81. T

hese should operate
positively and not be interm

ittent.

B
.

N
ote above operation to be m

ade w
ith fine tuner in

center of fine tuning range.
N

O
T

E

T
o adjust V

H
F

 local oscillators, place tuner
in V

H
F

 position, rem
ove knobs, place fine tuner

in m
iddle of range so V

H
F

 local oscillators call
be reached w

ith proper alignm
ent tool through

U
H

F
 unit.

T
o adjust U

H
F

 local oscillator, place tuner in
U

H
F

 position, rem
ove knobs, place fine tuner

in m
iddle of range. R

otate units front knob.
A

djust front screw
 head.
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VIBRATOR CAUTION
The vibrator may be inserted in its socket in two ways,

depending upon which terminal of the battery is

grounded. Make sure the vibrator is inserted correctly
before the set is turned on. The vibrator, filter capaci-
tors and vibrator transformer may be damaged if power
Is supplied fa the set wills the vibrate. inserted incor.
redly.

If the positive ( ) terminal of the battery is grounded,
insert the vibrator so that red mark on the top of the
vibrator shows through the hole in the case.

If the negative (-) terminal is grounded, insert the
vibrator so that the red mark on the vibrator does not
show through the hole in the case.

RED --

VIBRATOR
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BENCH PREPARATION
STEP 1. Remove contents from carton.
STEP 2. Refer to reference chart. Locate mike earl
ycar of car or truck in which receiver is to be installed in
the column at the left of the chart. Follow to right across
chart for the following information.

Column I - To determine vibrator polarity.
Column II -To determine ,ceiver positic, for

mounting -speaker opening facing up or down.
Also if the speaker must be removed from the
case and mounted separately.

Column Ill - To determine mounting position,whcther
custom or under dash.

Column IV -To determine whether radio opening
trim plate must be removed before drilling
mounting holes.

Column V - To determine template position on trim
plate.

Column VI -To determine which -antenna socket
should be used.

Column VII - Special instructions and remarks.

Figure 1. Special 1/2" Drilling Tool

STEP 3. The tool illustrated in Figure 1 is supplied with
the receiver. Other tools are necessary and must be ob-
tained for the installation. The other fools required are
illustrated in Figure 2.

STEP 4 Refer to Column I in reference chart. The
positive (d-) or negative ( ) signs indicate which te
minal of the battery in the car or truck is connected to
the chassis or ground. Locate hole shove vibrate, at ryar
of case (refer to Fig, 3), and observe whether top of vi-
brator appears red at opening -A-. If the red color is
visible, the receiver is ready for installation in any car
or truck with the positive battery lerminal connected In
chassis or ground. Receivers shipped from the factory
have the vibrators in this position.

STEP 5. For those cars or trucks with the negative (-)
terminal of the battery connected to chassis or ground,
the vibrator polarity must be changed. To change the
polarity of the vibrator to enable operation with the neg.
ative battery grounded, remove the eight (8) hex -head
screws holding the chassis to the case. Slide the chassis
out of the case and remove the vibrator from ifs socket
and rotate 180 degrees and reinsert in its socket. Refer
to Figure 4. In this position the red color will not appear
in opening "A", Figure 3.

STEP 6. Before reinstalling the chassis in the case, refer
to Column II of the reference chart and note: alse+he the
speaker is to be mounted separately.

STEP 7. If the word -separate" appears in column II

The speaker must be removed from the case.

(A) Remove speaker from the case by removing the
four mounting screws.

(B) Remove speaker leads from the speaker lead
connectors. Extend speaker leads by pulling out
slack wire which is coiled up near the transformer.

(C) Route speaker leads through holes in speaker

opening on the front of the case.

(D) Locate speaker baffle board which is printed on
the carton filler and cut out cross -hatch area.

E) Determine grill opening size of the car or truck.

( F) If the available grill opening is approximately
5" x 7" cut out baffle board "A". If the opening

PUSH MOUNTING CLIPS
AT CROSS POINTS

Figure 5. Baffle Board

Figure 3. Vibrator Location

SPEAKER
OPENING

Figure 4. Changing Vibrator

is approximately 6" x 9" cut out baffle board "8".
Refer to Fig. 5.

(G) With the four mounting clips, secure the speaker
to the baffle board as indicated in Figures 5 and
6.

(H) Install baffle board, with speaker mounted, in the
position provided in grill or dash. Connect
speaker leads to the speaker lead connectors af-
ter the receiver is permanently installed.

BAFFLE BOARD

TZ,

AKE A

_LAC _CNNE-,c-014`,

OUNT ING

CLIP

Figure 6. Speaker Mounting

STEP 8. Refer to Column III and determine whether the receiver is to be custom or under -dash mounted. Refer to
instructions under "Custom Mounting" or -Under-Dash Mounting."

CUSTOM MOUNTING

STEP 1. Refer to Column IV to determine whether the
radio opening trim plate must be removed before drilling
the mounting holes. Remove trim plate if specified in
reference chart.

STEP 2. Refer to Column V to determine template
postion on radio opening trim plate. Dimensions "A"
and ''B' are listed which specify the position of the fens.
plate. Where no dimensions are listed, refer to Column
VII for special instructions. Dimension (A) is the distance
from the right hand edge of the trim plate to the vertical
center line to be scribed. Dimension (El) is the distance
from the bottom of the trim plate to the horizontal
center line to be scribed. See figure 7.
STEP 3. With a pencil mark off or scribe center lines
on radio opening trim plate. Refer to Figure 7. Use
care not to etch lines in trim plate.

STEP 4. Remove template from envelope and remove
back protective covering from template as illustrated in
Figure 8. Replace escutcheon in envelope.

STEP 5. Match center lines with scribed lines on radio
opening trim plate. Carefully position template on radio
opening trim plate. See Figure 9. If template is not
Properly centered, remove and reposition.

STEP 6. Center punch three holes as indicated on tem-
plate.

STEP 7. Drill three lie" pilot holes.
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Figure 7. Trim Plot* Center Lines

Figure 8. Removing Template Protective Covering

Figure 9. Template Positioning

STEP 8. Drill three 1/2- holes, using Va- holes as center
guide and the hand brace with the special l/2- drilling
tool supplied with kit. Refer to Figure 10.

CAUTION. Use hand brace only when drilling l/2- hole.

STEP 9. Adjust nuts on shaft bushings as shown in Fig-
ure 11. Approximately %'' of the threaded bushing
shnoild protrude beyond front surface when receiver is
installed into the trim plate.

STEP 10. Refer to Column II to determine whether the
speaker opening should face up or down.

Figure 10. Drilling Trim Plate Holes

NUT

SHAFT
BUSHING

TRIM PLATE

F gore 11. Adjusting Nuts on Shaft Bushing

,
11 INSTRUMELNT

PANE

4 . -

SPEAKER OPENNG
FACING DOWN

INSTRUMENT
PANEL

SPEAKER OPENING
FACING UP

Figure 12. Speaker Opening Position

Figur* 11. Receiver Mounting

STEP 11. Mount receiver in holes from back of instru-
ment panel with lockwoshers and locknut provided. See
Figure 12.

STEP 12. Bend perforded strip so that if can support
the rear of receiver by fafening to some support bracket
nearby or to the firewall by means of the 8-32 screw, nut
and washer provided. Mount perforated strip to side or
under side of receiver cee with dt8 s 1/4- self tapping
screw. Refer to Figure 13.

MONTGOMERY WARD
Auto Radio
Modd 358R -6796A

Technician

CIRCUIT DIGEST

93An Editcriol Service of CALDWELL-CLEMENTS, INC. 480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.  Raz° 9-7880
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Locate special under -dash m
ounting bracket

provided w
ith the kit.

S
T

E
P

 2.
A

djust nuts on shaft bushings as
in S

tep 9
"C

ustom
 M

ounting".

S
T

E
P

 3.
R

efer to C
olum

n II to determ
ine if the speaker

opening should face up or dow
n.

Install
under -dash

m
ounting bracket w

ith #10 slotted hex head self -tapping
screw

s to the instrum
ent panel in any convenient location.

S
T

E
P

 4.
M

ount receiver in holes from
 back of under -

dash m
ounting bracket w

ith lockw
ashers and locknut pro-

vided. R
efer to F

igure 14.

S
T

E
P

 5.
B

end perforated strip so that
it can support

the rear of the receiver by fastening to som
e support

bracket nearby or to the firer/all by m
eans of the m

ount.
ing hardw

are provided. M
ount perforated strip to re-

ceiver case w
ith #8 x 1/4" self tapping screw

. R
efer to

F
ig. 13.

IO
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F
igure 14.

U
nder D

ash M
ounting

U
N

D
E

R
 D
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M

O
U
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T
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G

 B
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C

K
E
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LO
C

K
N

U
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C

K
 W

A
S

H
E

R

E
S

C
U

T
C

H
E

O
N

F
IN

IS
H

 N
U

T

K
N

O
B

F
igure 15.

Illustrates the m
ounting assem

bly procedure for a cl
understanding of the overall installation.

M
O

U
N

T
IN

G
 E

SC
U

T
C

H
E

O
N

 A
N

D
 K

N
O

B
S

S
T

E
P

 I.
P

lace felt w
asher on dial scale flush to rear

surface. R
efer to F

igure 16.

S
T

E
P

 2.
T

urn tuning shaft com
pletely counterclockw

ise.
P

ush on dial scale w
ith m

arker at the top.
D

ial scale
m

ust turn freely w
hen tuning shaft is rotated.

S
T

E
P

 3.
R

em
ove plastic escutcheon from

 envelope and
install over bushings and dial scale. S

ecure in place w
ith

round finish nuts.
F

inish nuts should be finger tight. (S
ee

F
ig. 17.)

S
T

E
P

 4.
Install tuning and volum

e knobs and tighten
set screw

s w
ith sm

all screw
 driver. (R

efer to F
ig. 18)

S
T

E
P

 5.
If dial scale binds against escutcheon, rem

ove
receiver and readjust nuts on shaft bushings as indicated
in F

igures 11 and 14. D
ecrease distance from

 trim
 plate

to end of shaft bushing.

F
igure 17.

Installing E
scutcheon

F
igure 16.

Installing D
ial S

eale

F
igure 18.

Installing K
nobs

FIN
A

L
 C

O
N

N
E

C
T

IO
N

S
A

N
D

 A
D

JU
ST

M
E

N
T

S

S
T

E
P

 1.
C

onnect "A
" lead from

 receiver to ignition
sw

itch term
inal on rear of Instrum

ent P
anel.

If "A
" lead

is connected to cold side of ignition sw
itch, the receiver

w
ill operate only w

hen the ignition sw
itch is turned on.

T
he "A

" lead contains a 14 am
pere fuse. M

ake sure the
fuse is not dam

aged or defective.
(S

ee F
ig. 19)

S
T

E
P

 2.
R

efer to C
olum

n V
I to determ

ine w
hich an-

tenna socket should be used. Insert the antenna lead into
the antenna socket.

(R
efer to F

ig. 20 for location of
antenna sockets "A

" and "B
".)

S
T

E
P

 3.
F

ully extend the antenna, turn the receiver on
and tune in a w

eak station in the vicinity of 1400 kilo-
cycles (halfw

ay betw
een 12 and 16 dial scale indica-

tions.)
U

se a sm
all screw

 driver to adjust the antenna
trim

m
er screw

 (R
efer to F

ig. 20 for location) for m
axi-

m
um

 volum
e.

A
N

T
E

N
N

A
S

O
C

K
E

T
S

T
R

IM
M

E
R

 A
D

JU
S

T
M

E
N

T

F
igure 20. A

ntenna T
rim

m
er and S

ocket Location

SPE
C
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L

 IN
ST

R
U

C
T

IO
N

S
C

olum
n

V
II an chart

"I"
1951

N
ash requires speaker to

be m
ounted

in
grill on instrum

ent panel.
R

efer to F
igure A

.
"II"

1951 F
ord -rem

ove radio opening trim
 plate and

install four large w
ashers (supplied in

kit), tw
o to

each shaft bushing -one in front and one in back of
instrum

ent panel.
"III"

1951-1952 H
enry J. requires under dash m

ounting
except that m

ounting bracket is reversed from
 that

show
n in figures 14 and 15 (lip faces forw

ard) and
speaker faces upw

ard.
"IV

"
1941 F

ord and 1941 M
ercury can be either under -

dash or custom
 m

ounted through instrum
ent panel.

W
hen custom

 m
ounted, the receiver m

ounts vertical-
ly and the knobs are on top of instrum

ent panel.
"V

"
1951-1952 P

lym
outh C

oncord -C
am

bridge -it is
im

portant that the radio grill panel (4 P
hillips -H

ead
screw

s) be rem
oved to perm

it radio to fth close to

50-1951-1952 S
tudebaker C

om
m

ander -rem
ove

pr.aandeliol

'V
i.

9.

opening trim
 plate and break off center rib

from
 back of plate.

"V
II"

1953 H
udson Jet and S

uper Jet. M
ount speaker

first using 5x7 tem
plate and tw

o #801/2 sheet m
etal

screw
s

(to be purchased by custom
er).

R
em

ove
radio trim

 plate and drill from
 rear.

"V
III"

1950-1951 M
ercury under dash m

ounting below
custom

 speaker opening, speaker facing up. R
em

ove
cardboard from

 speaker grille.
R

everse m
ounting

bracket.

"IX
"

1953 D
odge. D

o not drill thru m
etal trim

 plate.
A

fter drilling 3 holes in plastic plate, rem
ove m

etal
plate and discard. F

asten plastic plate w
ith 2 bolts

and nuts.
U

se tw
o large flat w

ashers under radio
escutcheon on each bushing.
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CAPACITORS Capacitor values are represented in
micro -microfarad (MMF) unless otherwise indicated.
"Iir denotes microfarad.

RPSISTORS Resistor wattage is represented in
T72-7a-trunless otherwise indicated. wr denotes
x 1,000 & "if' denotes x 1,000,000.

SWITCHES All switches are shown in the position
lot"-",groperation.

VOLTAGE READIN3S The voltage readings indicated
at the various tube socket pins vere measured with
a 20,000 ohm per volt voltmeter, normal operation,
no signal input and line voltage at L151 AC. Where
control settings affect voltage readings, the mini-
swa and maxims are indicated.

HIGH VOLTAGE High voltage is present on the
IMU-FalaiTUf the 193 high voltage rectifier and
25306 horizontal pulse amplifier. Do not measure
this voltage. Measure CRT 2nd anode voltage with
HV probe.

COIL LC RESISTANCE The IC resistance readings
Indicated near the transformers and coils have
been taken with an olumester directly across the
coil being measured. Coils shovn without a resis-
tance reading have a DC resistance of less than
one ohm. A tolararee of 21% is permissible.

WAVE FORM The wave forma illustrated are copies
of those observed on a laboratory oscilloscope.
These wave forms may be expected under normal
operating conditions, with a transmitted signal
and the picture in sync at all times. With each
wave form is given the peak -to -peak voltage and
a horizontal or a vertical notation representing
vertical (60 cycles) or horizontal (15,750 cycles)
scope frequency. The wave form and peak -to -peak
voltage readings say vary somewhat, depending on
the strength of the signal, the picture informa-
tion being transmitted, and the adjustment of the
various controls. When checking wave forms, con-
nect the ground lead from the oscilloscope to the
chassis, end the hot lead to the position indica-
ted by the arrow.
REPIACING TI.1137S Before replacing tubes the cabi-
net back must first be removed. Removing the
cabinet back disengages the safety interlock and
removes the power to the receiver. Do not tamper
with or attempt to defeat the purpose of the
safety interlock, as eeeeee shock ley result. Do
not remove tubes while the receiver is in opera-
tion as overloading or component failure may
result.

Chassis 21T8:

models UM -2133, UM -213,

UM -2135, UM -2136, UM -;39,

UM -2141, UM -2142, UM -144,

UM -2145

RAYTHEON
Chasis 2 1 T8
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SERVICE HINTS
Whenever the sync, AFC, Horizontal Multivibrator or H.
Pulse Amplifier stage is suspected as the cause of the
trouble, it will prove helpful to short the input grid of the
Horizontal Multivibrator (pin 2, V18) to ground, readjust
the horizontal hold control and then observe the picture. If
the condition disappears you can assume that the source of
the trouble is before the input grid of the oscillator. If.
however, the condition remains, the trouble is probably after
the grid of the multivibrator.

TUNED SERVICE HINTS
A convenient service check point is provided for measur-
ing the UHF oscillator grid current to determine whether
the oscillator is functioning. To measure this current
place a multimeter on the 100 microamperes scale across
resistor Rite (22 ohms). A reading of 10 to 30 micro-
amperes should be obtained if the oscillator is function-
ing normally. Another check point has been provided
for measuring the crystal current to check both the UHF
crystal detector and oscillator. Place a multimeter on
the 100 microamperes scale across resistor R105 (22
ohms) and a reading of 5 to 40 microamperes should be
obtained if both the oscillator and crystal are function.
ing normally.

Before attempting service of the UHF tuner, it may
prove helpful to check, if the same condition appears
when tuned to a VHF station. If the condition appears
on both UHF and VHF the cause of the trouble will
generally be located in the I F amplifier or Video ampli-
fier circuits. If, however, the condition appears only on
UHF and a normal picture is observed on VHF, the UHF
antenna installation should be checked for the possible
.ource of trouble before suspecting the UHF tuner.

Vhen attempting UHF servicing, it may prove helpful
bear in mind that when trouble occurs in the oscillator

kz picture will generally disappear and when there is

alefect in the RF or mixer stage a decrease in signal
`.0 usually result.

If condition arises where trouble occurs on either high
or se. VHF band only, then it can be assumed that the
ffckle is definitely in the VHF tuner or VHF antenna
instdation. One other possibility may be due to defec-
tive vitch contacts. Defective switch contacts can easily
be .relaced by removing the two question mark shaped
sprms lifting up the switch plate assembly and re -
movie, the black switch contact holder and replacing
the swch contact.

RAYTHEON
Chassis 2178
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V. LIN. TUNING V. SIZE

© 0 0 0 © 0

ON-OFF SY NJ
H. HOLD P.RIGHT VOLUME PICTURE STABIL. V HOLD

ANTI PIN -CUSHION
MAGNET /

ADJUSTING
SCREW

ION TRAP
MAGNET

CENT RING
MAGNET

WAIINING
At all times during operation the chassis is at 125 volts DC potential above ground and it also

may be at the line voltage potential depending on how the line cord plug is inserted in the power
receptacle.

Extreme caution must be observed when working with the chassis outside the cabinet and when
power is applied to the receiver with the cabinet back removed. SEVERE SHOCK may result from
contact with chassis.

An isolation transformer between the line plug and power receptacle must be used when service
is required. This removes AC line shock hazards. Damage to the receiver and test equipment may
result without the use of an isolation transformer.

Isolation transfomers are available from the authorized Raytheon Television Distributor in your
area and may be ordered by part number 11P-129.
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V. Hold:

The Vertical Hold control should be adjusted when the
picture is rolling or flipping up or down. The proper
setting of the vertical hold control is that point where
the picture is moving slowly upward and just locks info
place. At this control setting, noise will have the least
tendency to interrupt vertical sync.

V. Size and V. Linearity:
The vertical size and linearity controls should be ad-

justed while a test pattern is being received. The line-
arity control affects the upper portion of the picture
while the size control affects the overall size especially
the lower portion of the picture. Adjust both controls
simultaneously until the test pattern is symmetrical and
fills the entire screen vertically. Readjust the vertical
hold control if necessary.

Sync Stabilizer:

The control varies the operational characteristics of
the sync clipper stage to obtain the optimum operation
point for the least effect of noise interrupting synchron-
ization. The control should be adjusted for a steady
picture.

H. Hold:

Set the H. Hold control on the front of the set to the
center of its range. Adjust the H. Hold coil on top of
the chassis until a steady picture is obtained. Set the H.
Hold coil to the center of its range (center position be-
fore going out of sync in either direction). To check the
adjustment, tune from one station to another. If the
controls are properly adjusted the picture will remain
in sync at all times.

H. Size:

The horizontal size control should be adjusted until the
picture fills the entire screen horizontally. A clockwise
rotation will decrease size. To some extent the vertical
size control setting may be affected by a major hori-
zontal size adjustment.

Anti -Pin Cushion Magnet:
Adjust centering until left edge of the raster is visible.

Loosen the positioning screw and slide the magnet until
the edge of the raster is vertically straight. If keystoning
is noticed adjust magnet in vertical plane.

Deflection Yoke:
The correct position for the deflection yoke is as far

forward on the neck of the picture tube as the shape of
the tube will allow. Tube shadow or a tilted raster may
result from an incorrectly positioned yoke. If a position
adjustment is necessary, loosen the yoke wing nut located
at the top of the picture tube assembly.

H. Linearity Magnet:
The horizontal linearity magnet affects the linearity of

the right side of the picture only. The magnet pulls or
stretches the right side and has a greater effect when
closer to the picture tube.

Ion Trap Magnet:
If adjustment is determined necessary, loosen the wing

nut, rotate and slide the magnet until the position which
gives maximum illumination is found. Adjust the screw
for maximum illumination. Repeat the above two steps.
Rotate and slide the magnet until the best focus position
is found without sacrificing brilliance. Tighten wing nut.
Adjustment should be made with brightness and picture
controls set for normal viewing. The position of the ion
trap magnet MUST be over the grid of the picture tube
(second cylinder from the base identified by a flared for-
ward lip) after the adjustment is complete.

Centering Magnet:
The centering magnet should be rotated and the con-

trol adjusted until the picture is properly framed keeping
in mind that the effect of the control is governed by the
position of rotation. If the control is above or below
the neck of the picture tube, the picture can be moved
up or down. To the left or right of the neck of the

licture
tube, the picture can be moved either to the

eft or right. The position of the centering magnet should
be 1/4 to Y2 inch behind the deflection yoke.

SOUND CON DITIONs
It will always prove helpful when analysing a service con-
dition to first determine if the sound section is function-
ing normally. Since the receiver is of the intercarrier
type, both the sound and picture information are amp-
lified simultaneously by the tuner,

I F and video ampli-
fiers. Due to the design of the receiver the video ampli-
fier also amplifies both the sound and picture informa-
tion. By analysing the above, it 'can be assumed that if
The picture appears to be normal and the sound is not
functioning properly the defect is located between the
sound take off point (plate of the video amplifier) and
speaker.
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PRELIKL KART ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE FOR 2178 and 24T2 CHASSIS

The following information may be used as preliminary alignment procedure.

1. Preheat the unit for approximately 5 minutes.

2. Connect a voltmeter in series with a 10K ohm isolation resistor and connect to the
detector outpdt.

3. Connect an RF generator to the IF alignment test jack input "A" (see schematic). This
is located on top of the VHF tuner. A standard phono plug makes an ideal connector.

4. The VHF tuner should be set to an unused high band VHF channel in the vicinity of
channel 7.

5. Set the marker generator to each of the following frequencies and adjust as indicated.

ADJUST FREQ. ?C.

T301 0.7
L323A Top /41.4
L323B Bottom 45.15
L319 0.0
L313 Top 41.25
L314 Top 47.15
T300A Top 41.4

RESPONSE NOTE

Masi mum
Minimum
Maximum
Maximum
"ti aim=
Minimum
ti ni mum

Use minimum marker output
needed to obtain adequate
response. Too high an
output will give false in-
dications. Use 3 to 5 volt
d.c. scale.

fs. Remove the voltmeter from the detector output and in its place substitute an oscilloscope.

7. Connect a marker generator and sweep generator to IF alignment test jack "a"

A. litre rnial.rnum RF output needed to obtain correct deflection on oscilloscope.

9. Sweep for Pver-all r,spcitsf, curve. (as sham)

r- 200 DIV.

MARKER

- 420 MC 35 MC
15 DIV.

--)-1110 DIV

MARKER
455 MC - 20 DIV.

10 DIV.

10. Adjust L311 bottom, L312 bottcm, T200 buttons, 1300 bottom, and C305 for maxizzs. gain and
optimum response with markers at 42.0 cc 45.5 ac. Re-ailj,ist if necessary obtain
proper response, curve, bandwidth, etc., while using sweep width of h mc, at center
frequency of' 113.75.

11. Rock T301 for flat top with optimum gain.
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capacitor
replacements

PHILCO CHASSIS R-201, D-201
Symbol Rating
No. MF @ WVDC

Phi!co Sprague
Part No. Replacement

C100, C101 12010 150 30-2568-51 TVL-1425
C102 10 @ SO 30-2417-3 TVA -1304
C103 1

C707 } 10 @ 475 '1004-10
C815A I @ 300 100 @ 25 30-2584-27 TVL-4802
C81511 J
C413 2 @ 50 30-2417-7 TVA -1301

RCA CHASSIS KCS83C, KCS83D
(Models 21-5-354, -3541.1, -362, -362W

Symbol Rating RCA Sprague
No. MF @ WVDC Part No. Replacement

C117
C119
C124

100@400/20@50
80+20@400

10+5 0350:30050

78212 TVL-3672
77644 TVL-2673
78213 TVL-3637

EMERSON CHASSIS 120174-B, 120198-D
Symbol Rating Emerson Sprague
No. MF @ WVDC Part No. Replacement

C22
C39
C54
C65
C79

10 0 25 925180 TVA -1204

10 0450/80 @ 300/40
@ 250/100 @ 50 925221 TVL-4711

C64
C66 5 @ 450/80+40 @ 300 925232 TVL-3792
C78

Sprague makes more capacitors ... in
more types . . . in more ratings . . .

than any other capacitor manufac-
turer. Send 10c for 44 -page TV
Replacement Capacitor Manual to
Sprague Products Co.. 65 Marshall
St., North Adams, Mass., or get it
FREE from your Sprague distributor.

DON'T OE VAGUE.../NS/ST

FOR SETS OF THE MONTH

HOFFMAN CHASSIS 403-24

Symbol Rating Hoffman Sprague
No. MF @ WVDC Part No. Replacement

C112 5 @ 50 4209 TVA -1303
C11 et
C128 20+20 @ 350 4259 TVL-2755

C605
C803 100+40+30 0350/50 @ 50 4251 TVL-4634
C804
C807

C610 10 @ 600 4253 R-1222
C706
C806 40+10 @ 350 4252 TVL-2735

AIRLINE MODEL 35BR-6796A

Symbo! Rating Airline Sprague
No. MF @ WVDC Part No. Replacement

C19 20+20 @ 200/40 @ 25 8C-21726 R-1430

C9
C10 Filter Plate 201-15005 100C1
R7

C13
C14
C15 Audio Coupling 17A-21742 104C4
R11
R12

RAYTHEON CHASSIS 2178

Symbol Rating
No. MF WVDC

Raytheon Sprague
Part No. Replacement

C402 100 4 10 @ 300/60 @ 50 8C-22523 R-1434
C414 20 @ 300 104 75 10 @ 25 8C-22524 TVL-3634
C428, 429 100@ 150 8C22286 TVL-1423
C503 50 @ 450 8C22544 TVA -1713
C442 Integrator Plate 17A-22376 101 C1

(Distributor:1 Div. of the Sprague Electric Co.)



A serviceman's

"jr,eft rffsd'i
is an RCA Tube

An RCA Tube starts working for
you from the instant the customer first
sees the familiar red, black, and white
carton. You have her confidence from
the start, because she knows and re-
spects the RCA trademark.

But the big payoff to you begins
when the tube goes to work. For,
experience has proven that the
superior quality of RCA Receiv-
ing Tubes and Kinescopes is your
best measure of protection against
premature tube failures. With RCA
Tubes, you can be sure the job is
well done.

Helping you to safeguard your
reputation is a vital, everyday
service of RCA Tubes. And that
protection is yours at no extra cost.

UNLOCK

THE DOOR TO

BIGGER

PROFITS

Here's your key to
better business... RCA's dynamic

Dealer Identification Program. Ask
your RCA Tube Distributor for your
copy of the colorful, 16 -page book-
let "A Magic Pass -Key to Customer
Confidence." It tells you how you
can become a Registered Dealer ...
and get ex'ra sales benefits.

to


